
LIGHT ENVIRONMENT

A. VISIBLE LIGHT

N6912436

Visible light is that band of the electromagnetic spectrum from 380 to

750 millimicrons or nanometers (nm), capable of stimulating the photorecep-

tors of the eye thereby producing a sensation called vislon. The physical

phenomenon of light may be viewed in two different ways: as energy quanta

(photons) or as waves passing through a medium. The interaction of visible

light with biological systems can be interpreted as a manifestation of both

viewpoints.

K

Characteristics of the Human Sensor

Light is sensed by the retinal photon receptors of the eye after passlng

along the optical path as seen in Figure 2-i. Light rays reflected from an

object in the external world pass through the cornea at the front of the eye,

through the liquid (aqueous humor) in the anterior chamber directly behind

the cornea, then through the lens and vitreous humor onto the retina. Data

on the spectral transmlsslon of the ocular media are available (63).

The rods and cones of the retina transduce the light into neuro-electrical

phenomena. The neural elements of the retina are gathered into the optic

nerve at the blind spot and pass by discrete pathways to the highest visual

center in the braln in the occipital cortex.

The human visual system is a very versatile one, with ample capabilities

of adaptation to a variety of environmental changes. This versatility dictates

that many variables in the physical and biological environment must be

assessed in evaluating human standards for visual performance (117).

Nomenclature

A summary of terms and symbols commonly used in physiological optics

is presented in Table 2-2.

Figure 2-3 lists and graphically demonstrates the relationship between

intensity and illuminance units frequently used in the literature. Table Z-4

is a homograph allowing converslon of the many equivalent units of luminance

in common use. Table 2-5 allows conversion of other parameters.

The new unit of luminous intensity is the candela or new candle. A can-

dela is equal to 1/60th of the luminous intensity of I cm 2 of a blackbody sur-

face at the solidification point of platinum and represents about .981 candles.
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Conltant

Refractive

mdex

Eye Area or Meaiurement

Cornea ),3_

Aqueous humor ).33

L.enl capsule 1.38"

Outer cortex, ]erie

Anterior cortex, ler_

Posterior cortex, lens

Center, lens

Calculated total index

Vitreous body

Radius of Cornea

curvature, Anterior surface, |eni

mm Posterior surface. ]erul

Distance PosL surface, cornea

from Ant surface,|enI

Post, surface, Lenacornea.

mm Retina

Focal

d_st_ce,

mm

Posltlon of

cirdln_

points

measured

from

corne_

surface,

mm

1.4t

1.41

1.33

9.2-]2.2

S 4-?.l

1.2

3.5

76

24.8

Anterior fOCal length l 7. ]

I4.2l'*

Posterior focal length 22.8

I_8.8l

Diameter. Optic disk
Macula

mm
Fovea

Depth, mm Anterior chamber

_Cortex of term and its capsule

1 Focus -15.7

L'12.41

2 FOCal 24.4

[2toI
I. Principal point 1,5

H.8}
2 Prmcip=1 point 1.9

12H
I. Nodal point 7.3

16 Sl
2. Nod_l point 1.6

I6.Sl

2-5

1-3

1.8

2.7-4 2

** Values in brackets refer tO state of maximum

accommods_lon

The diagram and table g_ve dimensions and optical constants of the human eye. Values in brackets

shown m the table refer to state of maximum accommodation. The drawing _s a cross section of

the rtgnI eye from above.

The horizontal and vertical diameters of the eyeball are 24.0 and 23.5 ram, respectively• The

opttc disk or blind spot, is aboul 15 degrees to the nasal side of the center of the retina and

about 1.5 degree's b(.low the horizonta', meridLan,

Figure 2-1

Schematic and Optical Constants of the Eyebal

(After White (446) Adapted from Spector, ed. (394))
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Term

Table 2-2

Summary of Terms and Symbols Commonly Used in Optics

Symbol Units

Velocny In vacuo
Frequency

Wavelength

Velocity in any medium m
Index of refraction

Temperature
Work

Energy (see end note)
Power

Planck's constant

Radiant energy (see end note)
Radiant flux

Unit solid angle

Radiant intensity
Irradiance

Radiance

LIGHT

¢

IY

vm
tl

T
W

Eor U
P

h

RADIOMETRY

Eor U

P

t.O

J

/-/

N

2.99776 x 101° cm/sec
cycles/sec or Hertz
millimicrons or nanometers

cm/sec

ratio n = c� V,.

degrees absolute, K

joule -= I0 7 ergs = I0 7 dyne-cm
joule = lO7 ergs = lOv dyne-cm
watt - joule/sec

6.624 × l0 -27 erg-sec

joule

watt = joule/sec

steradian = I/4Tr sphere

watt/to

watt/m =

wattflo/m 2

PHOTOMETRY

. .. , - :

" , "%

Luminous flux

Luminous intensity (candlepower)
Illuminance

F

I

E

Luminance B

Retinal illuminance L.S

l
lumen = _ watt at A = 555 m/z

lumen/oJ = candle

lumen/m = = lux
= meter-candle

= 0.0929 ft-candle

lumen/w/m = = candle/m =
= 0.3142 millilambert

= 0.2919foot-lambert

troland (uncorrected for Stiles-

Crawford effect) = luminance of 1

candle/m = on a surface viewed

through an artificial pupil of area
S = I mm= or

1

Brightness in millilamberts

x 10 x Area in mm 2
/I
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Table 2-2 Continued

Transmittance

Reflectance

Relative scotopJc luminosity

(also called relative scotoplc

luminous efficiency: formerly

called scotopic visibility; also

infrequently and informally,.

spectral sensitivity.)

Relative photopic luminosity
(also called relative photoplc

luminous efficiency: formerly

called photopic visibility; also

infrequently and informally,
spectral sensitivity.)

Luminous flux

Dominant wavelength

(spectral centroid)

Tristimulus functions for the
standard observer. Also

distribution coefficients.

Tristimulus values

called

Chromaticity coefficients

(Adapted from Graham (177))

COLORIMETRY

TA

.R A

V_"

v_

F

ic, p,_.

X,Y,Z

X, y, Z

Ratio TA = P_r/PAo, where P_0 is

incident flux and PAr Is transmitted

flux at wavelength A.

Ratio RA = PAJPAo, where P^_ is

reflected flux at wavelength A.
Ratio of luminous efficiency of

light at wavelength A for standard
observer at low levels of luminance

to luminous effÉciency maximum

at 505 m/z.

Ratio of luminous efficiency of

light at wavelength A for standard
observer at high levels of lumi-

nance to luminous efficiency maxi-

mum at 555 mtz.

lumens = 685 P_TAVAd_

(for transmitted light)

J?lumens = 685 P^R^ V_ d_

(for reflected light)

® P_T_ V^Ad^

= PAT_V^dA
=0

(for transmitted light)

._=oP_,RAV_AdA

i = PARa Va dA

(for reflected light)

Amounts of the three CIE

primaries required to match a unit
amount of energy at each wave-

length.

Sums of weighted values from
spectral energy data at all wave-

lengths.

X
X =

X+ Y+Z

Y

Y= X+ Y+Z

Z
g -_-

X+ Y+Z

2-4
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Intensity (I)

Illuminance (E)

Luminous Emittance (L)

Luminance (B)

1 lumen /steradiaJ1 = 1 candle = I candle power = 1.02 can_lelas

lumens/cm 2

1 lumen/m2 = 1 meter candle = 1 lux

1 lumen/ft2 = 1 ft-candle (it-c)

lumens/cm2

lumens/m 2

lumens/it 2

lumens/steradian/m2 (or cm 2)
lamberts (L) = millilamberts (mL) x 103 = microlamberts (/_L) x 106

tor a perfectly diffusing surface, 1 lambert = 1/w candles/cm2.foot-
lambert (it-L) = 1.076 mL

I METER_ 1

FLUX=ILUMEN

/

AREA=I 2 \

ILLUMINANCE = I LUMEN/CM 2 _
\

\

INTENSITY =ICANDLE
=ILUMEN/W

W . ISTERADIAN

AREA=IFT 2 /

ILLUMINANCE =ILUMEN/FT z

=IFT-CANDLE

\
\

\
\

\

\
\

• I METER CAND_.E
%

• I LUX

! SQUARE CM

ILUJMINANCE • O.OOOl LUMENICM I'

Relationships Between Intensity Units of Source and Illuminance Units

on Surfaces at Various Distances

Figure 2-3

(After Sears (375))
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Table 2-5

CONVERSION FACTORS

To convert any quantity listed in the left-most column to any quantity listed
to the right, multiply by the factor shown.

Lumen•u• Flux

(intenaity at • Source)

Candle- Lumens Wefts Ergs/•econd
power

0.0054_T 5,882r • 10"
Cendt•power 1 4x lit SSSm,u**) (at $55m_'*)

t 0,001471 1.471 x 104

Lumens _ 1 [at SS6_p**) (at 5_m,_'')

Wit1• 170 680
1 10'

(at 5_m.') (at 5GSm_*)

Ergslsecond I_ • tO-' 680 x 10-'

(at 555m_') (at 555m_') 10 ' 1

Footcandles

Meter-candles

Lumens/if'

Lumens/meted

Illuminance

(Illumination Incident upon a lllUrlace)

Foot- Meter- Lumena/if'candles candles

1 10.764 1

0.0g2g 1 0.0g_

1 10.764 1

0.0929 1 O.O_g

CandleslfooV

Candles/meted

Footlamberts

Aposttlbs "'°

Lambert•

(Lumens/ca')

Luminance

(Surtace brightness or reflected might)

Candles/ Candies/ Footlamberts Apostilbs***
foot' mete_

1 10.7M • 10.764="

0.0929 1 0.0g_J f lr

!. 10,764
1 10.764

• T

O.Og2g i o.o_o 1
f T

10'
10'

ir 11"

Lamberts

(Lumens/ca':

lrxl0-'

tO.7IMxlO-'

10-4

1

Quantity of Energy Received By Surface

Waft-

Ergs/cm* seconds/ca'

or Joules/ca =

Meter-candle- 1.471 1.471 x 10 -_

Seconds (at 555m/_'*) (at S55m/_**)

Footcandle.

Seconds

15.83

(It 5GGmp °°)

Meter-candle- Footcandle-

Seconds Second•

t O.0929

10.764 1

0.680 0.0632

(at 555rap*) (at 555mp e)

6.80x104 6.3'2x10' .

(at ,_Sm_u') (at 555m,*)

15.83x10-'

(at 555m/A °*)

Ergs/cm _ 1 10

Watt" sec°nds/cm_ 10" 1
or Joules/cm *

QuanUty of Energy Emitted b_ a Source

Lumen- Candle- Waft-
power- seconda Erglll

Second• Seconds or Joules

t 0.{)01471 0.00147t xlO-'

Lumen-Seconds 1 41r (at 555m/_**) (el 555m.u °')

Candtepower- 4f 1 0005882 .00588"2 x10
Seconds (al 555m_ °') (el 555m/_**)

170
Wail-seconds 680 10

Or Joules at 555m_*) 11" I '
(at 555m _*)

680x10' 170x10' 10 t I
Eros (at 555m.*) (at 555m.*_

*Tru_ onl_ for mcmochromet_¢ Ikiht at ua-rr_=. FOr othe( ways-

lenathl in me msiai* rN_on, muKi_ ey till relat_t vi|leMl'_

lictor fc_r thin waveeenitn.

**True only for man•chromatic hght st ll_m_ For othe_ wsve-

_enoths tn Ihe v_albll rug|on, d_v*U* by the v_*lbl_l_ tlctor for

that wavelength.

***OBflnelll Is 1 lumen per mel*P. •con*•nifty mcorrec¢l_

Called merit-lambert

Lum•n$

meted

I0,764

10.7M

(Adapted by Taylor and Silverman (404) from Eastman Kodak (136))
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The Light Environment

In order to define the visual factors in space operations, a knowledge of

the physical light environment is required (16, 244, 354 ).

Table 2-6 covers the characteristic luminance on Earth and space.

Photopic vision refers to that vision in which the cones of the eye are the

prime receptors. In scotopic vlsion, the rods are the prime receptors,

in mesopic vision, both retinal elements are used.

and

Figure 2-7 represents the daily variation of natural illumination on Earth.

More detailed coverage of these data, including haze effects, is available

( 73, 132). The illuminance of the Sun just outside the Earth's atmosphere is

approximately IZ, 700 foot-candles.

Table 2-8 covers the luminance of some pertinent astronomical phenon-

ena. A more detailed evaluation of the night sky is available (352).

Figure 2-q presents the illuminance of stars for each stellar visual mag-

nltude and threshold stellar magnitude as a function of background luminance.
Table Z-9a is based on 3.90 x 10 -8 foot candles as the illuminance of a second

magnitude star (459). The stars are isometrically point sources and the

light from the Sun, Moon, and other extended sources is collimated to within
32 minutes of arc of the subtended angle of the source. There appears to be

some confusion in the literature as to the size of the source which can be

considered a point source to the eye. The psychophysical definition of a

point source is given by Ricco's law which states that the product of the thres-

hold contrast and the solid angle subtended by the target are constant for any

given adaptation level. Figure Z-18 shows the maximum visual angle for a

point source at different background luminances. Note that the angle increases

with decreasing background luminance. In the debriefings of all astronauts

of the Gemini and Mercury space flights, there has been a continual insistence

by the astronauts that "stars cannot be seen in the daytime, ' the only quali-

fication of this statement being that planets and the Moon or perhaps the

brightest stars (for example, Sirius) could be seen. This may have been due

to the ambient light in the space cabin contributed by the spacecraft corona

(see Figure 2-12) , the density of the window or scattered window light (319).

However, the intensity of ocular scatterlng may also be sufficient by itself to

make impossible the observation of first-magnitude stars if the level of illu-
minatlon on the face of the observer exceeds about 1000 lux (100 ft-c) ( [5 ).

"Unless the viewlng window of the space capsule is protected by a conical
sunshade it will be difficult to reduce the interior illumination below this

critical figure, even if the other window is obscured by a blind, as i000 lux

is only about l percent of the outdoor daylight level. This fogging effect of

ocular scattering is often experienced by city-dwelling astronomers who find

that it is impossible to see the Milky Way within about 90 degrees of the

direction of a single street lamp that produces an ambient light level only

about 0.01 percent that of daylight. That ocular scattering, rather than at-

mospheric scattering, produces the observed loss of contrast in the visual

image of the sky can be shown by stepping into the shadow of the lamppost.'

2-8
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" h '__l°Lo TV sl r*'en; X 0 Pluto

Assume aLbedo o_ 0 59 vLewed from

ouls sac almo6phere
Viewed from _Da_ • with cloud cover(r-0 _

V_e_ed from ouls=oe a¢mosphere( r-0 0Gq_

Viewed _n Jap,uar) from outside almos-

phere no cloud_ (r - 0 39)

Viewed from outside atmOSphere ( r: 0 561

Average sky on clear day
Full moon v_e*eo from outside ol

atmosphere tr - 0 073)

V_e_ed from ouls=oe atmospt_ere _ r -u 6_1

VI_wvd flo.i =;uts=d_ =_rr_osDner_ _r- 0 15)

FuJ moon v_eweu frnm ('artn

Average sky on cloud) day
Viewed from OlllSldetrle earth= _ - 0 63)

V_ewed Ir_m UUtS_dC _tr_ospnelelr C 7_]

'41e*ed (zorn oulsuae une atmospnere

_x]O-= Snow Half,hi of lu|l moon

Mesopic Vision

2 x 10"2 bower J m=t for useful

color v_s=on

5 x 10 3 Earlh

x |0" j Lpper I_m_t for nlRn_ V_S_Oh

"v'_ewed from OUISLoe atmosphere w_th

full moon

3 x 10 -5 E_ar|h

x I0 _ Absolute threshold IFordark

adapted human eye, lower

hmlt for n_¢ht v_slon

• x]O 5 Sky

Scotopic Vision

V*eweo from outsloe atmolpnere at

n;ght with a_rglow._larhEht, and

zod_a(a] h_ht prov*dln_ _lum_natlon

Moonles_ nl_nt SKy viewed from earth

x IO _ 5pa_w ,as Kgr.ur_o P, auKgrounu h=mlnan_e formeu b) star-

LLgn_ ZoO_aca_ aria eaLactlc hghl

This enormous range of luminances is based on a solar illuminance of 12,700 Ft-c. A uniformly diffusing

sphere at the earth's distance from the Sun would have a luminance of 13,655 mL and the apparent
luminances of the Su, Earth, Moon, Venus, and Jupiter have been recalculated on that basis. Albedo (r)

as used in this figure is the ratio of the incident collimated light i_ a planetary body or spherical object
to the ight reflected and collected over 4_" steradians and is considered to be invariant with wavelength•

Only Jupiter and Venus are large enough to be characterized by their surface brightness.

Figure 2-6

Characteristic Luminance on Earth and in Space

(Modified from White (446))
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Figure 2-7

Range of Natural Illumination Levels

on Earth.

This Graph Shows the Range of Natural

Illumination on Earth from the Sun and the

Moon, as the Values Increase from Minimum

Before Sun- or Moonrise to Maximum at the

Zenith.

(After White (446)) Adapted from Brown (73))
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Table 2-8

Luminance of Astronomical Phenomena

as Viewed from Earth

Luminance,
Phenomenon foot -Ismberts

Milky Way, dinzuest region, near

Perseus

Gegensche in

Visible night glow (zenith)

Aurora IBC-I

Milky Way brightest region, near

Carlna

Zodiacal light (30 ° elongation)

Visible night glow (edge-on)

Great Orion nebula M42

Full moon

Fluorescent lamp 4500 _hite

2.9xlO-S
4.6xlO-s

5.8xlO-;"
-_xlO -5

i. IXlO-4

3.5xlo-4
i.7XLO-3
I. 6xlO -e

i. _i0 3

1.2xlO s

(Adapted from Dunkelman (128) by Allen (12))
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Stellar

Figure 2-9

Visibility of the Stars

(After Allen (12))

Ill_inance (ft-cd)

I.55><10-e
6.18xlo-7
2.46xio-_
9.79xi0-8

3.9OxlO-S
i.55xi0-s
6.18XlO -9

2.4_xlO-9

9.79XI0-1°

3.89Xi0 -I°

i. 55xi0"i°

Visual Magnitude and Illuminance
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LUMINANCE, ft- L

b. Star Visibility Versus Background Luminance

Figure 2-10 summarizes pertinent parameters of the visual environment

of space. Extensive reviews of the photometry of the Moon and planets are
available (27, 244, 393). The reflectance of the Earth as viewed from out-

side the atmosphere has a greater range than the range of observed reflec-
tance from all other planets and satellites. The reflectance of the Earth

varies from 0.03 for large bodies of water to 0.85 for cloud cover. More
detailed reflectance data for local areas on "Earth are available (132). Other

solar system reflectance values range from 0.07 for Mercury to 0.7 for
Neptune. Optical data needed for predicting the view of Earth, Moon and
planets from space have been presented (351).

Optical properties of the Moon pertinent to human visual function have
received recent review (12, 244, 316, 364, 410). The natural illumination

of the lunar surface comes from direct sunlight; reflected sunlight primarily
from Earth, but in some small degree from other planets in the solar system;

and from starlight. The intensity of the sunlight falling on the lunar surface
is about 1.4 times that which reaches the surface of the Earth or 12,700 foot-
candles. The solar disc has a luminance of 6.4 x 108 ft L subtending a visual

angle of 0.5 degrees. Data are available on the mean illumination of the
Moon by different phases of crescent Earth (316).

From telescopic data, the rough and broken lunar surfaces (craterwalls)

reflect from 20 to 30_0 of the incident light while the smooth and darker layers

of the maria between 6 and 7°7o(253, 328, 402). The Moon has a highly direc-

tional reflectance. The variation of reflectance with phase angles is shown

2-11
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Table 2-10

Primary Parameters of the Visual Environment of Space

(After Jones et al (241))

90 ° Solar SurJac¢ Me-an At'ram.

lllumi_tion Reflectance e Tt_iss_.n

Earth ]0,800 ft-c Ocean .03 .70-.80""

(Night illumination Ground .15

with lull moon = Snow .B0

0.04 It-c)

EVA 12,700 ft-c Aluminum .55 1.00

(Earth Orbit) Dark Paint .10

White Paint .80

Moon 12,700 ft-c Maria .07 1.00

(Full earth _ 1 25 ft-c Cralcr Wall .20

30 o pha_e = 080 h-c

90 ° phase = 0.26 it-c)

Mars 7,600 h-c Maria .17 .80
Continents .18

*Lunar reflectances from references (105)
Mars reflectances from reference (193)

**Function of diameter and distribution of scattering particles.

in Figure g-ll. The average normal albedo of the lunar surface in the

vicinity of the Surveyor spacecraft was about 6%. The range of reflectance of

local lunar areas is even greater than 0.06 to 0. 30 (IZ, llZ, 316). The high-

est luminances (not in shadow) may vary from 0.08 to 0.42 of a white target in

full sunlight on the surface of the Earth. "Limb darkening" on the lunar

surface decreases the lower value to approximately 0.003. Thus, the

apparent luminance varies from 0.003 to 0.40 of the luminance of the hypo-

thetical white target, or a range approximately I00 to I. In comparison, the

range of luminance on Earth outdoors on a partially cloudy day, with part of

the landscape in full sunlight and part in cloud shadow, can be more than

i 000 to I.
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Figure 2-11

Lunar Reflectance Values

The Open Circles Are the Data Obtained
from Preliminary Analysis of Surveyor 1
Data. The Solid Lunar Curve is the Fed-

eretz Curve Obtained from Telescopic
Observations from the Earth

(From Preliminary USGS/JPL Data (12,227,410))

It thus appears that brighter areas may have an apparent luminance in

excess of i000 ft-Z (410). Owing to the lack of atmospheric scattering, it

may be expected that the deepest shadows will approach effectively zero

luminance (10 -6 ft-E or less). Without sun, illumination levels are likely
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to be in the neighborhood of i0 ft-C for full Earth conditions, with a resulting

maximum luminance of something over l ft-L, but decreasing markedly with

Earth phase angle. Starshine alone is estimated to produce about 3 x 10 -5

ft-C, and, unlike Earth and Sun, of a diffuse rather than unidirectional nature,

so that a general average luminance might approach 10 -5 ft-L without the

severe shadow-casting effects just noted. Absence of atmospheric haze on

the ]unar surface may be considered in visual range determinations, although

dust may be a fa_ctor (132, 144, 353).

In the vicinity of the spacecraft in orbit or on the lunar or planetary sur-

face, the 'spacecraft corona effect" must be included in the light path (319).

This results from a cloud of particles traveling with the spacecraft. The

surface brightness of the corona, in sunlight, has been computed as a function

of the mass e3ection rate of particulate matter from the spacecraft (Figure

Z-iZ). This may have contributed to the inability oi the astronauts to see stars

previously predicted as visible (see Figure 2-9 and discussion).

Recommendations for dim light

photography, photographic tracking,

and visual observations of space phen-

omena from manned spacecraft are

available (120, 127).

Visual Performance and Visibility

The interactions of the visible

light envlronment with the eye should

be considered as a dynamic and con-

tinuously changing process. The

dynamism of this operation applies to

every situation - to a change in the

environment, in the sense organ, or

in both. It is very important to con-

sider all psychophysiological cues

that will optimize vlsual function (462).

An excellent detailed review of

physiological optics has recently

been published and is recommended

for definitive data on the more eso-

teric aspects of this subject (17T).
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Figure 2-1 2

Surface Brignmess of Spacecraft Corona
Versus Mass Ejection Rate in Space.

(After Ney and Huch (319))

The determinatlon of visibility in any environment requires basic infor-

mation of human visual performance. Much of the basic data to be presented

were determined as special test cases with clrcular targets of known position

in a uniformly luminous background using binocular vision. To such data

must be added case-specific variables of luminous enwronment, unknown

location, movement, variable duration of vlewing, environmental stress,

and psychological factors to permit accurate estimation of visibility in field

or space conditions. Many of these variables have been covered in a recent

review of visibility (132).
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Table 2-13 summarizes some of the major physiological and physical

factors which determine visual performance. In the present discusslon,

these variables will be covered in their more general aspects. In section 3,

those conditions sensitive to specific aspects of space operations will be

selected for discussion.

Table 2-13

Variables Th"at Must Be Kept Constant or Carefully Controlled

When Measuring Some of the Principal Kinds of Visual Performance

Type of
Visual

Performance

V_sual Acuity

Depth Discrimination

Movement Discrimination

Fhcker DJscrimmat]on

Brightness Discrimination

Brightness Sensitivity

Color Discrimination

• Variable being measured

Variables to Be Controlled

I

i

I
X X [MV)* X

X _ x X

x x I x x

X x [ X x

x x I x x

x I x x

x x I x (MV)"

x x

X X

x X

X X

(MV)* X

(MV) * X

X X

.9

]
I

E

X X X

X X X X

X X MV)*

X

X X

X X

X X X

I

u i

x

x

X x

xixx

x

(After Wulfeck et al (462)}

Visual Acuity

Visual acuity is an important limiting factor _n all human detection,

target recongition, or other visual tasks. Acuity, like many other visual

capacities, is measured and defined in terms of thresholds. One type of

visual threshold is a value determined statistically at which there _s a 50%

probability of the target being seen. In most practical situations a higher

probability of seeing, such as 95 or i00% is required. The general relation

between threshold size and probability of detection is an ogive function of the

general simplified form shown in Figure 2-14. This curve covers a specific

test case and should be used only as a very rough guide for estimating the

relationship between visual angle and probability of detection under different

conditions. It can be seen that doubling the visual angle for 50% probability

of detection should give almost 100% detection if the location of the object is

known. Threshold data are usua]ly based on the 50% probability of detection.

As a rough rule of thumb, these visual angle values should be doubled to give

near 100% threshold values. More specific conversion factors for near I00_/0

probabilities are available (52).
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There are several ways in which
visual acuity has been defined and
measured, each of which has signifi-
cance for detection and recognition of
detail. These are defined in Figure
2-15.

The luminance contrast between
target and background determines the
minimum visual angle which can be
detected. Luminance contrast is a
measure of how much target luminance
(Bt) differs from background luminance
(Bb). The equation for obtaining con-
trast is:

/

VISUAL ANGLE IN MINUTES

Figure 2-14

An Example of Probability of Detection at Different

Visual Angles for a Specific Test Case.

(After Baker and Grether (2b; Adapted from
Blackwell(49))

B b - B t B t B b
C = and C -

B B b B B b

or C x I00 = % C
B B (1)

Contrast can vary from zero to minus one for targets darker than their

backgrounds, and from zero to infinity for targets brighter than their back-

grounds. Most studies of this aspect of vision conslder targets brighter than

their backgrounds.

Relation between target size and background luminance for targets of

various contrasts is shown in Figures 2-16 and Z-17.

Thresholds in Figure 2-16 are at the 50% probability of detection. By

multiplying the values by Z (log 0.3), the values may be converted to about

the 95_0 probability of detection. The graph shows that a reduction in any one

factor background luminance, size, or contrast may be compensated

for by an increase in one or more of the others. The relation between mini-

mum separable acuity and background lumlnance of Figure Z-15 is nearly

reproduced for the I00_0 contrast curve in this graph. The chief effect of

reducing contrast is a shift of the curve upward in the direction of increased

target size for 50_/0 probability of resolving parts of a target. The family of

curves also shows the discontinuity at about 0.0003 mE that marks the

transition from rod to cone vision.

Figure Z-17 presents similar data for luminance contrast thresholds.

Variations in luminance contrast threshold ( AB/B, where B is luminance)

are shown as functlons of background luminance and target size. (Pupil

diameter is shown as it varies with background luminance.) Two relatlon-

ships are shown very clearly by this graph: When it gets darker, objects

must be a lot blacker or lighter than their background to be seen; and, at any

level of luminance, small objects must have more contrast in order to be

seen than large objects, in Figures 2-16 and 2-17, the subjects knew where

the target would appear on the background and exposure duration varied from

case to case. The times were empirically determined so that, when doubled,

they did not yield a lower value of threshold contrast.
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Variations n spatial acuity with background luminance for high contrast targets, considering the

natural pupil and binocular vision. Minimum se_eparable acuity defines the smallest space the eye

can see between parts of a target. The relationship shown is for a black Landolt-ring on a white

background. For white targets on black backgrounds, the relationship between acuity and luminance

holds up to about 10 mL, above which acuity decreases because the white parts of the display blur.

Vernier acuity is the minimum lateral displacement necessary for two portions of a line to be per-

ceived as discontinuous. The thickness of the lines is of little importance. Stereoscopic acuity defines

the just perceptible difference in binocular parallax of two objects or points. Parallactic angle is one

of the cues used in judging depth. Beyond 2500 feet, one eye does as well as two for perceiving

depth. Minimum perceptible acuity refers to the eye's ability to see sinai objects against a plain

background. It _s commonly tested with fine black wires or small spots (either darker or lighter)

against illuminated backgrounds. For all practical purposes, these numbers represent the limits of

visual acuity. Another type of acuity, not shown in the graph, is minimum visible acuity. This

term refers to the detection by the eye of targets that affect the eye only in proportion to target

ntenslty. There is no lower size imit for targets of this kind. For instance, the gian_ red star

Aldebaran (magnitude 1) can be seen even though it subtends an angle of 0.0003 minutes (0.056 sec)

of arc at the eye. (The conditions under which these data were obtained were nearly optimal for a

gwen level of illumination• Changes in contrast, retinal location, rapid changes in illumination, and

vibration would decrease the resolution capabilities of the eye.)

Figure 2-15

Variation in Visual Acuity with Background Luminance

(Vernier and Stereoscopic Acuity Data from Berry(36); Minimum Perceptible Acuity Data from Hecht

et a1.(212); Minimum Separable Acuity Curve after Moon and Spencer (302) Adapted by White (446))
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Figure 2-16

Relation Between Target Size, Threshold Background

(After Blackwell (47))
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Figure 2-17

Contrast Thresholds for Different Target Sizes, Background Luminance, and Pupil

Diameter at Each Level

(After Blackwell (47))
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Point sources of light are defined by Ricco's law as those in which the

product of threshold contrast and solid angle subtended by target are constant.

Figure 2-18 represents the maximum visual angle satisfying the point source

criterion at different luminance levels. Figure 2-9 presents the threshold

illuminance and stellar magnitude at different background luminance levels.

Figure Z-55 gives retinal image sizes for point sources at different pupillary
diameters.

Increasing the size of light sources will increase their effective bright-

ness and visibility. Figure 2-19 shows the minimum visual angle a light

source can subtend at the eye and still be seen at different luminance levels

of the source.

20

15,
10

7:
t .
_ 5

z 3.

>

0.7:

u 0,5'
I0-

POINT
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\
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I00 O0
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I00

z_ 6.0

_ 30
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>
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s 4
LUMINANCE IN LOG MILLILAMBERTS

-_ k.

Figure 2-18

Critical Visual Angle for Point Sources Versus

Area Targets.

(Adapted from Blackwell (47) by Seyb (380))

Figure 2-19

Minimum Visual Angle of a Light Source Versus
Source Luminance.

(After Wulfeck (462) Adapted from Data of Lash
and Prideaux (259))

For spacecraft and their markings, the target may not be circular but

rectangular. When dark bars are seen on a brighter background, minimum

separation between bars can be determined for specific background illumina-

tion and contrast conditions. This is shown zn Figure 2-20.

There is a distinct difference between resolution of bright bar figures on

a dark background and dark bars on a bright background. Figure Z-Z1 shows

these differences as a function of retinal illuminance while observing the

bars. The measure of visual acuity is the smallest distance two bars can be

separated and still be seen as separate. As the illumination of the retina

increases beyond about 3.Z photons (0.5 log units), the ability of the eye to

discriminate between the bars begins to get worse instead of better. In other

words, reflecting bars by day and luminous bars by night must be bright

enough but not too bright. (For pupils of Zmm diameter, I0 photons = ] mL.)
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Figure 2-20

Background Luminance and Contrast Required for Bars Subtending Various

Angles to be Seen Under Daylight Conditions.

(After Cobb and Moss (100))

Figure 2-21

Ability to Discriminate Bright Bars Against
Dark Background

(After Wilcox (451))

Figure 2-22 shows the effect of

area of rectangular stimulus on thres-

hold contrast _B/B for 5 ratios of

length to width of rectangles. For

large areas, threshold contrast for

fixed area decreases as shape approach-

es a square. When area exceeds I00

rain 2, shape again becomes unimpor-

tant. The visibility of objects in fields

of high brightness is also strongly

dependent on the shape factor (212).

A thin wire one degree long may be

seen silhouetted against a sky of high

brightness of about 4000 ft Lamberts

ifits diameter were only i/2 second

of visual angle. Silhouetted squares

must be 18 seconds long. Square

objects, however, are more efficiently

seen. To be seen with the same

certainty, squares may be less than

three times the area of line stimuli.

Filters will have different relative

effects on visibility of objects of

different shape under the same back-

ground illumlnance (212).
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Figure 2-22

Contrast Threshold as a Function of Shape of the Stimulus

(Adapted by Wulfeck et al (462) from Lamar et al (256))
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In the inspection of satellites at relatively close distances, the detection

of critical detail may be important. Typical detection problems are seen in

Figures 2-23a and g-Z3b giving visual acuity limits for targets either brighter

or darker than the background for different background luminance conditions.

These curves permit prediction of visual acuity for discrimination of the

shape of targets of known luminance on a background of known luminance, to

luminance which the human eye is adapted (17, 371 ). The visual acuities

correspond to the visual angles subtended by the critical detail which was

needed for distinction of a square from a circle of equal area, when varying
sizes.

Secondary factors often play a key role in visu_il tasks. Subjective

sharpness of the contour border between two areas of sharply different

contrast may be important in determining detail of objects under space

conditions (362). Similar problems of contour sharpness are present in

near vision requiring accommodation (109) and at the retinal periphery (45).

In low levels of illuminance, scotopic sensitivity shows many interesting

irregularities (107, 361). Color perception is especially affected as will be
discussed below.

The judgment of relative brightness of several objects is a complex task

which has received much study (359).

The position of target on retina as a factor in determination of visibility

is seen in Figure 2-24. Figure 2-24a shows a visual acuity curve for dis-
criminating objects at 0°, 4° , and 30 ° away from visual axzs on retina. The

advantage of foveal vision decreases with the background luminance levels. At

about .001 ft E all parts of the visual field are equisensitive. Data are avail-

• .. [. • ,..
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Figure 2-23

Visual Acuity for Detecting Shape of Targets

(After Schmidt (371) Adapted from Aulhorn (17))
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Figure 2-24

Position of Target on Retina as a Factor n Visibility
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Axis on the Retina as a Function of Background Illuminance.

(After Wulfeck et al (462) Adapted from Mandelbaum and Rowland (285))
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able on contrast thresholds as a function of retinal position and target slze

during brief target exposure (407).

Figure 2-24b shows the relative photopic acuity at a fixed level of back-

ground illuminance for different angular positions from the visual axis. The

blind spot is the site of the optic disc %nd nerve. Such values must be con-

sidered when determining objects not directly along the visual axis.

y,

k:%;;:'7:1::2 - "
L':_'! I _ _.- " :'

40" 30" 20" IO" O" IO" 20"

NASAL BLIND TEMPORAL

SPOT

DEGREES FROM THE FOVEA

Figure 2-24b

Relative Visual Acuity at Different Angles from the Fovea
for Photopic Vision.

(After Wulfeck et al (462) Adapted from Wertheim (439))

The Stiles-Crawford effect is a factor which relates to the design of

optical aids (397). A given increase in pupillary area is accompanied by

a smaller proportional increase in the effectiveness of the light for vision.

A marginal ray is generally less effective as a stimulus for vision than

a ray that reaches the same point on the retina by passing through the

center of the pupil. The relative luminous efficiencies of rays entering

the pupil at various points away from center are shown in Figure 2-25.

Marginal rays are sometimes less than one-third as effective as are central

rays. Control experiments have shown that all the rays reach the retinal

surface with nearly equal intensity; hence the disproportionately low

efficiency of the marginal rays is a consequence of their direction of inci-

dence on the receptors (178).

The rods do not manifest the Stiles-Crawford effect as do the cones.

Hence, it is possible to appraise the effectiveness of dim lights for the dark-

adapted eye in proportion to the pupillary area prevailing at the time the

observations are made. The practical consequence of the Stiles-Crawford

2-23
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Figure 2-25

The Relative Luminous Efficiency of Light Entering the

Pupil at Various Points in a Horizontal Plane Through
the Center of the Eye.

Subject BHC: x left eye, • right eye.

In this figure, r/is expressed as the ratio between the

intensity of a central ray and that of a marginal ray,
the two having been adjusted to produce equal bright-
ness as shown by the fact that no flicker occurs with

tempora alternation of stimuli.

(After Stiles and Crawford(397))
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effect isthat retinal illuminance per se cannot be taken as an appropriate

indication of the effectiveness of visual stimulation. Thus, the troland is a

unit of equivocal significance for vision at ordinary photopic levels of lumin-

ance. Nevertheless, it is a useful measure for many circumstances. Both

pupil size and luminance should be clearly specified for a given situation,

and under these conditions one may speak of the product in terms of trolands

uncorrected for Stiles-Crawford effect. (See Table Z-Z.)

Optical Aberrations of the Eye

A detailed analysis of the optical aberrations of the human eye is beyond

the scope of this presentation. Data on the clinical aspects of the problem

are available (1, 126, 178). The following discussion summarizes the

problems from the point of view of the designer of optical eqmpment (178).

The surfaces of the cornea and lens are not perfectly spherical, and the

optical density of the lens varies from one point to another. Furthermore,

changes in accommodation produce changes in the surfaces of the lens, with

corresponding changes in the aberrations of the system. ( 147,226 ). Aberra-

tlons are greatest in the periphery of the cornea and the lens. Pupillary con-

striction thus improves the quality of the image formed on the retina by ex-

cluding light that passes through the peripheral portions ol the cornea and the

lens. Thus, problems of spherical aberration are greatest when the pupil is

larger or the fired luminance is low.

The effects of "night myopia" have been attributed by some mainly to

spherical aberration,{251) although others have attributed this phenomenon

mainly to accommodative effects {330).
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For all small pupil diameters (i.e., less than 2.5 ram, or perhaps 4 mm

in individual cases) the effects of spherical aberration may be negligible by
comparison with those of diffraction ( 80, 178).

One may conclude that spherical aberration probably does not have an

important influence on measurements of visual acuity at moderate to high

intensity levels for the normal eye. It may, however, be a significant factor

in night vision, where pupillary apertures are large enough to bring in sig-

nificant blurring by aberration effects on the marginal rays.

Chromatic aberration is another problem, especially in the viewing of
angularly small objects ([17, 147, 178, Z03, 204, 225,433).Here the serious-

ness of the effect on acuity is largely a function of the wavelength distribution
of the light used for viewing the test object.

For all low to moderate levels of intensity, acuity is better when sodium

or mercury vapor lamps were employed rather than tungsten incandescent

lamps (373). At the levels of intensity above 4000 meter-candles, however,

the various illuminants were all found to yield similar acuity scores. Mono-

chromatic blue light yields poor acuzty values, and light from the red end of

the spectrum, while not so bad as blue, is definitely inferior to green or

yellow for best acuity. These matters are further complicated by the influence

of accommodation, which appears to be most strongly activated by yellow

light and less so by lights of other hues (434). The macular pigment absorbs

a relatively large proportion of the blue light that would otherwise affect the

retina. This has been interpreted to mean that the macular pigment serves as

a filter that, among other things, acts to reduce the chromatic aberration of

the eye for any white light that contains considerable amounts of blue light.

Errors of diffraction are usually more significant than errors of chroma-

tic or spherical aberration ( 117, 126, 178). The fairly constant level of

visual activity in the range of pupil diameters from i.5 to 5 mm probably

represents a balance between the reduction in diffraction and the increase

in optical aberrations. The testing and correction of refractive error of the

eye is well covered by many textbooks of opthalmology (ll7, 126). Enhance-

ment of night vision depends heavily on correction of aberrations resulting

from dilated pupils (343).

k

Search and Visibility

Much study has gone into visual search techniques and strategy with

variable target and ambient conditions (43, 46, 50, 53, 77, 92, 167, 168,
169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 201). Recent reviews are available on

vlsual detection of targets in search ([32, 141, 151, 305, 407).

Optimization of search strategy involves the concept of the visual detec-

tion lobe (132, 200). Recent work has covered eye movements in search

(108, 143, 377, 453, 454, 456, 463), critical visual variables in the early

period of search (428, 429 ), and search time as a function of visual acuity

of the observer (140, 235). The dwell time in typical detection task is the

time the eyes remain stationary between fixations and approaches a value of
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I/3 of a second (441).

one second or more (159). The stimulus duration is therefore a key variable

in search strategy and visibility predictions (see Figures 7-33 and Z-34).

&% % . ,

For discrimination tasks, the value may increase up to _.._ .:.._ _ .

if one does not eliminate the assumed integrating effects of the 30 to 50

per second components of the normal'oscillatory movements, it has been
shown that contrast threshold values depend primarily on the target size and

position. The probability of detecting a target of particular size and location

is ultimately determined by the number and kind of retinal elements and their

momentary threshold; receptor interconnections; the frequency and angular

extent of eye movements; and the duration of target (407). Visual response
in the field condition must therefore be converted from basic laboratory data

often representing optimum conditions. Probability functions can be deter-
mined from contrast thresholds at P = 0.5 for other probabilities (52). Many

of the field variables can be roughly quantitated.

. - . k _r

Figure 2-26 gives multiplication factors to be used in roughly correcting
for visual accuracy and speed during non-standard visual tasks. Figure 2-26a

suggests the amount that illumination must be increased to obtain increased

accuracy of vision. These data on visual task performance as a function of

other factors (speed, acceleration, etc.) have been based on 50_0 reading

accuracy. The multiplying factor was determined by evaluating data on read-

ing instruments and on identifying the area occupied by a target (382). Since

the shape of the curve is influenced by contrast, adaptation of the eye, acuity,

speed of vision, and task difficulty, this curve must be used only as a rough

estimate of error reduction.

Figure Z-Z6b suggests the amount that illumination must be increased to

obtain increased speed of vision. The speed of vision is expressed in dis-

criminations per second with discrimination task being the identification of

the opening in a Zandolt ring (capital letter C). The determination of the

number of discriminations per second involved in a given task would be based

on a correlation between the time to do this task and the time to identify C

openlngs with all conditions being identical.

r

Figure Z-26c suggests multiplication factors for contrast thresholds

(Figures Z-16, 2-17, Z-Z0, 2-23) when inadequate knowledge is available re-

garding various target properties (48, 49, 52, 132). They have been

obtained from relatively few experiments and should be used with caution.

Vigilance is a key factor in search for targets which occur infrequently.

Data on the visual aspects of vigilance are available (137, 233 ). Several

models of vigilance have been proposed recently (72, 81, 233, 282, 374, 403)

and current studies are being directed to fitting visual search problems to

these models (232, 270, 299). Visual alertness may be estimated from

electroencephalographic data (34). The effect of simultaneous auditory noise

and other extraneous stimuli on vigilance is also under study (71, 188, 202,

437, 467).

For general use, a contrast correction factor of I. 19 for vigilance alone
has been recommended (30). This factor is probably satisfactory when the
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Figure 2-26

Correction Factors for Visual Accuracy and Speed in Search Operations
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a. Illumination Increase Required to Reduce
Error in Vision

(After Shearer and Downey(382)j
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Speed of Vision

(After Shearer and Downey (382))
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1.40

I. 60
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1.31

_, knowled ge; -. lack of knowledi_e

Contrast Correction Factors to be Applied When Observer

Is Deprived of Knowledge of Various Target Properties.

(Adapted from Blackwell (48' 49) by Duntley (132))

stimuli occur randomly and with an average frequency of 1 or 2 in 20 min,

higher occurence rates requiring less correction.

Trained observers perform better than inexperienced ones, and the

magnitude and time course of practice effects are greater for more complex

visibility tasks. A recent study indicates the character of the practice effects

found in a simple laboratory detection experiment, and shows that a correction

factor of 1.90 in contrast will compensate for the difference between trained

and naive observers (311). This value is in excellent agreement with the

factor reported of 2.00 for a different data collection method (32). All of

these contrast multiplication factors are sequentially applied in determining

the contrast needed for a given probability of detection.

Final target aquisition times are very sensitive to specific visual functions

in question (356). In a complex task each factor must be considered indi-

vidually and in interaction before adequate predictions can be made. Many of

the more clear-cut personal and environmental influences will be discussed

below.

Determination of visual range for a high probability of detection within

the Earth's atmosphere is a complex calculation {132, 252, 293). Figures
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2-27a and Z-Z7b represent graphs permitting range estimates in daylight and

starlight within the Earth's atmosphere. Similar graphs are available for

other lighting conditions {133). Sighting ranges have also been calculated for

night and twilight light operations under field conditions {380). For stationary

targets, the sighting range is practically the same as maximum detection

range; for moving and approaching targets, the sighting range can be con-

sidered the upper limit of the maximum detection range. Visual detection

lobe theory has been recently applied to air to ground observations and range
calculations (209).

The strategy and optimization of search for objects at sea has received

extensive review (2521. Data are also available for visibility under the sea

(134, 245, 246), under white-out conditions (243), and in jungle terrain {123).

"" i." • -

Color

Color is an important factor in the design of cockpit displays and in

optimization of visual detection and identification (25). Figure Z-Z8 shows

the eve is twice as sensitive to a yellow-green of 550 m_, as it is to a blue

of 450 m_, and many times more sensitive to a yellow-green than to violet

and red, at the ends of the visible spectrum. The situation is further com-

plicated by differences in the responses of individuals (177). Spectral sensi-

tivity curves are a function of the level of illumination, in that the relative

function of rods and cones are dependent on this factor.

Visual Acuity as a Function of the Color of Illuminant

The color of the illuminant can be controlled either at the light source or

by filters between the source and the observer's eyes. Both methods give
the same effect. Colored illuminants cause the loss or reduction of color

contrast and the distortion of the normal luminance relations. Objects of the

same color as the illuminant will be relatively increased in luminance and

may become invisible against a light background. Objects of complementary

color will be darkened and may be invisible against a dark background. This

effect can be used to advantage in some highly specific applications. In most

cases this distortion of normal brightness and color relationships is a serious

handicap, and greatly reduces the total information which can be resolved by

the eye.

Experimental findings concerning visual acuity and color of the illumin-

ant have been somewhat contradictory (26, 146 I. When there is a large

luminance contrast between test object and background, visual acuity varies

only slightly with wavelength and is generally best near the middle of the

vlsible spectrum, if all test objects are of equal luminance. Reducing the

luminance contrast between test object and background degrades acuity

similarly at all wavelengths so there is little, if any, interaction between

wavelength and contrast (89). Visual acuity with red and blue backgrounds

of different lumlnance is shown in Figure 2-29. (See also chromatic
aberration. )

L -
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This graph shows the sighting range (distance in feet) of targets viewed against the sky, back-

ground luminance 1000 mL(full daylight) at probability of detection of 95%. Meteorological

range _s the distance at which apparent brightness contrast is reduced by atmospheric scatter
to 2°7( of inherent contrast between the object and sky. Contrast is the ratio of the luminance

difference between target and background and the luminance of the background r_B/B)

A straight Iine connecting meteorological range and contrast will intersect a family of curves

for various target sizes, which are shown as areas (A) _n square feet• The visual range is

o},talned by projecting up or down to the range scale. By selecting meteorological range at its

inflmty point, the graph may be used to find threefold contrast for any ob)ect of a given size

at any assigncd distance

The _raph does not apply to long narrow targets, but does apply to targets that are not very
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Figure 2-27a

Visual Range in Natural Light- Daylight

{After Middleton (293) Adapted from Duntley (133})
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This graph shows the sighting range of circular targets against the sky with a background lumi-

nance 0.0001 mL(starlight), The following is an example of the use of the nomogram: Find the

range that an object 100 sq ft in area could be seen in starlight when the meteorological range

is 150,000 feet and the contrast of the object and sky is 0.8. A straight line across meets the

g_ven range and contrast. The range is read off where the line intersects the 100 sq ft curve,

Under these conditions a 100 sq ft _arget will be sighted with a probability of 95% at 1200 feet.

Figure 2-27b

Visual Range in Natural Light - Starlight

(After Middleton (293) Adapted from Duntlev (133))
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Standard Luminosity Curves: Relative Sensitivity to

Radiant Flux as a Function of Wavelength

(After Hecht and Williams (213)
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Figure 2-29

Visual Acuity as a Function of Color of Illumination

(After Chapanis (93) Adapted from Schlaer et al (384))

The extent to which acuity can be improved depends upon the particular

colors used. The highest color contrast possible produces visual acuity

which is equivalent to the acuity produced by a brightness contrast of 35% (135).

However, acuity is increased much more by increasing brightness contrast

than by increasing color contrast.

There is a frequent need to see and to identify objects on the basis of the

color of the objects' surfaces. One major consideration is the ability with

which the object may be seen against its background. Since detectability is

increased when color and brightness contrast between the object and the back-

ground are increased, such objects as life rafts, parachutes, survival tents,

path markers, and other such objects should have carefully chosen colors and

brightness. Generally speaking, orange (International Orange) is seen best

at great distances. Detectability can be further increased by addition of

fluorescence which increases brightness and contrast. The unnaturalness of

these colors also results in heightened conspicuity (406). Fluorescent orange,

neon red, and red are recommended for survival equipment that must be seen

at great distances. However, if the background is predominantly orange, red,

or brown, objects should be green for maximum detectability. Against blue-

green foliage or water, orange, red, or neon red of high brightness are best.
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Color Recognition Thresholds +4

Signal lights used in air and _o +3

marine navigation are viewed at great ==
distances. The visual angles sub- _ +2

tended by such sources are small and _--

car, be considered as points sources of z=4°+l

light. The recognition of a signal _
light color depends upon (i) the inten- _j__ 0-_m
sity of the light source, (Z) the bright- _o
ness of the background, and (3)the

particular colors observed. Figure

2-30 shows the illumination at the eye

of a point source signal light that will

be correctly identified 90_/0of the time

for various colors viewed against

various neutral background brightness-

es. It indicates that yellow signal

f

GREEN ------

____ YELLOW ........
WHITE

RED .....

I .'' _

.i" _ I

.............. iy

I 1

-I i 1 i _
-6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4

LOG BACKGROUNDBRIGHTNESS-GAND_S/FT2

Figure 2-30

Color Recognition of Point Sources of Light

(After Baker and Grether (25) Adapted from
Hill(21 7))

lights require the greatest intensity. This study also revealed that red and

green signal lights were rarely interchanged, that is, red was rarely called

green and green was rarely called red. On the other hand the yellow light

was frequently confused with red. The confusion of color determination at

threshold has been recently reviewed (149, 357, 435).

These data apply to situations where the observer knows the location of

the signal. In actual situations the observer usually knows only the general

direction of a signal light. For such situations the threshold recognition

values should be doubled (48, 164, 177 ). The signals can be seen at lower

intensities than shown on the graph, but the colors may not be identified

correctly. Intermittency of color flashes is also a factor to be considered

(435).

Color Specification

Color may be considered as having three psychological components: hue,

saturation, and brightness. Most systems of color specification make use of

these three concepts in one form or another.

Hue is the aspect of color commonly denoted by such names as red,

yellow, green, blue, orange, and many others. The most closely related

physical property of light is wavelength -- though the hue purple does not

correspond to any wavelength in the spectrum.

Saturation is defined as the degree to which a sensation of hue differs

from a gray of the same brightness. Colors that are i00 percent saturated

are called spectrum colors. When white light is added to a spectrum color,

the spectrum color decreases in saturation. For example, a spectrum red

becomes more or less pink when it is mixed with white light; it is still red

in hue, but its saturation has decreased.

The sensation of brightness is related to the amount of luminous flux

reaching the eye from an object or light source. Other things being equal,

i
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a source of high intensity or luminance will seem bright-colored -- bright

red, bright blue, etc., -- while a source of low intensity or luminance will

seem dark - or dull-colored. A sample of red that seems dark on a cloudy

day will seem bright on a sunny day; the hue and saturation remain the same,

but more luminous flux is reaching the eye.

Systems of color specification must relate colors to a standard light

source (39, 65 ). The most objective method in color specification is the

tristimulus colorimetric method (177). The International Commission on

Illumination (ICI) chromaticity diagram is an example of this approach. Color

may also be specified by visually matching samples with printed, dyed, or

painted standards. The Munsell Atlas contains painted samples of all the

colors in the system, presented in a three-dimensional array with hue,

saturation, and brightness recorded on the axes (309, 310). Color may be

used in coding, that is, specifying the correct identification of an object by

its color. For example, wires, resistors, plpe lines, gas cylinders, and

many other objects are color coded. Since errors in reading the color code

may be disastrous, it is important to understand the sensitivity of color

discrimination.

50-
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z
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20-
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Hue discrimination is usually

measured in terms of the smallest

difference in wavelength that two test

fields can have and still be interpreted

as of different hues. Figure Z-31
shows variations in hue discrimination

through the visible spectrum. Changes

in hue discrimination are not equal for

equal increments of wavelength ( _ ).

At high luminance (I0 mL or better)

and saturated colors, IZ8 hues can be

distinguished. The difference threshold

in the blue-green and yellow portions

of the spectrum is of the order of one

millimicron (m_). At the red level of

the spectrum, the difference must be

as great as Z0 m_ before it is detected.

Data are also available on brightness

saturation discrimination but these are

not primary factors in coding (462).

j

l I

400 500 600 700

VIOLET GREEN ORANGE RED
BLUE YELLOW-

GREEN

WAVELENGTH IN m# or nm

Figure 2-31

Hue Discrimination

(After Wulfeck et al (462))
A large proportion (6%) of the

healthy male population possesses a significantly reduced ability to distinguish

color differences. Only .003°/0 of the population are completely color blind,

that is, they see only various shades of gray. Since color coding is frequently

used with unselected populations, at least with respect to color vision, the

selection of the particular colors for coding becomes an important considera-

tion. The four colors listed in Table 2-3Za are considered ideal for coding

because color deficient individuals can also easily recognize them (25). The

numbers refer to the Federal Specification TT-C-595, 'Colors for Ready

Mixed Paints,' with the exception of blue (10B 7/6) which is a Munsell nota-

tion (309, 310). However, more than four colors will frequently be required

2-33
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b°

Red I1 [0

Orange IZI0

Yellow 1310

Table 2-32

Color Code Recommendations for Pigments and Indicator Lights

(After Baker and Grether (25) and NASA CSD-A-096 (423))

a. Ideal For Color-Blind Persons

Black 1770

White 1755

Yellow 1310

Blue 10B 7/6

For Use Wiien More Colors Are Needed

Blue 10B 7/6 White

Purple 2715 Black

Gray 1025 Buff

1755

1770

i745

• ": , . "

•°

LIGHT

i/Z inch

diameter

steady

1 inch

diameter

steady

c. Coding of Simple Indicator Lights

RED AMBER GREEN WHITE

Malfunction, Delay, Go ahead, Function-

action check, in toler- al or physical

stopped, fail- recheck ance, ac- position,

ure, stop ac- ceptable, action in

tion ready progress

Master Extreme Master

summation, caution summation,

(system or (Impend- (system or

subsystem) ing dan- subsystem)

ger)

i inch Killer

diameter warning

flashing (per sonnel

(3-5/sec. ) or equip-

ment)

N/A

N/A N/A N/A
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to code objects. The nine colors listed in Table 2-3Zb were selected to be the

least confusing for individuals with normal and color-defective vision (14).

Color-coded signal lights are used on display panels, maintenance equip-

ment, and in navigational aids to air, marine, and_surface vehicles (65).

Only three colors are recommended for signals if color defective observers

are expected to respond correctly to these signals. These three colors are

aviation red, aviation green, and aviation blue as defined by the Army-Navy

Aeronautical Specification AN-C-56, 'Colors, Aeronautical Lights and Light-

ing Equipment.' Aviation blue is distinguished from red and green only at

moderate distances. It must be noted that the specific requirements for

these colors must be adhered to if the code is to be used by color deficient

personnel because there are many reds, greens, and blues that will be con-

fused. Also, no attempt should be made to include white or yellow in con-
junction with the three recommended colors because the color-deficient indi-

viduals may confuse red with yellow and green with white.

A color-coding scheme for indicator lights on instrument panels conform-

ing to the identification colors listed in MIL-C-Z5050 as suggested for the

Apollo system are noted in Figure 2-3Zc ( 3 ).

Red_ - Red is used to alert an operator that the system or any portion of

the system is inoperative and that a successful mission is not possible until

appropriate corrective or override action is taken. Examples of lights

which are coded red are those which display such information as: no-go,
error, failure, malfunction, etc.

Amber - Amber is used to advise an operator that a condition exists

which is marginal insofar as system effectiveness is concerned, that an un-

satisfactory or hazardous condition is being approached or exists but that the

system can still operate {battery approaching replacement time, etc.).

Green - Green is used to indicate that a unit or component is in tolerance

or a condition is satisfactory and that it is all -right to proceed (go ahead, in

tolerance, ready, acceptance, normal, etc.).

White - White is used to indicate those system conditions that are not

intended to provide a right or wrong implication, such as indications of

alternative functions or are indicative of transitory conditions, where such

indication does not imply success of operations.

Blue - Blue is used as an advisory type light, but preferential use of blue

is discouraged.

The flash rate for flashing warning lights should vary from 3 to 5 flashes

per second with on time being approximately equal to off time. The indicator

should be designed so that if energized and the flasher device fails, the light

will come on and burn steadily. If simple-type indicator lights (rather than

legend type lights)are used for emergency conditions (personnel or equipment

disaster), such functions are indicated by a l-inch diameter red flashing

light and cautionary conditions (impending danger) by a l-inch diameter steady

amber light. Master summation indications; system or subsystem, is
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indicated by l-inch diameter steady red or green lights. Indication of all

other conditions is by I/Z inch diameter steady lights. One-inch diameter

lights are discriminately brighter than i/Z-inch diameter lights. With the

exception of small flashing white call lights commonly used on communicatlon

panels, no other flashing lights are used. Auditory signals may be used to

complement the visual display ( 31 ).

Several general reviews of factors in color coding are available ( 106, 240).

Color mixture functions at low luminance levels have also received recent

study as have distortions of color during underwater observation (246,447).

Data are also available on the visibility of colored smoke signals from the

air (438). The effect of color on the internal illumination and habitability of

spacecraft is discussed in another section.

. . . , _ .-
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Duration of Visual Exposure and Intermittent Illumination

When a target appears as a short flash up to about 0. 1 sec. duration

(this limit depending on the conditions), the effectiveness of the light in-

creases linearly with exposure time as expressed in Bloch's law. On longer

exposures, up to a few tenths of a second or longer, the time factor is less

effective as expressed in Blondel and Rey's law (54). Finally, above a

critical time the effect of a light becomes independent of the duration. These

laws, which express the temporal summating ability of the visual system,

may also be valid for a moving object as long as its image stimulates the

same receptive fields of the retinal elements. Figures Z-33 and Z-34 are

demonstrations of the effect of target size and target exposure on the contrast

thresholds for stationary targets. At any luminance level, less time is re-

cluired to see bigger objects. When size is held constant, less time is re-

quired to see at higher luminance levels.

240 ] j//_LG 2 FT-L

 2oo1

2 3 ,I

VISUAL ANGLE IN MINUTES OF ARC

Figure 2-33

Visual Acuity as a Function of Time of

Exposure to Viewed Object

(After C_apanis(93})) Data of Ferree andRand (1
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Contrast Thresholds in Dependence of Target

Size and Time of Exposure

(After Schmidt (371) from Data of Blackwell

et al (50))
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Intermittent signal and warning lights are often more detectable than

steady lights. This factor may be of value in space operations. Although a

target may be bright enough to be visible, the pilot may not detect it against

the star background -- particularly if its motion is very slow. Because the

apparent motions at the initiation of rendezvous are, in general, very slow,

this is an extremely important problem in acquisition. If the light is inter-

rupted so as to flash off and on, it would be much more readily detected than

a steady light (54, -312 ). The problem then concerns the optimum flash rate

and flash duration. The effect of flash duration on the apparent intensity of

a light seen by the human eye is shown in Figure 2-35. In this figure, a

steady light which is just barely discernible is used as a datum reference

with a relative intensity level of unity. The figure shows that little increase

in relative intensity is required down to flash durations approaching 0. 2

second. For flash durations less than one-tenth second, however, the

required relative intensity increases as an inverse function of time. For

example, if the flash duration is about 0.003 seconds, the intensity relative

to the steady light must be increased by a factor of about 100. The curve of

Figure 2-35 can be approximated by the equation:

E = EO .(t t+ a ) (2)

whe re

E = intensity of flashing source required to appear

as bright as E O

E;O = intensity of steady source

t = duration of flash, sec.

a = curve fitting constant equal to 0.21 second

This expression is known as Talbot's law.

t

. ".[
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LENGTH OF FLASH- sec

10

Figure 2-35

Visibility of Flashing Sources of Light

This Figure shows how intense a flash" of light must
be in order to be seen at the 50% probability level.
Note that very short flashes must be much more in-

tense than long flashes if they are to be seen. The
detection of colored lights requires about the same
illumination at the eye as detection of white light.

(Adapted from Blondel and Rey (54))
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There are many variables altering the perception of intermittent light

signals (157, 158, 247, 275, 435). Repeated flashes of light frequently lead
to contradictory responses at the same wavelength. The variability in color

recognition near the threshold is well known (149, 435). An observer who is

expecting a brief and small, circular, colored light signal in the darkness

and required to identify the color of the signal may be especially confused

(435). When the signal is perceived as a circle, there is a good probability

of correctly identifying its color. When it is perceived as a mere light sensa-

tion, quite shapeless, the signal may appear as achromatic regardless of

actual color. When the signal appears distorted in shape between the two

extreme situations described above, little confidence may be given that the

assumed color response is correct. The perception of circular shape re-

quires a less intense stimulus for red stimuli than for other colors.

The perceived brightness of intermittent light is greater below fusion

than at higher frequencies (brightness enhancement) (Z8, 4Zl ). The maxi-

mum enhancement above the Talbot plateau level appears to be at about 4-5

cps (I03).

Visual noise interferes with perception of intermittent stimuli and may

cause false alarms in operational situations (358, 360). In search situations,
the effect of flash distribution and illumination level of low intensity stimuli

may be important (450).

It has been noted that the threshold for visibility at night is about 0. 13

km-c (.05 mi-c) but in operational conditions for semi-trained subjects who

have large and ill-defined solid angles to search, 0.94 km-c (.36 mi-c)
would be a more reasonable threshold for detectability. In scotopic and

mesopic vision, the rod perception of contrast may be improved by inter-
mittent illumination of peak luminance level equal to an equivalent steady

illumination. There are ideal wave forms and frequencies for each color

(44).

.L -
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In the case where the subject knows the position in space where a flash is

to occur, the simple reaction time is a decreasing, negatively accelerated
function of flash luminance (261). Flash duration has no clear effect on

reaction time.

The flickering effect of intermittent light at around 8 pulses per second

may be disturbing to some people ( 6 ). A small percent of the population

may even develop epileptic seizures from the flicker ( 35, 290, 418). At high

frequency of flicker, fusion of the image occurs and the light is perceived as

steady. Figure Z-36 represents this phenomenon as a function of luminance.

The data are valid only for white light on the fovea. The flicker fusion fre-

quency is dependent on the functional state of the central nervous system.

.r r •

!_ _._ ,%-

Visual Fields

The limit of field of vision possible with eyes and head fixed or free to

move about is seen in Table Z-37. The monocular and binocular fields for

achromatic targets with eyes fixed are seen in Figure Z-38a and c. Chroma-

tic targets alter the field of vision as seen in Figure Z-38b. Helmets and

L ,-

/. Y
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The graph shows the relation between critical fusion frequency (CFF) and luminance. The

curve defines the boundary between those combinations of target luminance and flicker fre-

quency that are perceived as flickering and those perceived as steady. CFF is the lowest

frequency (c/s) of flashing that can be perceived as steady• Luminance is the variable with

the greatest influence on CFF. Other variables are target size, color, lengths of the light-

dark cycle, brightness of the surround, region of the retina stimulated, and individual differ-

ences• The data shown in the graph are based on a tw0-degree, achromatic stimulus at zero

degrees of angular eccentricity•

Figure 2-36

Temporal Discrimination of White Light at the Fovea

(Adapted from Hecht and Verrijp (211) by White (446))
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Table 2-37

Binocular Visual Fields with Head and Eye Movement

(After Wulfeck et al (462) from data of Hall and Greenbaum (195))

)

MOVEMENT

PERMITTED

Moderate movements of

head and eyes,assumed as:

Eyes: 15 = right or leIt

15 ° up or down

Head: 45 ° right or left

302 up or down

TYPE OF FIELD

AND FACTORS

LIMITING FIELD

Range of fixation

HORIZONTAL LIMITS

Nasal

Binocular

Field

Temporal

Ambinocular

Field

VERTICAL LIMITS

Field Field

Angle Angle

Up Down

Eye deviation (assumed)

Peripheral field from

point of fixation

Net peripheral field

from central fixation

Head rotation (assumed)

Total peripheral fleid

(from central body hne)

(each side)(each side)

60 °

15 _ 15 °

95 = (45°5

110 o 60o*_=_,

45 ° 45 °

155 ° 105 _'

45 °

15 ° 15 =

46 ° 67 _

61 ° 82 °

30_* 30°*

91 ° 112=**

liead fixed

l:)es flxed (central posi- Fieldofperipheralv_sion 95 ° 60 ° 46 ° 67 _

11on with respect to head) ( cent ral fixation)

Head'fixed

F-yes maximum deviation 74 ° 55 _

91 ° Approx ( 5°5

165 ° 60 ° _'**

72 ° 72 °

95 ° 60 °

167 ° 132 _

Limits of eye deviation

(: range of hxation)

Peripheral field

(from point of fixation)

Total peripheral field

( from central head line)

LlmltS of head motion

(: range of fixation)

Pempheral held

(from point of hxation)

Total perlpheral field

(from central body line)

Limits of head motion

Maximum eye deviation

Range of fixation

(from central body line)

Peripheral field

(from point of fixation)

Total peripheral field

(from central body line)

48: 66 =

18 = 16 °

66 ° 82 °

80°* 90°*

46 ° 67 °

126 ° 157¢_:*

Head maximum movement

Eyes fixed (central with

respect to head)

Maximum movement of

head and eyes

72 ° 72 °

74 ° 55 o

80 o _, 90 ° *

48 ° 66 °

128 ¢ 156°*_,

18 o 16 °

146 ° 172o**

146 ° 127 °

91 o Approx( 5 ° )

237 ° 132 °

*Estimated by the authors on the basis of a single subject.

**Ignoring obstruction of body (and knees if seated). This obstruction would probably impose a

maximum field of 90 ° (or less, seated) directly downward; however, this would not apply

downward to either side.

***This is the maximum possible peripheral field; rotating the eye in the nasal direction will not

extend it, because it is limited by the nose and other facial structures rather than by the op-

tical limits of the eye. The figures in parentheses on the line above are calculated values,

chosen to give the maximum limit thus indicated.

Notes: The ambinocular field is defined here as the total area that can be seen by either eye; it is

not limited to the binocular field, which can be seen by both eyes at once. That is, at the

sides, it includes monocular regions visible to the right eye but not to the left, and vice versa.

The term binocular is here restricted to the central region that can be seen by both eyes simul-

taneously (stereoscopic vision). It is bounded by the nasal field-limits of the eyes.
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Figure 2-38

Monocular and Binocular Visual Fields

Figure a is a perimetric chart that shows tile average a.
monocular visual field for the right eye. Numbers

are degrees; the eccentricity angle in degrees is the
distance _)y which a target is displaced from the
fovea. The head and eyes are motionless. The nasal

field is to the left, and the temporal field to the

right of the chart. Visual fields are mapped with a

two-degree, achromatic circular target with a lumin-
ance of about 10 mL. Age (after 40 years) tends
to narrow field limits. Errors of refraction (except

presbyopia) have no significant effect on the size of _OSE(
the form field, but affect the size o} color fields.

(After Ruch and Fulton. eds.(366))

bo

BROW

aROW

CHEEK

FOVEA

BLIND

SPOT IN

VISUAL

FIELD

NOSE_

GREEN

........ RED

............. Y EL LOW

....... BLUE
CHEEK

Figure b is a perimetric chart that shows average mon-
ocular visual field for both achromatic and chromatic

targets for the right eye. The chart shows that the
visual field for form is normally the largest; those for

blue, yellow, red and green are successively smaller =n
the order given. A three-degree red target that is be-
yond 60 ° eccentricity will appear colorless; at 20 ° the

target wil appear as red. Increasing the brightness of
the target or its size will tend to move color zones
outward on the chart• Color fields are less stable than

is the field for form.

(After Boring et al (64))

0
C.

Figure c shows the normal field of view of a pair of
human eves. The central white portion represents the

region seen by both eyes• The gray portions, right
and left, represent the regions seen by the right and

left eyes, resl_ectively. The cut-off by the brows,
cheeks, and nose is shown by the black area, Head

and eyes are motionless in this case.

(After Ruch and Fulton, eds. (3bt)))
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visors will alter the field of vision and fields must be determined specifically

for each design in question. (See recommendations below and Figure 16-24).

Movement Discrimination and Ocular Pursuit

Movement of a target relative to the background is a factor to be con-

sidered in detection of satellites in a starfield and in other ocular pursuit

tasks. Figure 2-39 covers the ability to discriminate movement in the

frontal (a) plane and in depth (b and c). Discrimination of movement in depth

is a complex function of importance in docking and extravehicular activity.

Figure Z-39b & c represents the basic data which may be converted to

angular data for extrapolation to space conditions.

Figure 2-73 covers angular rate perceptions for small luminous targets

in a starfield, specifically obtained for evaluation of visual satellite acquisition
tasks in rendezvous.

Visual acuity is affected by motion (83, Z96 ). Dynamic visual acuity is

the recognltion of details when the observer or the target or both are moving
in comparlson to the static visual actuity where all are fixed. As seen in

Figure 2-40 dynamic visual acuity shows a predictable impairment with in-

creasing angular velocity, starting noticeably to deteriorate with a speed

rate of 20 ° per sec. The eye is unable to match the exact rate of movement

of the object at greater speed, resulting in a motion of the image on the

retina which reduces the contrast and thus the visual acuity. Peripherally,

the impairment is more noticeable than centrally. In the case of a single

target with increasing speed the deterioration first increases slowly then

more rapidly. Decrement in visual acuity with motion is about the same

when the subject or the object is moving and the other remalns static (Z96).

A higher dynamic visual acuity is obtainable when normal head movements

are possible than when the head is fixed (ill). Legibility criteria for moving

alphanumeric symbols are available (266).

The masking effects of moving light stimuli on the luminance threshold

of a stationary stimulus have been studied (276). False movements in the

visual fields often result from vestibular and other illusionary phenomena

(449). These will be covered in detail in Acceleration (No. 7).

!_ r . •

r. • • .

Dark Adaptatlon

The eye becomes much more sensitive to light in darkness (231). Very

little of this can be attributed to the dilation of the pupil shown in Figure 2-41

which is hardly enough to account for the many orders of magnitude of dif-

ference in sensitivity which occur when one adapts to darkness after exposure .

to a high illumination ( 76 ).

Another basis for the tremendous improvement of vision under dark ._
adapted conditions is the fact that the concentration of photosensitive

materials is increased. When the eye is placed in darkness, a concentration
which was roughly in balance with conditions of illumination at a high level is

2 -42



Figure 2-39

Discrimination of Movement

a. In the Frontal Plane
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ANGULAR SPEED (w) - deg,/le¢

The differential threshold (A¢o) is the amount that the angular speed of an object moving at right

angles to the line of signt must change to be detected as a new speed• Data points shown on the

graph are thresholds gathered from eight different experiments, for abrupt changes in speed

from w k to w2

When an object stationary in the visual field { _ I = 0) Is suddenly se_ in mouon the mlmmum

speed which is perceived as motion {"rate threshold") v_ries from 1 to 2 minutes of arc per

second (C 017 to 0.033 deg/sec).

Threshold for movement in peripheral vision is higher than the threshold in central vision

Effects of illumination and contrast on differential threshold are imperfectly known at this time

The rate threshold xs higner at low _lluminatlon levels and when no fixed visual reference is

available

. "; ' " : " r --; ....
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(After White (446) Adapted from Brown (79) and Graham (178))
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Figure 2-39 (continued)
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Figure b shows successful perception of movement in depth of a luminous target on a black field as

a function of change in visual angle (per cent distance traveled) and of luminance. Figure _c shows

the time required to perceive movement in depth as a function of rate of change of visual angle

(target speed). Both curves are for 75% correct responses, where 50% correct would be chance

performance, since the target moved both toward and away from the observer, who had to choose

the correct direction.

The target was a lamp measuring 3.5 inches in diameter which was moved back and forth on a track

from an initial distance of 25 feet• At the initial distance, the lamp subtended a visual angle of

40 minutes of at( A 2,_0 change in distance, which was detected as movement at the higher lumi o

na_J¢c levels, rc.presc, nted a 2_'0 change in visual angle, or a change of about 0.8 minutes of arc.

The range of target speeds from 1.65 to 13.2 inches per second produced imtlal changes in visual
an_le from about 25 minutes of arc to 2 minutes of arc.

(After White (446 Adapted from Baker and Steedman (23))
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Figure 2-40.

Dynamic Visual Acuity

During Ocular Pursuit

The effects of increased angular velocity of

rotation on visua acuity at each of six

levels of illumination are shown in the

graph. The relationship shown is for a

black Landolt-ring on a white background.

The data show that visual acuity declines

progressively as angular velocity increases,

and that acuity is benefited by increasing

the illumination on the target.

(After White (446) Adapted from

Miller(296))
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There are a number of factors which affect the size of the pupil The relationship shown here is

diameter and variations in the luminance of a large uniform field. It is not possible at this time

to predict the size of the pupil for non-uniform distributions of luminances in the visual field.

Figure 2-41

Pupillary Diameter and Luminance

(After IES Lighting Handbook (222))
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supplanted by the much higher concentration which is found in the dark adapted

eye. There is, however, a large change in sensitivity, many orders of mag-

nitude, which takes place after more than 90_/0 of the photo-sensitive materials

have been regenerated (368). There is therefore, no direct relation between

sensitivity and concentration. Other changes must also be occurring. One of

the things which is probably occurring is a transition in the nature of the e"e's

capability of utilizing energy distributed over area. This is reasonable be-

cause the eye is not as capable of resolving visual detail in the dark adapted

state and at low luminances. It would appear that spatial resolution capacity

has been exchanged for sensitivity to flux level in the retina. The "critical

duration" of the eye, the utilization time beyond which energy cannot be

summated over time for the achievement of a given energy threshold level,

becomes longer at lower levels of illumination. Increased sensitivity to flux

is thus achieved not only at a cost of reduced spatial resolution apparently,

but also of temporal resolution. The eye is not as sensitive to a pulsating

light at lower luminance as it is at a high luminance. The higher the lumin-

ance, the faster the pulsation the eye can detect {Figure 2-36).

Light sensitivity at a given moment depends on the length of time the eye

has been exposed to a certain level of illumination. Factors that influence

absolute sensitivity to light are: (1) the duration of, and (2) average pre-

exposure luminance, {3) the size, shape, contrast conditions and viewing time

of the test object, {4) the color of the pre-exposure light and the test light in

measuring sensitivity, {5) the region of the retina stimulated, and {6) physio-

logical status of the individual (231). The data of any investigator must

therefore be used with great caution in predicting dark adaptation under dif-

ferent conditions (389).

Figure 2-42 shows examples of several variables of prior exposure on

dark adaptation. Rods and cones differ in the time factors associated with

their activities: As shown by slope change In Figure Z-42a, the rods are
much slower in action than the cones. The time required to adapt to a given

threshold level is shorter when the pre-exposure brightness is lower, and

when the pre-exposure light is composed of wavelengths in the red portion of

the spectrum {Figure Z-4Zb and 2-4Zc). Note that the thresholds may differ

by an order of magnitude depending on specific subjects and test conditions.

Figure 2-43 shows effect of test conditions on dark adaptation such as

area of test object (210), wavelength of test stimulus (93), region of retina

used (210)and population difference (388) -all under the specific conditions

used in gatherlng the data. Hypoxia and nutritional state of subjects are

major factors in dark adaptation (93 ,231 , 388 , 424). The problem of

optimizing cockpit color lighting for preservation of dark adaptation has

received recent review (291,389).

When the eye has been adapted to a given luminance, the luminance that

is just visible immediately after is the instantaneous threshold. Figure 2-44

shows a plot of pre-adapting luminance in mL against the instantaneous

threshold. The curve is a straight line except at the higher luminances where

factors other than adaptation are present. This graph is for a square target

that subtends I0 minutes of arc, and assumes that the observer is pre-adapted

to a given wide field luminance. An observer adapted to a luminance of 1.0 mL

2-46
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Figure 2-42

Dark Adaptation as a Function of Previous Light Exposure

I I

2,090 rnL

t 4_700mL

i

0 IO 20 30

MINUTES IN THE DARK

a. Intensity of Previous Light

Dark-adaptation curves for one subject follow-

ing exposures to lights of various luminances

for four minutes. The broken lines indicate

the color of the test light (violet) could be

identified at threshold. The thresholds in this

example are one order of magnitude higher

than usually shown.

(After Chapanis (93) from Data of Haig {192))

c. Dark Adaptation Curve as a Function

of Color of Previous Light

(After Peskin and Bjornstad (339))
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b. Duration of Previous Light

Dark-adaptation curves for one subject follow-

ing exposure to ight of 447 mL for various

durations. Only the rod portions of the curves

are shown here. Thresholds are one order of

magnitude higher than usually found.

(After Chapanis(93) from Data of Haig (192))
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Figure 2-43

Dark Adaptation as a Function of Test Light Exposure
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a. Area of the Test Object.

Dark-adaptation curves for centrally fixated

areas of different size.

(After Bartle¥ (29) from Data of Hecht

et al (210))

b, Wavelength of the Test Stimulus

Dark-adaptation curves measured with lights

of different wavelengths. Although lights

were equated in brightness initially, they

are no longer equally bright even at cone

threshold. The differences are further

exaggerated during rod dark adaptation•

(After Tufts Handbook (416) Data from

Chapanis (93))
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Figure 2-43 (continued)
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d. Population Factor

Rate of dark adaptation after preadaptation

to 1100 millilamberts. A l-degree white

test field located 15 degrees from fixation

in nasal field. The area between the upper

and lower curves includes 95 percent of

those tested.

(After Sloan (388))
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c, Region of the Retina Stimulated.

Dark-adaptation curves measured with a

2-degree test object placed at various angular

distances from the fixation point.

(After Bartley (29) from data of Hecht

et al (210))
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Figure 2-44

Instantaneous Threshold for Light

(Adapted from Nutting (322))

• . . . .,

can see a I0 minute square target about one hundredth as bright immediately
after the pre-adapting field is turned off. If the observer in question were

exposed to a field luminance of 1000 mL but the target luminance was 0.0001
mE, the predicted luminance threshold in Figure Z-4Za indicates he must

wait about I0 minutes after entering a dark room before he can see the target

light. Figure 2-44 is for simple light detection and does not permit a predic-
tion of instantaneous visual acuity threshold, which requires discrimination
of form. Dark adaptation data pertinent to cathode ray tube (CIRT) displays

are seen in Figures 2-67 to 2-69.

Training techniques n-ay aid in optimizing night vision, especially during

lunar surface operations (286, 417 ).

• -. -.
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Glare and Flash Blindness Phenomena

Glare is defined as any degree of light falling upon the retina in excess

of that which enables one to see clearly; that is, any excess of light which

hinders instead of helps vision. Glare can be furthe'r differentiated into:

(I) Veiling glare: created by light uniformly superimposed on

the retinal image which reduces contrast and, therefore,

visibility

(2) Dazzling glare: adventitious light scattered in the ocular

media so as not to form part of the retinal image

(3) Scotomatic or blinding glare (flash blindness): produced

by light of sufficient intensity to reduce the sensitivity of
the retina.

Although all three types of glare are present in the case of high-intensity

light, the effects of the first two are primarily evident only when the source

is present. The third type, scotomatic or blinding glare, is especially sig-

nificant in flash blindness where it produces symptoms (afterimages) which

persist long after the light itself has vanished. The afterimage is a prolonga-

tion of the physiological processes which produced the original sensation

response after cessation of stimulation.

Glare

Regardless of whether the glare source is direct or indirect (reflected or

specular), it can cause discomfort, or it can affect the visual performance, or

it can do both. The visual discomfort or annoyance from glare is a common

well-understood experience and has been confirmed by many experiments. In

connection with certain experimental studies, it has been found that people

sometimes become more physically tense and restless under glare conditions

than under nonglare conditions.

In general, visual acuity is at a maximum when the eyes are adapted to

the brightness level of the target and background. But acuity is reduced when

the target and background are at a lower brightness than the greater surround.

The curve in Figure Z-45 shows the effect of surround brightness both darker

and lighter than the target and the immediate background _78). Acuity is best

when the surround is a little darker than the target. Thus, it is suggested that

for best acuity, targets should not be in a shadow or near a large area of

much higher brightness. Recent reviews of surround brightness and size on

visual performance are available (223,224).

Visual acuity is best when the eyes have not been exposed to high levels

of brightness. As a general rule if visual displays have to be read by people

who have just been exposed to high levels of brightness (the open sea, clouds,

desert, or snow), the level of brightness of the displays should be higher

than would normally be necessary - they should be at least 0.01 as bright as

the pre-exposure field (see Figure 2-44).

From a practical standpoint, data are available which provide a basis for

specifying increased display contrast requirements when the area surrounding

the display is substantially brighter than the background within the display.
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Figure 2-45

Threshold Visual Angle as Determined by Brightness
of the Greater Surround.

(After Lythgoe (278))

!/

Under these conditions, the contrast threshold is fairly sensitive to the

surround-to-background ratio. The increase in a subject's contrast threshold

appears to be proportional to the increase in surround brightness. This con-

forms to findings with point glare sources whose effects also appeared to be

proportional to their brightness (219). For threshold contrast with a given

background brightness, surround-to-background brightness ratios greater

than "one", and background angles in the 50 - 45 ° range, the following empiri-

cal formula fits the experimental data fairly well (+i0%): (224)

C' = C 0.0185 BS )
ref (0.9815 + BB (3)

B__S > 1
where C' = threshold contrast for a given ratio, BB

Cre f = threshold contrast when BS/BB -- I

BS = surround brightness
=

BB = background brightness _

The experimental results show some evidence suggesting that surrounds

considerably darker than the background also adversely affect visual perform-

ance, i.e., raise the contrast limen. (See Figure Z-45.)

Changing background angle, which determines the proximity of the inner

edge of the extended surround to the stimulus object, over a range of from : -

5° to 45 ° , even with the highest surround-to-background brightness ratios ':. ....

appears to have a surprisingly small effect upon the contrast limen (224). _"i::
The change in threshold is much smaller than that predicted on the basis of .-_:_:._

experimental results obtained by others using point sources of glare (219, 302). _ii'i-_-ii-i/,..:%However, findings concerning background angle effects must be interpreted

with caution since background angle was only varied from session to session . : ....

rather than during a given session as was the surround-to-background

Z-5Z
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brightness ratio. There is reason to believe that factors other than the ex-

perimental variables contributed substantially to day-to-day variability. Also

some tasks may be more strongly affected by background angle than others.

A log-log plot of contrast threshold versus background brightness

(BS/BB = I} showed a very nearly linear relationship over the background

brightness range of from 0.17 mL to 18.43 mL (to 129 mL for one subject)

tested. The following formula expresses this relationship for the mean data:

log Cre f = -0.368 -0.Z53 (log BB)

where Cre f = Contrast limen (for BS/BB = l)

BB = Background brightness

(BS = Surround brightness

(4)

While the effect of glare on visual performance can be of serious conse-

quence by itself, the visual discomfort brought about by glare can also be a

matter of some concern. Though the cause is physical, the discomfort

brought about by it is often of a subjective nature. The evaluation of dis-
comfort, then, must make use of subjective responses as criteria ( 13,189 ,

190,272 ).

Involved in such procedures is the concept of the "borderline between

comfort and discomfort" (BCD) (272). The variables which govern whether a

visual environment is comfortable or not include two groups. First are

those that are basic to the situation, such as brightness of the (glare) source

or luminous area, its visual size, and the brightness of the surrounding field

or area and adaptation brightness. Second are certain factors that have a

modifying .effect, including the position of the source in the visual field, the
number of sources in the visual field, and their configuration and arrangement.

Indices of discomfort related to these variables are available ( 155, 191).

The effect of angle of the glare source relative to the visual axis on

visual performance has received study {273,278 }. Sudden glare in the line

of sight under conditions of low brightness background has received much

study for highway illumination (346). Many of the findings are pertinent to

the space environment. They are summarized in Figure Z-46a to d where

comparison is made of several studies of glare sources presented on line of

sight (219,272 , 323 ). Figure 2-46a and c show the variation expected under

different experimental conditions. Figure 2-46b indicates that the equation

relating the BCD to adaptation brightness (F) varies as the angular size of

glare source in steradians. The equations are of the general form:

B = aF b (5)

where B = BCD in footlamberts

F = adaptation brightness in footlamberts

Q = source size in steradians and determines values

of a and b
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Figure 2-46a

Comparison of the Results of Various Researchers for a Source Size

(Q) of 0.0011 Steradian. The Sources Are Located on Line of Sight.

(After Putnam and Faucett (346))
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Figure 2-46b

io

The Relationship Between BCD Brightness of a Source and Adaptation

Brightness (F). The Source Is on the Line of Sight and Subtends a

Solid Angle of Q Steradians

(After Putnam and Faucett (346))
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Figure 2-46c

Comparison of the Results of Various Researches for an Adaptation Bright-

nesa of 0.10 Footlambert. The Sources Are Locateo on Line of Sight.

{After Putnam and Faucett (346))
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Figure 2-46d

The Relationship Between BCD Brightness and Size of Source for Three

Different Adaptation Brightnesses. The Sources Are Located on the Line

of Sight.

(After Putnam and Faucett (346))
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B = 529F 0"44 (Q = 0.0011)

B = 734F 0"36 (Q = 0.0001)

B = III5F 0"Z3 (Q = 0.00001)

B = 3759F 0"14 (Q = 0.000001)

i

When these data are plotted for a constant adaptation brightness (F) the

curves in Figure 2-46c and 2-46d result. These curves can be represented

by the following equations. These equations are all in the general form:

B= aQ-b + c

B = 0.68Q-0"60 + 531 (F = 1.0)

-0.62
B = 0.43Q + IZ4 (F = 0.I)

-O.68
B = 0. 16Q + 53 (F = 0.01)

(6)

•. " .:2

2 ' •

The brightness (B) at the borderline between comfort and discomfort is

therefore a complex function of the adaptation brightness (F) and the size (Q)
of a source when F varies from 1.0 to 0.01 footlamberts and Q from 0.0011

to 0.000001 steradian. The experimental results show that the BCD bright-

ness in these ranges of adaptation brightness and source size does not vary

linearly as would be indicated by extrapolations of several investigations

(Figure Z-46c). As the glare source becomes smaller than 10-5 steradian,

the BCD brightness of the glare source becomes greater at an increasing

rate, indicating that very high brightnesses may not be uncomfortable if the

source is extremely small. Such data are of importance in evaluating glare

effects on the Earth, in orbit, and on the lunar surface. In the presence of

a non-scattering vacuum the relative effects of glare in distorting the usual

cues for depth and size, perception and rate of closure may be altered

(367, 410). This will require further study.

Irradiation Phenomena

An observer attempting to measure the boundary between a bright area

and a darker area will perceive the boundary to lie toward the darker area.

Astronomers refer to this effect as "irradiation" and define it in operational

terms as the spreading of a bright image on the retina of the eye making the

diameter of any bright object to appear to be larger than it really is (30 , 415 ).

The magnitude of the effect of irradiation on astronomical angular

measurements with optical instruments varies with the luminance of the

bright limb, the contrast of the bright limb against the background, the

optical system used, the dark adaptation of the observer, and the individual

observer. In astronomy, corrections for irradiation are empirical and are

derived from performance records of experienced observers. For example,
the Nautical Almanac uses an irradiation correction of l.Z minutes of arc

for measurements of the altitude of the upper limb of the Sun with the marine
sextant.
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Several investigations have been performed which are related to the
problem of visually sighting a space vehicle near the sun (i04, I05). Mea-
sures of the minimal angle of resolution (MAR) for two small self-luminous
objects against an unilluminated background have also been studied and have
indicated that MAR tends to increase as a functionof object luminance. For
two point sources against different background illuminations, the MAR was
found to depend entirely upon contrast and not upon the absolute value of
background lumlnance (325). The MAR increases linearly as a function of
the logarithm of the luminance ratio from an Is/I b of i00 to at least 5 x 104.
The MAR associated with the highest contrast ratio in this study was found
to be 4.0 minutes of arc for glare-source luminance of 4000 ml at a back-
ground of 0. 07 millilamberts. At luminance ratios of less than I00, the MAR
is constant at about i. 8 minutes of arc.

Other of the visual variables involved in celestial navigation will be
greatly affected if the observer looks at or near the sun or other intense
source. Perception of a movlng point source in close proximity to a source
of high luminance and the correspondence between physical form and per-
ceived shape are factors to be considered in such a task. The variables
include (1) glare-source shape, (Z) glare-source intensity, (3) point-source
directlon of movement in eight frontal-plane meridians, and (4) point-source
direction within each meridian. In a recent study of this important problem,
five highly trained observers viewed a stimulus configuration through an
artificial pupil which provided a 10-1/Z ° field of view (194). The moving
"star" was used as a test spot to determine the characteristics of the lumin-
ous field gradient produced by the glare source of only 4250 ft Z. It was
found that the distance, in visual angle, from the perceived edge of a glare
source at which a star disappears (or reappears) is directly related to the
luminance of the glare source. This appears to be a curvilinear function
which accelerates rapidly at about 1000 ft L and again begins to decelerate
at about 4000 ft Z as shown in Figure 2-47.

This finding is somewhat greater than those obtained for two point
sources (325). The star disappears and reappears at different apparent dis-
tances from the edge of the glare source, depending upon what kind of edge
geometry exists. An example of a straight edge can be found on the sides of
the square and triangular mirrors. The edge of the circular mirror provides
an example of a curved edge. The star disappears and reappears farther
from the curved edges than it does for straight line edges under equivalent
luminance conditions. Figure 2-48 presents these data.

The irradiation phenomenon results in distortion of shapes of the object
(194,367). The apparent size of the glare source increases as a function
of its lumlnance. This effect can also be seen in Figure 2-49. The response
variance tends to be larger under the higher luminance conditions than under
lower luminance conditions; however, variance does not appear to be sig-
nificantly affected by either the shape of the glare source or the meridian of
travel of a test star (194).

It can be concluded that as a result of the irradiation phenomenon, (I)
navigational sightings should be confined to a vision envelope which does not
include any extremely bright sources aimed in the direction of the eye.
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Figure 2-47

Effect of Glare Source Intensity upon Its

Apparent Size.

Note: A zero intensity or control condition

i

4000

After Haines (194))

J

CURVED

I

_T

STRAIGHT 90°

..... PATH OF POINT SOURCE

-- FULL INTENSITY
----0.4 LOG INTENSITY

i

60°

EDGE GEOMETRY VISUAL ANGLE
B I A

CURVED (16)t 12'29.3" i 6' 26.8"
90° (8) 8' 26 7" 5' 36. I "

' 7" I60" (6) 8 35. i 6'41.1"
STRAIGHT(14) 7'33.8" [ 3'31.8" ]

INDICATES NUMBER OF SETS OF SIX I._NNAND SIX OU__._T
TRIALS EACH VALUE IS BASED UPON

Figure 2-48

Effect of Glare-Source Edge Geometry Upon
Point Source Disappearance and Reappear-
ance Position.

(After Haines (194))

(g) Visual identification of highly luminous objects in space, on the basis of

their shape, may lead to incorrect identification. (3) If navigational sightings

are performed using high luminance sources as reference objects of approxi-

mately Z000 ft Z apparent luminous intensity or greater, one must expect

rather large errors in estimating star eclipse angles (from the edge of the

luminous source). (4) Under high luminance conditions one is likely to per-

ceive size and shape characteristics of the glare source which may misrepre-

sent the actual glare producing object. (5) If a star is going to be chosen as

a navigational referent with respect to either the perceived edge of the sun's

photosphere, which is unlikely, or some man-made object having a high

luminance (direct or reflected), optical filters will have to be used to reduce

the photic flux to such a level that the physical edge of the referent can be

accurately perceived (86 , 242 , 332).

The recovery time after relatively prolonged exposure to low levels of

glare in highway situations has received quantitative study (234). Similar

studies are required to confirm the reciprocity law under conditions of lunar

and extravehicular operations. The data for exposures of short duration

presented below should not be directly used under such conditions.

Flashblindnes s

In flashblindness the afterimage is essentially a temporary blind area

or scotoma in the field of vision. In spacecraft, this could be produced by the

flash following meteoroid penetration (365). The time duration of this blind

area is proportional to the intensity and duration of the light exposure. The

greater the intensity and/or the longer the duration of exposure, the more

intense and, to a certain extent, the more persistent the afterimage. Ordin-

arily, the sequence of events following stimulation of the retina by a flash of
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Figure 2-49

Effect of Glare-Source Luminance Upon Perceived Size and Shape

of Circles, Squares, and Triangles.

(After Haines (194))
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light is the primary sensation of light followed by a serles of positive and

negative afterimages. With moderate light intensities, afterimages are not
noticed because of the complex action of successive stimulation and continuous

movement of the eye. However, if the original stimulation is of sufficient

duration and intensity, the sensation will persist with an intensity adequate

to reduce or entirely obliterate foveal perception until the effect is dissipated.

This is the primary factor in flashblindness. Papers from a recent symposium

on the loss of vision from high intensity light are now available { 2 ).

The amount of visually effective light entering the eye, because it is an

indication of the amount of photopigment bleached, seems to be the essential

factor in the formation of the afterimage (63 , 95 , 297). A useful unit for

specifying the amount of visually effective light is the troland-second, because

it includes the area of the eye pupil and has the dimensions of retinal illumin-

ance assuming perfect ocular transmission (see Table Z-Z). The data may

also be presented as cal/cm 2 at the retina. A glossary of radiometric and

photometric concepts used in flash blindness and retinal burn research is

available (19).

Attempts have been made to relate the intensity of light flashes to the

alterations in sensitivity of the d#rk-adapted eye. At relatively low illumi-
nances of less than 50 lumens/ft , there is found no alteration in the course

of dark adaptation and a general correlation with the reciprocity law for

momentary losses of sensitivity {10 , 400). The reciprocity law indicates
that within certain limits Z x T = IK when L is in units of luminance of the

dazzle and T is the duration of the dazzle. At a light source of moderate

intensity, validity of the law has been confirmed (if0, 154, 248). The law

appears to hold up to 30,000 m-L-sec. Above this level the effect of intensity

factor becomes relatively greater than duration (306). Also, for energy in the

range of 3 x 107 troland-sec., reciprocity appears to fall; flash durations

of 1 millisecond being less effective than longer flashes (298). Theories on

reciprocity failure have been presented (458}.

In establishing criteria for visual recovery time after exposure to flash,

there is some difficulty in comparing the results of different investigations,

because the recovery times depend on the total effective integrated energy in

the flash, the duration of the flash, the size of the critical detail in the target

used to determine the recovery, and the luminance of the target. The pulse

shapes may also be an important factor for the very long durations. The

recovery time of visual performance following high-intensity flashes is re-

lated to the decay of the afterimage brightness which is a function of the

amount of photopigment bleached by the flash. The afterimage reduces the

perceived contrast of a visual display in the same manner as the addition of

a uniform luminance over the display (297).

Figure 2-50 summarizes data from several studies on effect of flash

energy in lambert-seconds and recovery time for perception of targets at

two different levels of target illumination. These are higher than the usual

instrument illumination levels in night vision {Table Z-60 and Refs. 231).

Figure 2-51 represents the effect of target luminance on recovery time

after different flash energies.

Z-60
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Figure 2-50 -2p

The Relationship Between the Logarithm of the

Recovery and the Logarithm of the Flash

Energy in Lambert-Seconds. Upper Curve
from Whiteside (447)and Lower Curve from

Metcalfe and Horne (292)for a Carbon Arc

Source.
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Figure 2-51

The Relationship Between the Logarithm of the

Recovery Time and the Logarithm of Target
Luminance. 0 - 0 from Russell(369), x - x

from Metcalfe and Horn (292). andAfrom

Whiteside(447).(After Miller (297))

(After Miller (297))

The recovery times following a flash appear to depend on the type of

target used for measuring visual performance. There is an approximately

linear relationship between the logarithm of the recovery time and the

logarithm of the target luminance from 130 mE to 1 mL for the Snellen

letters following high-intensity flashes. For luminances below I mL, the

recovery times became increasingly longer than the simple relationship

would predict. This is seen in Figure Z-5Z where recovery times at different

equivalent illuminance levels for targets of different sizes after varied levels

of effective light energy impinging on the retina. Recovery time is measured

as the time interval from flash to the first correct letter response in two

successive correct responses. The recovery times for the detection of

various targets and target luminances can be generalized by specifying the

equivalent field illuminance for threshold of the targets. The equivalent
field illuminance is the retinal illuminance required for threshold detection

of the targets when they are viewed agalnst a uniform field.

There is a linear relationship between the logarithm of the recovery time

and the visual acuity for different size Snellen letters expressed as the re-

ciprocal of the critical detail in minutes of arc. The effect of target size is

seen in Figure 2-53.
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Figure 2-52

The Relationship Between the Log of tne Recovery
Time and the Log of the Equivalent Field III-

uminance for Different Flash_Enernies Hitting
the Retina (td sec or cal/cm2). Open Symbols

Are Times for a 28.4 Minute Letter; Closed Are
for 16.2 Minute Letter. Circles Are for 1.4

msec. Flash with Luminance Varied; Triangles
Are for Constant Luminance, Duration Varied.

(After Miller (297))
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Log Mean Recovery'Times for 4 Subjects for

Various Letter Sizes at 0.07 mL.

(After Miller (297))
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There is variability from subject to subject in the slope of the recovery

function (378, 379). The pupillary factor is demonstrated as seen in Figure

2-54. Figure Z-41 gives expected pupillary diameters for different luminance
levels.

The data derived from many sources for the size of the retinal image of

a point source are plotted in Figure Z-55a as a function of the pupil diameter.

It is evident from Figure Z-55a that the data obtained lack reliability. To be

safe, one best assume the course indicated by the dotted line, which means

a blur disc of almost constant size, namely I rain of arc up to pupil diameters

of 6 mm. Pupil diameters below 2 mm rarely occur; above 6 mm the increase

in incident light hardly produces an increase in retinal light concentration as

the light from the pupil border is so badly focused.
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Effect of Pupil Diameter on Recovery Times (Mean of 15 subject).

Luminance of Testing Patch was 0.06 ft-lambert.

(After Severin et al (379))
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Figure 2-55

Retinal Illumination and Image Size Under Different Pupillary

and Ambient Light Conditions.
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Retinal illumination as a function of the luminance of the visual field

with pupil size taken into account is shown in Figure 2-55b. The retinal

illumination changes only 0.86 log unit for each log unit change in luminance

of the visual field.

Other recent findings are avail lble and can be summarized (297): The

only wavelengths of radiation in the flash that influenced the recovery times

• • _ ..r_ _ ,

for foveal performance were those in the visible region.

850 nm had no effect on recovery following the flashes,

for more than 50% of the total flash energy. There is no significant cumula-

tive effect on recovery times with successive flashes after the second flash

when they were presented at intervals of 3 or 4 minutes. There is a small

but statistically significant effect on foveal recovery times for different flash-

field diameters from Z.5 ° to i0 °. The smaller fields produced longer re-

covery times of the order of 10%. Preadaptation to relatively high-luminance

levels lengthens the recovery time in proportion to the amount of photopigment

bleached by the preadaptation. The amount of pigment bleached by the flash

will be in addition to that caused by the adapting luminance.

Infrared beyond _./_i// _:

even when it accounted _. _ _ _
: ._i_-._ % J _ ....

Attempts have been made to write equations for visual recovery times

after flash exposure. One equation appears to afford the best fit for all

observers. This was an equation of the following form (75):

t - to = a + b/(Iog B log B0) (7)

where t = perception time in seconds

tO = 0. Z0 sec for all conditions of adaptation

B = display luminance in ft L

B 0 = minimum luminance at which the display can
be perceived under optimum conditions.

(-1.4 log ft L for visual acuity of 0.26;

Z. 3 log ft Z for visual acuity of 0.08. )

Perception time t must approach a minimum tO as display luminance B

is increased, and it may safely be assumed that a value B will be reached

beyond which there will be no further reduction of t. if this is the case, then

the constant, a, must be of the following form:

/ •

a = -b/(log Bmax - log B0) (8)

where
Bmax is the luminance at which to is reached.

Assuming a value of Z.7 for log Lmax, equations (7) and (8) can be

combined and rewritten as follows:

t = 0. Z + b (2.7 - lo 8 B)

(log B/B0) (2.7 - log B0)
(9)
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It was found that the logarithm of b is proportional to the logarithm of A

for data representing both of the two acuity levels, where A represents

adapting flash energy in ft L sec. A simple power function therefore serves
to relate b to A:

= 0.108A 0"58 (10a)
b0. O8

= 0.0ZZA 0"68 (10b)
b0. Z6

The difficulties presented by failure of the reciprocity law at short flash

durations of less than i-3 msec. have been pointed out (75). Equations are

also available for the retinal burn problem (196, 307 ,308,431 ) and planning

charts, for flashblindness and retinal burns following nuclear blasts (i0).

Retinal Burns

Illumination at the eye of Z40,000 lumens/ft 2 represents the probable Z

level required for retinal burns. This is also given as 0.5 to 1.5 cal/cm

(If8). This energy must be delivered at a rate of at least 0.7 cal/cmZ-sec,

however, or the rate of heat dissipation in the tissue will be sufficient to

prevent elevation of the temperature to a degree where a burn will result.
The threshold appears to depend upon the time of irradiatlon and upon the

size of the irradiated area. See compilation of results available which leads

to threshold data as shown in Figure 2-56. The data of Figure 2-55 may be
used to arrive at values of J/cm z at the retina for external illumination.

Two solutions to the meteoroid or other flash problems are either to

prevent the light from reaching the eye or, if this is impossible, to increase
the luminance of the instruments after exposure of the eye by flooding them

with white lighting (365). Auxiliary storm lights have been used in aircraft

for years to combat the relatively mild flash blindness (afterimage formation

and loss of dark adaptation) resulting from exposure to lightning flashes.

Such lights codld probably be used after meteoroid flash as well as after

sudden exposure to other sources giving scotomatic glare effects.

Visor materials can attenuate light flashes. When a given filter is placed

before the eyes, the change in retinal illumination depends not only on the
visual transmittance of the filter but also on the size of the pupil. The size

of the pupil, however, varies inversely with retinal illumination. Thus, if

the retinal illumination is decreased, the pupil will increase in size and vice

versa. Because of this interaction between pupil size and retinal illumination

any change in luminance of the visual field will result in a final level of
retinal illumination which depends on the change in pupil size as well as the

change in luminance. The effective density of a filter is the ratio of the
retinal illumination with the filter in front of the eves to the retinal illumina-

tlon without the filter. Figure 2-55b indicates that retinal illumlnation

changes only 0. 86 log unit for each log unit change in the luminance of visual
field behind the filter. It must be remembered, however, that flashes shorter

than the pupillary reaction tlme are attenuated only by the filter factor.

Data on the transmlsslon of light through standard visor materials are

available ( 4 ,82 , 87 , 216 ). The Class 3, gold-coated visors were

designed for eye protection against weapon flashes and are MIL-L38169 (USAF)
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Figure 2-56

5 10.2 2 5 I0 "_

The Maximum Dose Q (in J/cm 2) to Produce Retinal Burn, as a Function of Time of Irradiation,

with the Irradiated Retinal Area as Parameter. Note that the Threshold Level Is Lower in
the Later Experiment Due to Better Diagnostic Techniques. I. Ref.196 Image Size 240#

I1. Ref.196 Image Size 700# III. Ref.1971mage Size 1000#.

(Adapted by Vos (430) from Data of Ham et al (196' 197))

and MIL-V-ZZZ7ZB (WP). The specified luminous transmittances for these

visors are g percent ± 0.5 percent and Z.75 percent ± 0.25 percent respec-

tively. The corresponding optical densities are 1.70 plus 0. IZ, minus 0. i0

and 1.56 plus 0.04, minus 0.0Z respectively. The relative difference in

retinal illumination that the eye would receive from a light flash is 0.86 log

units for each unit of density of a fixed filter visor as compared to when no

visor is worn. Therefore, the effective densities of the Class 3 visors with

nominal densities of 1.70 and 1.56 are 1.46 and 1.34 respectively. (See

Section B.Ultraviolet for ultraviolet transmission of these fixed visor systems.)

The use of reversible, variable-density, filter devices to reduce glare

and flashblindness in high risk environments has been studied (70 , i16, 124 ,

242, 332). A survey of photochromic materials for potential use in variable

filter devices is available ( 37 ). The effects of blue-cutoff filters used in

photochromic goggles on color discrimination are under study (94).

Laser Burns (Coherent Light)

Design of lasers for navigation and other purposes in space operation

brings a new hazard to the skin and eye. Several excellent reviews are avail-

able on this subject (196, 197,221,249,267,268,279, 315, 338,430,464,465,466).
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All structures of the eye can be damaged, but the retina is the most

sensitive structure. Thresholds of retinal damage for different wavelengths

are under study and speculation (208,430 ,431 ,425). Theories of damage

span the gap from pure thermal burn (see Figure 2-56) through explosive

steam damage, shock waves, Raman and Brillouin scattering, to ionization

from intense electric field gradients (208, 342 ). Failure of the pure thermal

model is especially prominent in the glant pulse, Q-switched laser with the

actual threshold ten times lower than expected. Here even for mlnimum

image size, the retinal image acts infinitely large (430).

A conservative practice appears to be limitation of total integrated

energy into the eye of less than I0-8 Joules for pulsed beams (237,238 ,239 ).

For pulses greater than 30 nanoseconds, an energy factor of 5 times lower

should probably be used but no specific recommendations have been made

(237,238). Neither have specific recommendations been made for lasers of

shorter wavelength than 633 nm. For purposes of calculations, in the green
spectral region, the allowable energy level of 10-8J might be reduced slightly

due to the shorter wavelength and increased absorption in the pigment

epithelium.

For continuous lasers, the power level in the eye should be kept below
10-6 watts.

The BG-18 and A0570 glasses have been recommended for laser protec-

tion (237, 238, 239 , 398 ,430 ). Standard BG-18 glass is approximately 4.5

mm thick and has an optical density of I0 at 694nm to 1.3_ which includes

the two most common pulsed lasers. Using the University of California

criteria for pulsed lasers, this would appear to be satisfactory for a i00

Joule laser pulse (237,238). It should be remembered that glass may not 2
retain its integrity with such an exposure. Spalling occurs above Z cal/cm

irradiation densities with a neodymium Q-switched laser; yet even at 8 cal/cm

the filter, though cracking, remains to give adequate protection. It has been

advised to construct the filter of two cemented halves, so that only the front

half cracks under extreme exposure without impairment of its optical safety

(398). For this reason, a limit of 20 Joules for the 4.5 mm glass is recom-

mended over the spectral region given above. No direct viewing of pulsed

lasers should be allowed regardless of the eye protection used.

At 694 nm the BG-18 glass is increasing its transmission rapidly with

decreasing wavelength. It therefore is not applicable for the common HeNe

gas laser operating at 633 nm. For continuous lasers the AO-570 glass is

used. This glass has an appreciable attenuation at 633 nm with an optical

density of about 4. Z. Using the University of California criteria this glass

would then attenuate sufficiently for lasers of about 30 mW at this wavelength.

In actual practice AO 570 glass is recommended for use at power levels up

to i00 mW over the spectral region from 633 nm to 1.0_ This continuous

power is allowed because the critical value of 10 -6 watt entering the eye

contains somewhat more safety factor than is necessary for this portion of

the spectrum.

Other approaches have been used for calculating the thickness of BG-18

glass required for protection against different laser types (430). These
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equations cover both the near-distance situation where the complete beam

enters the pupil and the far-distance situation where magnification of collimat-

ing optics and telescopic systems as well as the specular reflection of windows
and metal surface must be accounted for. No official U. S. Government

Standards have been published, but the issue is currently before the NAS-NRC

Committee on Vision.

Skin Effects

The threshold of pulsed laser effects for human skin damage varies with

color. White skin of Caucasians has tolerated energy as high as 5-10 Joules

without change. At these levels, Negro skin will scale superficially, char,

crust, - even ulcerate (175). Above 20-25 Joules in white skin, acanthosis

and bizarre nuclei are seen. At about 100 Joules, anesthetic areas and

vascular changes are found. Skin burns are covered in greater detail in the

Thermal Section, {No. 6).
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Environmental Factors in Vision

The acceleration, vibration, oxygen, and nutritional conditions can sig-

nificantly alter visual performance. The interactions will be cove'red in the

appropriate Sections. (See Sections, No. 7, 8, i0, and 14).

Toxic and Dru 8 Effects on Vision

The most probable toxic material in a spacecraft atmosphere effecting

vision is carbon monoxide. Figure Z-57 shows the effect of this gas upon

visual light sensitivity. See also Contaminants (No. 13).
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Figure 2-57

The Effect of Smoking on Visual Light Sensitivity as Compared with the
Effect of Altitude.

The Effect of Inhaling the Smoke of Three Cigarettes s Equal to an
Altitude of About 8000 Feet.

(After Wulfeck et al (462 Adapted from McFarland (281))
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The effects of drugs on the visual system are complex, especially the
psychotropic drugs which alter the sensorium at the higher centers. A recent

review of this area)covers most of the key factors to be involved (14 , 66 ,331, 345, 414,440 . Such factors must be considered in the choice of'drugs
for use in space operations (84).

Visual Performance in Actual Space Fli_ht

There appears to be no severe effect of orbital flight on visual perfor-

mance. Preflight, inflight and postflight tests of the vlsual acuity of the
members of the Gemini V and Gemim VII crews showed no statistically

significant change in thelr visual capability in zero gravity (131).

Observations of a prepared and monitored pattern of rectangles made

at a ground site near Laredo, Texas, confirmed that the visual performance

of the astronauts in space was within the statistical range of their respective

preflight thresholds. Observations of the Texas ground-pattern site were

made under very favorable weather conditions. Heavy clouds blanketed the

site throughout the remainder of the mission, however, and no further obser-

vations of the site were possible. Successful observations of the ground

pattern were made by the command pilot through a clear portion of his

window. No direct sunlight fell on the window during those observations.

These observations occurred at Z7:04:49 and 49:26:48 ground elapsed time

(g.e.t.) on the second and third days of the flight, respectively. The circled

points represent the apparent contrast and angular size of the largest rec-

tangles in the ground pattern. Apparent contrast was calculated on the basis
of measured directional luminances of the white panels and their backgrounds

of plowed soil, of atmospheric optical properties measured in the direction

of the path, of sight to the point of closest approach, and of a small allowance

for contrast loss in the spacecraft window based upon window scan data and

readings of the inflight photometer at the time of the two observations.

Angular sizes and apparent contrast were both somewhat larger for revolution

31 than for revolution 17 because the slant range was shorter and because

the spacecraft passed north of the site, thereby causing the background soil

to appear darker. The orientations of those rectangles indicated by double
circles were reported correctly, but those represented by single circles

were either reported incorrectly or not reported at all. The solid line in

Figure 2-58 represents the preflight visual performance of Borman as
measured in the vision research van. The dashed lines represent the-_, +_ ,

and +2_ contrast limits of his visual performance. The positions of the

plotted points indicate that his visual performance was precisely in accordance

with his preflight visual thresholds.

The result of Soviet visual studies in orbit are not much different from

those in the U.S.A. (344). Visual acuity of Zeonov and Belyayev in Voshkod-Z

were measured by hatched mires placed at 300 mm from the eye. Both
cosmonauts had visual acuities of 1.7 in the laboratory. In orbit, these

decreased to 1.64 for Leonov and to 1.34 for Belyayev. Visual efficiency as

measured by reliability was reduced by Z0 to 25_/0;and working time, by more

than a factor of 2. The degradation of efficiency was attributed to uncompen-

.
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Figure 2-58

Apparent Contrast Compared with Angular Size

of Rectangles in Gemini VII. (See text for

details.)

(After Duntley et al (131))

sated changes in coordination of occulomotor movement brought about by

weightlessness. However, no data are present to support this contention.

Color vislon was tested in flight by having the cosmonauts compare the

intensity of the colors red, green, blue, light blue, purple, and yellow with

the intensity of staggered black and white wedges. The wedges made it

possible to measure the intensity of objective colors within an error of 5 to

6 percent for the averaged measurements. By establishing responses for
different conditions of color adaptation, simultaneous and consecutive contrast,

etc., a mean q_aadratic error of the monomial equation for the intensity of
the colored and black and white fields was obtained. The measurements made

at different tlmes with the use of different charts showed that the value of the

error for the colors used amounted to ± 7.8_/0. In Vostok-Z, the mean de-

crease in intensity for all colors tested was Z6. l_/0for Belyayev and 2590 for

Leonov. The maximum deviations were for purple, light blue and green; and

the minimum, for red. The reasons for this change in color perception are

not known.

One of the surprises in the manned space flight program has been the

ability of astronauts to perceive unexpectedly fine detail on the surface of

the earth. L. G. Cooper's visual acuity on the Mercury-Atlas 9 flight was

measured as Z0/lZ on the Snellen scale, versus the conventional Z0/Z0 as

"perfect" (121). E. H. White on Gemini 4, also from an altitude somewhat

over i00 miles, reported that he too could see roads, boat wakes, strings

of street lights, airfield runways and smoke from trains and buildings.

Whereas previous estimates for the resolving ability of the human eye, with
white-black contrast, were about i minute of arc, these observations demon-

strated an ability to resolve a half a minute or less (121, 344). These results

come in the face of the above suggestions that if any change in visual acuity

were to be found in men in space it would be a minor degradation in ability.
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The simplest explanation is the fact that many of these targets were of
linear shape. The width of lines and bars can be resolved more easily than
circles of the same diameter (see discussion of Figures 2-19 to Z-ZZ). One

must also include previous experience of the astronauts in detecting land-

marks from secondary cues. However, it must be remembered that photo-

graphs taken by the astlonauts have tended to be more distinct than pictures

taken from high-altitude aircraft. Edward White reported that indeed he

could see much greater detail on the surface from 100 miles than he could

when flying at 40,000 feet. Photographs taken during the Gemini 4 flight, for

example, revealed a dark, finger-like streak through the terrain of central

Texas that was unknown to geologists despite the fact that the terrain had

been surveyed by aerial photographs (85).

A possible explanation of the superior photographs, bearing also on the

superior visual acuity, stems from local turbulence In the atmosphere, small

nonhomogeneous bubbles in the atmosphere and dust particles in the atmos-

phere (121). The first two phenomena tend to distort and blur fine image

details when they intervene between viewer and target, but the effect will

diminish as a function of the distance from the effects since the angle they

project relative to the target will diminish. The dust particles can cause

back-scattering of light, increasing background luminance and reducing

contrast, but again with an effect diminishing with range. These phenomena

cannot fully explain an increased human acuity in space, however, because
the limit of 1 minute of arc has been derived over the years under laboratory

conditions in which, of course, atmospheric effects do not bear on the results.

Given an excellent lens, sensitive film and the proper exposure, a camera

can see whatever light reaches it, but the eye has an intrinsic threshold both

for light energy and contrast beyond which it does not respond. What space

flight suggests is that this threshold is lower than had been supposed; remove

gravity and possibly the eye can operate more effectively as a sensor,

approaching or perhaps reaching its threshold.

Further evidence is provided by a series of zero-g aircraft experiments

which found an increase in man's ability to discriminate brightness while

weightless, the difference being greatest at the lowest illumination levels

(443). By measuring the difference in illumination between the brightness

of the target and background required for the subjects to perceive that a
difference exists, USAF's Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory found

the following improvements in zero g as compared to baseline l-g

measurements:

Maximum Difference in Illumination

Illumination for Detection (°_0)

(ft-lamberts) 1 _ 0
0.03 15.1 IZ.6

0. Z8 7. I 6.5

3O 4.5 4.O

Since the brief period of weightlessness aboard the aircraft immediately

followed a positlve g pull-up, it is possible that the eyes of the subjects were

sufficiently affected by the increased gravity to bias the results during zero-g

before the lens had time to recover.
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The effect of zero gravity to improve vlsion can be two-fold. On the one

hand the removal of friction and damping forces on the eye produced by gravity

can permit the eye motions to proceed more efficiently in correcting drift.

On the other hand, it is possible that part of the explanation for the observed

increase in visual acuity lies in part in the effect of weightlessness on the
vestibule mechanisms of the inner ear. The effect on the vestibular mechan-

isms may be such to encourage physiological nystagmus in such a manner as

to aid vision by the normal technique of eye motion (143). Electro-oculograms

of Soviet cosmonauts have in fact provided evidence that asymmetric oculo-

motor reactions and nystagmus are different in orbit from those observed on

the ground ( 7 , 254). (See also Acceleration, No. 7.) More work is re-

quired on the oculo-vestibular interaction in zero gravity before this hypothesis

- ._r •

can be incorporated into the explanation of enhanced visual acuity in space-to- _ i_iiii-:'
Earth observation. -

These findings suggest that laboratory visual acuity data can be combined

with environmental optical data to predict correctly man's limiting visual

capability to discriminate small objects on the surface of the Earth in day-
time under routine orbital conditions. Data are also available on the visual

observation of other planets from space (351). A new vision tester for use

in future space missions is currently under study (218). Attempts are being

made to generate computer programs for prediction of space-to-planet visual

capabilities under the many different operational conditions (130).

Data on the observation of stars from Mercury and Gemini spacecraft

are covered in the discussion of Figures Z-9 and 2-12 (15 , 445). Little

from the reports of the astronauts indicates that the accelerative forces

encountered in space flight have had a detrimental effect on vision. The

only case of affected vision was reported by Shepard (383). At one polnt

some head vibration was observed. The degradation of vision associated

with this vibration was not serious. There was a slight fuzzy appearance

of the instrument needles. At T + l min 21 sec, he was able to observe and

report the cabin pressure without difficulty. The indications of the various

needles on their respective meters could be determined accurately at all

times. Grissom (184) reported no interference with communication or

vision which would seem to confirm Shepard's conclusion that the degrada-

tion was due to vibration rather than to acceleration. With respect to the

g force experienced during reentry, Shepard reported (383)that reentry

and its attendant acceleration pulse of I I g was not unduly difficult. The

functions of observation, motion, and reporting were maintained, and no

respiration difficulties were encountered. Glenn noted large oscillations at

the end of powered flight but made no note of visual degradation (317).

. .. .

_J

. . ....

In the Gemini program, the launch has been free from any objectionable

vibration with one exception. On the Gemini V flight, longitudinal oscilla-

tions, or POGO, were encountered. The crew indicated that the vibration

level was severe enough to interfere with their ability to read the instrument

panel. However, POGO lasted only a few seconds and occurred at a non-

critical time during this one flight. Unpublished data are available at NASA

Ames Laboratory on human response to POGO-like longitudinal vibrations

(eyeball in and out) obtained in simulator studies (88). The Saturn boosters

appear to have POGO problems.
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VISUAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN OF THE

SPACECRAFT CABINS AND SPACE SUITS

The preceding data have been presented so as to allow prediction of

visual capabilities on the ground and in space. They can be used for specific

problems in operational analysis as well as design. The following sectlon

covers the general design recommendation for spacecraft illumination,

instrumentation and displays considering overall habitability as well as

specific operational problems.

General Recommendations for Spacecraft Illumination

Experience in submarines and naval vessels has provided guidelines

for optimizing the visual background and decor within the spacecraft. The

following suggestions are offered as a result of this and other experiences

(5, 48, 152, Z71, 301, 389, 412, 419).

In the design of the lighting subsystem, it is necessary to consider

those factors which are basic to the provision of artificial illumination n_os_

adequate for n.aintaining comlortable, healthful and effective functloning

of normal eyes. These factors are: quali_yor color of light, intensity of

light, and distribution of illumination and brightnesses within the environment.

Arrangement of these factors should give compartments a more pleasing

appearance and proportions; all three should be combined to induce in the

occupants a sense of tranquility, comfort, and "horniness".

The use of color, as a characteristic of a reflecting medium, will be

considered in more detail later. Illuminants, however, which vary in

spectral characteristics, have an inherent color, which in laboratory situa-

tions, at least, affects to some extent the visual acuity. For threshold

seeing, spectral yellow, or the yellow light from sodium vapor lamps, is

somewhat more effective than other artificial illuminants, although the

difference is not of operational significance and does not improve the acuity

over that from a similar level of diffused daylight. In ordinary situations

(e.g., print reading) the qualities of daylight, mercury arc light, tungsten

filament light, and fluorescent lamps are all about equally effective as

illuminants, although fluorescent light has been criticized because of its

harsh, cold appearance.

The intensity of light has to be considered in relation to: I) visual

acuity; Z) size of object to be discriminated; 3) speed of vision; 4) bright-
ness contrast; and 5) efficiency of performance (48). These have been

covered in the previous section. These data suggest that visual acuity

increases rapidly up to about 5 foot-candles, and more slowly thereafter, when

the object to be discriminated is of about 3-6 minutes of arc. For smaller

objects, vision improves perceptibly up to 40 to 50 foot-candles. The

greater the brightness contrast, the better is the visual efficiency, and

both acuity and speed of vision continue to improve slightly up to and beyond

i00 foot-candles. However, little is gained in acuity by increasing the

illumination beyond 25 foot-candles, and there is no practical gain at all

when the intensity is higher than 50 foot-candles. For large objects,
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subtending four minutes of arc and above, there is no practical improvement
in visual discrimination with illumination above Z0 foot-candles. For

smaller objects, there is improved visual discrimination at higher levels

up to a limit of about 40-50 foot-candles.

The data on speed of vision may be summarized as follows: a) for

objects subtending three minutes of arc or larger, and with good contrast

between object and background, speed of vision is near maximum at about
15-Z0 foot-candles; b) for small objects on a background of low reflectance

significant decreases in time for seeing occur with illumination intensities

up to about 50 foot-candles.

With respect to brightness contrast, when the contrast between object

and background is high, discrimination of arc sizes of three to six mlnutes

is not significantly improved by illumination above Z0 foot-candles. With

an object of l-minute size, performance improves significantly up to a

practical limit of about 50-60 foot-candles. The greater the brightness
contrast, the better is the visual discrimination, although, as will be noted

in the examination of light distribution, the effort of seeing is more fatiguing

with high contrast. Excessive illumination will not compensate for small

object size or poor contrast.

Brightness contrast is also of significance in consideration of distribu-
tion of illumination, and in this connection it must be distinguished from

glare. The effects of glare can be minimized by increasing the brightness

contrast between the object and its immediate background, and by increas-

ing the illumination on the visual object. Elimination of the glare source,

however, by removal, or by use of diffuse or indirect lighting, is superior.
For best overall vision, with minimuro fatigue, the brightness ratio
between the central field and surround should not exceed three or five

to one; ratios of ten to one should be avoided (Figure 2-45). The

extent to which excessive brightness contrast is diminished is largely

determined by the degree to which the lighting is indirect, that is, reflected

from all directions. When light is properly diffused there are no shadows,

no dark corners, and no areas of relatively high brightness. Light fixtures

in the field of vision should have a surface brightness of not over Z candles

per square inch and preferably less (412). Thus, vision is generally best

when the surround is at the same brightness as the central field unless the

visual object approaches the thresholds of acuity or discrimination, in

which case, supplementary lighting can be utilized to increase the brightness

ratio, provided the latter does not exceed three or perhaps five to one (271).

Intensity and distribution, however, must be coordinated. To increase

intensity without distribution will only make a bad situation worse. In fact,

when distribution is poor, relatively low intensities must be employed to
avoid visual discomfort.

In relation to illumination, color serves two purposes in the perceived

environment. It determines the reflectance of colored objects in that

environment, and it has a psychosocial influence on the emotional set of

individuals in that environment. From the point of view of visual perception,

the reflection factor of walls, ceilings, and furnishings of any living or

working space is more important than the color used, since the reflecting
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surfaces become, in effect, secondary sources of illumination. The reflec-

tance of a surface is the ratio of the light flux reflected from the surface to

that striking the surface. Dependent upon the surface, it may be diffuse,

specular, or compound. Diffuse reflectance arlses from a matte surface;

specular reflection comes from a highly polished (mirror) surface and gives

rlse to glare. A compound surface has qualities of both. The color of an

object arises out of selective reflectance and absorption of particular wave-

lengths of the incident light. For any specified level of illuminatlon a region

with highly reflecting surfaces requires a less intense light source than one

with low reflecting surfaces. Table 2-59 indicates the reflectance factors
for various surface finishes.

Ta hie 2-59

General Reflectance Factors for Various Surface Finishes

Colur Coloz

Whtle

Light

cream

gray

yellow

buff

green

blue

Medlum

yello_

buff

gray

green

blue

Percent of

Reflected

L_nt

8=

75

_5

75

70

b5

55

65

_3

55

52

35

Dark

gray

red

brown

blue

green

Wood fxnt sh

maple

sat*nwood

Engli6h Oak

walnut

mahogany

Percent of

Reflected

Ll_ht

42

34

17

16

12

(After AFSCM 80-3 (5))

Recommended workplace reflectances for different areas include the
following: console panel 20-40%; instruments 80-100%; floors 15-30%; walls

40-6070;ceilings (i.e., above eye level) 60-95% ( 5 ).

For decorative purposes, contrast is desirable. Lack of contrast
variation tends to be monotonous and undesirable. Good decorative schemes

cannot readily be achieved with a one to one ratio. The blending of high-

lights and shadows adds attractiveness to the living space, and can be better

achieved with higher ratios, while still remaining within acceptable limits.

It should be recommended, however, that the unique characteristics of

space system stations, such as restricted internal volume, irregular

compartment configurations, multipurpose regional usage, compact working

consoles, and special power supplies, may make application of conventional

illumination standards inappropriate.

General recommendations for instrument, cockpit and console lighting

for aircraft are consolidated in Table Z-60 and should be applicable to work

areas of spacecraft. An extensive review of illumination recommendations

for specific visual tasks is available (183). Charts, tables and calculation

sheets have been prepared to aid the designer in rapidly calculating lighting

distribution and average illumination conditions in symmetrical rooms (324).
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Table 2-60

Instrument, Cockpit, and Console Lighting

CONDITION OF LSK RECOMMENDED S_STEM

Instrument lighting,

dark adaptation

critical

Instrument Iigbting,

dark adaptation not

critical

Instrument liglltieg,

no dark adaptation

required

Colltrol colnsole

lighting, dark

adaptation required

Control console

lighting, dark

adaptation nor

required

Bed flood, indirect,

or both with operator

choice

Bed flood or 1o_ co|or

temperature white,

indirect or both with

operator choice

P,hi te flood

Red edge lighting,

additional red flood

lighting desirable.

_h_te flood

BRIGHTNESS BRIGHTNESS

OF MARKINGS ADJUSTMENT

.02 to O.l ft.L

.(/2 to 1.0 ft.L

1 to 20 ft.L

.02 to 1.0 ft.k

I t_ 2(* ft.k

P_ssible exposure _hite flood lO to 20 ft.[. Fixed

to bright flashes

_hite flood lO to 2b tt.L Fixed

Flood, operator's

chol(e of red or

whlte

Simulated instrument

flying (blue amberl

_er') high altitude, _hite flood

daylight restricted

b) cockpit design

Chart reading, dark

adaptation required

(_ontinuous

thru range

Continuous

thru range

_&,y be fixed

(_ntlnuous

thru range

!da'_ [_ fixed

10 to 20 ft.L Fixed

O,l to 1.0 ft,L Continuous

on white portions thru range

of chart

CImrt reading, dark V,h_t,. f]o(_] S ft.[. or abo_e _av t>e fixed

aflapta! ion not

requ i red

(After Baker and Grether (25))

Role of Color in Habitability (152)

The psychosocial aspects of color have received much study ( 40 , 41 ,

42, 327). Color is perceived within the context of texture and setting.
Sometimes it is identified with a surface, sometime with a volume, a film,

an illumination, or illuminant. The perception of color is determined by

the factors outlined in Figures Z-Z8 to Z-31 but is influenced by the mental

set. It is more than the mere consciousness of color, or even conscious-

ness of modes of appearance of color, but is influenced by the connotations

of the color and its associations in the light of past experience. Distinctive

color preferences exist. Studies of numerous investigators show the follow-

ing order of preference of six common colors among over 20,000 observers:

blue, red, green, violet, orange, yellow (142).

Although dominant wavelength, or hue, is significant in the determina-

tion of color preference, luminance (or reflectance), and purity, are also

important. The appeal of a color increases with increasing luminance until
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the comfort limit is exceeded, following which there is an increasingly

violent loss of appeal. Somewhat similarly, appeal increases with increase

in purity up to the spectrum limit in many individuals, although a substantial

minority favor weak unsaturated colors (327). The increase in affecti.ve

value noted in these circumstances is in relation to tests with very small

areas of color; it is probable that when areas are large, as in compartment

walls, these factors do not apply. The slze of the colored area, saturation

or tint, hue or shade, and harmony of color patterns tend to combine to

give specific emotional responses (15Z, 3Z7 ,412).

Thus, color should provide both reflecting surfaces and pleasing

combinations. Saturated colors and color of low reflectance should be

avoided on large areas; tints of appropriate color should be used instead.

A proper proportion of reflectance should be maintained on consoles, panels,

instruments, floors, ceilings, and walls. Variety in color of decoration

is desirable. To maintain a pleasing environment, with appealing contrasts,

different colors should be used in the same compartment, and still different

combinations in other compartments. Tints and light grays possess several

advantages; they make a compartment appear more spacious and ceilings

appear higher. Some of the favored colored tints are buff with umber, ivory,

cream, blue, coral, and peach. Flat or matte-surface paints should be

used to avoid specular reflection. A light that enhances warmth and softness

of colored objects is desirable, and furthermore illumination should be

such that it does not markedly alter the color of natural objects, e.g., skin

complexion and food.

Within these limitations, a variety of colors can be selected for the

interior of spacecraft and space dwellings. Cool, work-stimulating colors
are recommended for the work area, with bright contrasting accents on

trim; warm, relaxing colors are recommended for public rest and recrea-

tlon areas, again with contrasting accents and trim; while subdued, "homey'

colors will be appropriate for personal areas. General lightening of color

values will assist in providing brighter interiors with a lower level of

illumination. The latter, as much as feasible, should be indirect, diffuse

and non-glaring.

The following recommendations have been suggested for the illumina-

tion system of spacecraft (152, 418):

(I) White light illumination be provided for most mission phases.

(Z) The intensity be variable from 0. I m-L to about 40 m-L with

the highest intensity for launch and flashblindness emergencies.

(3) An intensity of I0 m-L be provided as the maximum value for
non-launch conditions with local illuminance levels recommended

above.

(4) Provisions be made for turning off all internal lights with

critical instruments being self-illuminated (according to Table

Z-60) and for maintaining interior/exterior light balance.
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(5)

(6)

(v)

(8)

(9)

(lO)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

Flexible floodlights should be provided to reduce extreme

contrast to less than 5:1 between target area and general surround.

The reflectivity of suits, equipment, and interior paints be used .

to increase the evenness and diffuseness of lighting.

Color of interior should be pleasing, of low saturation and

appropriate reflectance, and of warm and restful quality in

public and personal areas.

0

Red filters (6400 A} be provided for dark adaptation for all

light sources, and the color of critical markings and legends be

designed so that they can be seen when red lighting is used.

Trans-illuminated displays should be used and shielded to

prevent their being masked by high-intensity light sources.

For night operation, the average cockpit display luminance
should be minimized.

(389)

Lights, indicators, and self-illuminated instruments be located

to prevent reflections from windows and other instruments.

Filters, or shutters be provided for the windows to reduce
und e sirabl e illum ination.

Filters or shutters be readily operable to aid the astronaut in

programming light to achieve optimal light levels.

The color and intensity of caution and warning lights be con-

sidered, as they influence ambient illumination levels and dark

adaptation, particularly for the dark side of the Earth (389).

Inadvertent light leaks, particularly from high-intensity sources,

be identified and corrected before the mission for each space-

craft, to ensure that low levels of interior illumination and

dark adaptation can be maintained.

Viewing Ports and Visors

The viewing ports of spacecraft often require extreme accuracy for

sighting and resolution, especially where optical experiments are being

performed. The efficiency of the visual system is a function of the clarity

of the optical window, lighting, and the angles between line of sight and

window. The data of Figure Z-61 were obtained from subjects who looked

through aircraft glass, clean plexiglas, and dirty plexiglas. Deterioration

of optical properties of glass in Mercury and Gemini capsules by exhaust

from the escape tower and by deposition of sublimated gasket material has

been reported (409).

A review of windows for aerial photography is available (150) as are data

on optical characteristics of a Gemini window (436).
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Figure 2-61

Clearness of View

(After Olenski and Gooden (326)

There are several visual problems caused by helmets and visors:

i • Field restrictions.

Helmets should permit the widest possible visual field. Visors

with the largest possible area should be used and visual fields
determined with and without head movement.

In the Apollo helmet and visor system (423) it has been suggested that
the crewman be able to see downward to a point on the front torso center-

line 6 inches below the neck ring. With the crewman standing and nodding

in an erect PGA, he should be able to see the toes of the boots. When the

crewman is subjected to a sustained acceleration of I0 g's eyeballs in,

enclosed by a pressurized suit, and secured to the command module couch,
vertical field of vision should not be reduced by fault of the helmet upward

or downward.

The recommended unrestricted range of vision is as follows:

a) Horizontal Plane: 1Z0 ° left, ig0 ° right•

b) Vertical Plane: 105 ° down, 90 ° up.

Minimum vision requirements in a compound direction (example: upper

left-hand corner) are defined by an ellipse through the specified vertical and

horizontal points. With the head moved forward, eye relief for the primary

pressure retention visor is Z.06 inches. This eye relief applies over a

vertical range from 45 ° up to I0 ° down.

Optical distortions.

Optical distortions can be produced by curvature of visors,

point-to-point differences in thickness, prism errors, changes

in head position, non-neutrality, etc. No visible distortion or

optical defects detectable by the "unaided eye' at the typical

"as worn" position should be visible. The definition of "unaided

eye" is a person who has a visual acuity of 20/20 or better.
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For the Apollo visor system it has been recommended (423) that the

refractive power in any meridian not exceed by more than plus or minus

0.06 diopters the power inherent in a spherical lens with concentric surfaces

having the proper radii of curvature and thickness. The inherent power of

the visor is calculated by use of the following formulae:

t n I - n n - n'

F = F I + F 2 -n; FI - rl ,"F Z - rz {II)

wher e F

F 1

F 2

n =

n' =

r
1

r 2 =

t =

= Power of the lens in diopters

= Power of the convex surface in diopters

= Power of the concave surface in diopters

Index of refraction of air

Index of refraction of the material

Radius of first or convex surface

Radius of second or concave surface

Thickness in meters

Prismatic deviation includes the inherent prismatic power resulting

from non-parallel surfaces of the material. The vertical prismatic devia-

tion between the right eye and the left eye should not be more than 0. 18

diopters at any point in the area of vision. The vertical prism at any point

in the area should not exceed 0. 18 diopters at either eye.

The horizontal prismatic deviation is stated for specific regions of the

typical visor given in Figure 3.1-7 of Ref. 423. The algebraic sum of the

horizontal prismatic deviation at point "C" for the left eye and at point "C"

for the right eye should not exceed 0.75 dlopters. The algebraic difference

between the horizontal deviation at point "C" for the left eye and at point "C"

for the right eye should not exceed 0. 18 diopters.

. Optical transmission.

The transmission of light through the visor should be controlled

to minimize the effects of glare and flashblindness, ultraviolet

damage to the cornea, infrared heating, and haze. The light

transmission and optical characteristics of plastic visors used

in military helmets for aircrew are available (4, 82, 87, Z16).

For the Apollo system it has been recommended that the luminous

transmittance of the pressure-retention, primary visor should not be less

than 80 percent throughout the critical areas of vision noted in Figure 3.1-7

of Ref. 423. Other visor areas should not vary in transmittance by more

than ± 5% of the critical area transmittance. The total luminous trans-

mittance through all visors including the antiglare supplemental visors, is

a maximum of 1090. The transmittance for the left and right eyes do not

differ by more than 590. The haze value of the visor should not exceed 59o.
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The spectral transmittance of the pressure visor may vary with wave

lengths between 380 and 770 nm, the average percentage deviation within

nine spectral bands should be less than IZ. (See Figure 3. l-7 of Ref. 423

for sample calculations. )

For control of electromagnetic transmittance in the visor system, the

following has been recommended: (423)

a) Ultraviolet - The transmission of ultraviolet

radiation in the range Z20-320 nm be such that

the total energy incident on the cornea and
facial skin shall not exceed 1.0 x 105 ergs cm-Z

in any 24 hours period. (See Ultraviolet light,

Section Z, part B.)

b) Infrared Transmittance - The transmittance of
infrared radiation beyond 770 nm not exceed a

total value of i0 percent with all visors in place.

c) Visible The primary visor have a transmittance

in the visible range of at least 85_/0. The maxl-

mum transmittance through the primary visor

and the least dense sector of one secondary visor

should be 600/0. The maximum transmittance

utilizing all visors should be 207o.

The temperature of the facial skin can also be used as a limit in the

design of the visor system. It is recommended that in sunlight, the facial

skin temperature should not exceed 100°F.

It has also been recommended that the chromaticity coordinates of the

anti-glare visor be within the limits indicated in Fig. 3.1-8 of Reference

423 when computed by the techniques of Reference Z-l.

4. Visual impairment due to fogging.

Fogging of visors due to a combination of high humidity in the

helmet and low temperature of the visor surface must be pre-

vented. Serious degradation of performance can result from

this design problem. Anti-fog coatings or heating can be used

to allow fog-free conditions under zero air flow and 10007o

humidity. About 33 watts/in 2 of thermal input may be required

for thermal control of fogglng (355).
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Instrumentation and Displays

The vlsual factors in the design of instruments and displays have been

summarized by several good reviews (Z5, 148, Z80, 304, 457). The follow-

ing discussion represents only the more generalized visual aspects of the

problem. The original reviews should be consulted for specific design

details when required.
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Telescopic Devices

Manned star tracking in navigation has received much study (Ii, 149, 3Z0,

321). It has been shown that man can track to a l sigma accuracy of 0.05

milliradians in elevation and 0. 12 milliradians in azlmuth using a manually

slewed, eight-power telescope. A l sigma tracking error of 0.01 mill is

possible using a 28 power rate control telescope. The minimum field of view

required for tracking has also been studied (ii). Results indicate that star

recognition time varies significantly as an inverse function of field of view

size; star recognition times for viewing fields of 10, 15, and Z0 degrees are

significantly greater than for viewing fields of 30, 35, 40, and 45 degrees;

i

star recognition performance does not appreciably change for viewing fields . "

greater than Z5 degrees; the majority of star identification errors (81 percent)

occurs for viewing fields of 25 degrees or less; the time required to recognize

stars, up to some maximum proficiency level Is significantly related to the

amount of training the knowledge 'of the star constellation. Data on effects of

magnification and observation time on telescopic target identification in simu-
lated orbital reconnaissance are available (386).

Dials and Scales

In the design of dials and scales, the scale base-length reading distance,

number of scale divisions, and scale interval are key variables (311). Figure
2-6Za is a homograph showing this relationship.

Alteration of scale units for low cockpit luminance conditions has been

studied (445). At the viewlng distance of 28 inches and minimum night light- • _ .

ing of 0.01 to 0.002 ft lamberts, the graduation interval should not fall below _ _ - _

0. ii inches and the width of minor graduation marks should be approximately

0.032 inches for optimum speed and accuracy of reading. The following scale

numbering and graduation interval values have been recommended in the "

Apollo system (423): (1) Scale graduations progress by I, 2, or 5 units or a " -

decimal multiplier of those numbers; (2) The number of minor graduations

between major markings does not exceed nine; (3) An increase in numerical

progression reads from left to right or bottom to top; (4) Major graduation '

marks are whole numbers; and (5) Maximum contrast between scale face and ;/• _._ •.

markings is maintained, i.e., black scale markings against white background.

For rapid and accurate readings under illumination conditlons as low as .:-/:-.i %1_

0.003 foot lamberts, the dimensions in Figure 2-62b are recommended. This -....

figure is based on a Z8-inch viewlng distance. For other distances, multiply

these dimensions by the factor:

Viewin$ Distance in Inches = Graduation Mark

28 Dimension and Spacing

(It)

When illumination levels exceed l to 2 foot lamberts and where reading time

is not critical, smaller graduation marks of the same general proportions
may be used and the separation between marks can be reduced to a minlmum
of 0.35 inches.
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Figure 2-62

Dial and Scale Design

a. Dial and Scale Design Nomograph.

5×1 -6

/ t
/ lo×2

/
/

O

10x3 x

/10x4 o>
(5x21

10x5 E

10x8 -6
(5 x4)_

. " " r - .

.k

- .r

32 28 24 20 16 12 8 4 4 8 12 16 20 24 25
Scole bose length, inches Reoding distonce, feet

scale bose le_(_th

Conversion foctor: Giometer of 270°scole = 2.36

Nomograph showing relationsh p between reading distance, scale interval, "called" interval, and

scale base length. The method of using the nomograph to find the dial size when the max-

imum reading distance is known can be illustrated by a 200-1b pressure gauge subdivided into

20 scale divisions at 10-1b intervals, to be read at a distance of 20 ft, to a "called" interval

of 2 (the smallest value to be read). Enter the right side of the nomograph at 20 ft and more

vertically until the 10 x 2 line is cut (10 x 2 is the scale interval, 10 multiplied by the "called"

interval, 2 Ib). From this 10 x 2 line horizontally to the 20 line (there being 20 marked scale

divisions) and down to the base line to give a scale base length of 17V2 in.; to obtain the diam-

eter, divide by 2.36 to give 7.4 in. In practice this means using a standard gauge with an 8-in.

dial blank. The nearness of scale base length of 17V2 in. at 20-ft reading distance to a 1:1

ratio has led the British Standard nstitution to suggest the use of a scale base length of 1 in.

for each 1-ft reading distance as a useful working relationship. To obtain the maximum read-

ing distance when the dial size is known, the procedure described above is reversed. It may

be noted that should the 200-1b gauge be subdivided into 40 scale divisions, giving a 5 x 2

interpolation, the scale diameter will be 9.1 instead of 7.4 in. In fact, any method of a sub-

division other than 10 x 2 gives a less favorable result, which suggests that for industrial scales,

subdivision into 20 parts and interpolation into 5ths is optimum.

(After McCormick (280) Adapted from Murrell, Laurie, and McCarthy (311))
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Figure 2-62 (continued)

b. Minimum Recommended Circular Scale Diameters Under Illuminating
Conditions as Low as 0.003 ft Lamberts in Apollo.

After NASA CSD-A-096 (423)

Number of Graduation Marks Viewing Distance

35
45

50
63

100
i50

2O0
250

300
350

2O 28

Diameter of Circular

1.00
• 1.59

2.39

3.18
3.98

4.77

5.57

1.00
1.11

1.40
2.23

3.35
4.45
5.57

6.68

7.8O

36

Scales

1.00

1.23
1.43

1.80

2.87
4.30
5.73

7.77

8.60
10.00

The number of graduation marks required on a circular scale imposes a

limit on the minimum diameter of the scale. The minimum distance between

graduation marks viewed from a distance of 28 inches is 0. 07 inches. For

other viewing distances, Figure 2-62b shows recommended minimal diameters

for three viewlng distances and various numbers of graduation marks.

Letter location on scales and dials has been recommended as follows (423):

On circular stationary scales, orient all numbers to be read horizontally

instead of medially. On moving scales, orient all numbers to be upright at

the reading positlon.

The general design requlrements for moving-pointer, fixed-scale type

i,._dicators (circular) are presented for the Apollo system (423). Clockwise

movement of the pointer should result from (1) clockwise movement of an

associated rotary control, or (2) movement forward, upward, or to the right

of an associated lever or switch, vehicle or component. In cases where

positive and negative values around a zero value are being displayed, the zero

should be located preferably at the 12 o I clock position although the 9 olclock

positlon is also acceptable. The positive values should increase with clock-

wise movement of the pointer and the negative values increase with counter-

clockwise movement. Except on multi-revolution instruments such as the

clock, there should be an obvious scale break between the two ends of the

scale of not less than l-i/2 divisions. The numerals are usually placed

inside of the graduation marks to avoid constriction of the scale. If space

is not limited, the numbers may be placed outside of the marks to avoid

having the numbers covered by the pointer.

In the design of moving-pointer, fixed-scale type indicators (linear and

curved, or arc scales), pointer movements are recommended as above (4Z3).

In cases where positive and negative values around a zero value are being

displayed, the positive values should increase with movement of the pointer
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up to the rlght and the negative values increase with movement of the pointer

down or to the left. Movement of the pointer up or to the right should result

from (1) clockwise movement of an associated rotary control, or (2) move-

ment upward, forward, or to the right of an associated lever or switch.

Numerals should be placed on the side of the graduation marks away from the

pointer to avoid having the numbers covered by the pointer. For curved or

arc scales, the numerals will be placed inside of the graduation marks to

avoid constriction of the scale. If space is not limited, the numbers may be

placed outside of the marks to avoid having the numbers covered by the pointer.

The pointer is located to the right of vertical scales and at the bottom of
horizontal scales.

Fixed-pointer, moving-scale indicators are not recommended for general

use (423). If, however, the situation dictates their use, the progression of

numbers and response to control should follow those recommended for

moving-pointer systems. The numbers on the indicator should progress in

magnitude in a clockwise direction around the dial face. In case of vertical

or horizontal moving straight scales, numbers should increase from bottom

to top or from left to right. If the associated control has a direct effect on
the behavior of the vehicle, the scale should rotate counter-clockwise with

(i) clockwise movement of the associated knob, wheel, or crank; (Z)move-

rnent forward, upward, or to the right of a lever; or (3) movement forward,

upward, or to the right of the vehicle or component. However, if the
associated control has no direct effect on the behavior of the vehicle, the

scale should rotate counter-clockwise with counter-clockwise movement of

the associated knob or crank. The pointer of lubber line position should be

at 12 o'clock for right-left directional information and at 9 o'clock for up-

down information. For purely quantitative information, either positlon

may be used. If the display is used for setting, such as tuning in a desired

wavelength, it is usually advisable to cover the unused portion of the dial

face. The open window should be large enough to permit at least one

numbered graduation to appear at each side of any setting.

The desirable size of numerals and letters is affected by the distance

at which they are to be read. For the usual reading distance of about Z8 in.,

it has been reported that two different sizes of block capital letters seem to

satisfy the concurrent desirability for uniform size with occasional larger

letters for emphasis (74). These two sizes are 9/64 in. for the bulk of the

letters and II/64 in size for emphasis. Illumination, reading conditions,

distance, and the importance of accuracy should of course be taken into

account in selecting the size of letters or numerals for use as labels or

markings (280, 304).

A formula has been developed that takes into account illumination,

reading conditions, viewing distance, and the importance of reading

accuracy (280, 340):

H (height of letter in inches) = 0.00ZZ D + K 1 + I<2 (13)

where D = viewing distance

K I = correction factor for illumination and viewing
condition
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K 2 correction for importance (for important items

such as emergency labels, K 2 = 0.075; for all

other conditions, I4 2 = 0.0).

This formula has been applied to various viewing distances, in comblna-

tion with the other variables, and the heights of letters and n' merals derived

therefrom. These values are given in Table 2-63. It should be kept in mind

that these are approximations of desirable heights; values within reason of

those given would generally produce relatively comparable legibility. Need-

less to say, one should not apply such a formula arbitrarily, without taking

into account special facets of the particular situation. A set of recommended

heights for the Apollo System at 28" viewing distance, low brightness (down

to0.03 ftL) range from 0.05 to 0. Z0 in. for noncritical, normal situations,

up to a range of 0. Z0 to 0.30 in. for critical, adverse situations (304, 423).

Table 2-63

Table of Heights of Letters and Numerals (H) Recommended for
Labels and Markings on Panels, for Varying Distances and Conditions

Derived from Formula H (in.) = 0.0022 D + K 1 + K 2

(After McCormick (280) Adapted from Peters and Adams (339))

l'_et_'ing 0.0022 D
dlstan_e,

valve
inche_

,\onimportant markfnga ImFortant marxtngs

K_ = 0.00 KL = 0,10 KI = 0.26 K_ = 0.00 K_ = O.lb K_ = 026

14 0 0308 0 09 0 19 0 29 0 17 0 27 0 37

28 0 0616 0 12 0 22 0 32 0 20 0 30 0 40

42 0 0926 0 15 0 25 0 35 0 23 0 33 0 43

56 0 1232 0 18 0 28 0 38 0 25 035 0 45

Illumination le"el, fc Reading situation i Kt value

Above 1.0 Favorable ii 0.06
Above 1.0 Unfavorable 0 16

Below 1.0 Favorable 0 16

Below 1.0 Unfavorable 0.26

. - z.

:.;/i * ::i

.. _ . •

In a study relating to legibility of numerals at distances of several feet, a

relationship between height of numerals and legibility was established as

shown in Figure Z-64. Each of the three areas indicates, generally, the

relative legibility of numerals seen under reasonably normal viewing condi-

tions for persons with normal vision.

The use of color contrast to improve alpha numeric legibility has

received recent review (Z83). The recommended use of color in the design

of indicator warning lights is shown in Table Z-3Zc.

Both for maintaining dark adaptation and avoiding objectionable reflec-

tions,it is necessary to use the minimum instrument illumination which will
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Figure 2-64

Figure Showing Relationship Between Height of
Numerals and legibility of Numerals at Var-
ious Distances. The Indications of Degrees of

Legibility of Those Height-Distance Relationships

in the Three Areas are Generally Valid for Per-
sons with Reasonably Normal Vision.

(After McCormick (280) hdapted from Murrell,
Laurie, and McCarthy (3 1))

permit adequate instrument reading.

Figure 2-65 shows the relationship

between the brightness of instrument

markings and relative efficiency of

instrument reading.

In the design of counter systems
it is recommended that numbers

change by snap action in preference to

continuous movement (423). Space be-
tween numerals should be no more

than I/2 the numeral width. The

height to width ratio of numerals for

counter displays should be l:l rather
than 5:3 as recommended for dials and

scales. Numbers should not follow

each other faster than about 2 per

second if the observer is expected to
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Figure 2-65

Dial Reading and Brightness Levels

(After Baker and Grether (25) from
Data of Chalmers et al (90))

read the numbers consecutively. Counters used to indicate sequencing of

equipment should be designed to reset automatically upon completion of the

sequence. Manual provision for resetting is usually provided. The rotation

of the counter reset knob is conventionally clockwise to increase the counter
indication or to reset the counter. Counters are mounted as close to the

panel surface as possible to maximize viewing angle and minimize parallax
and shadows.

CRT (Cathode Ray Tubes) Displays

In the design of radar and other displays of the CRT type, the minimum

size, shape, and brightness contrast of target on scope is a key factor as

is duration of presentation (160, 457, 462). Figure 2-66 shows the relation

of a target size to accuracy and relative speed of identification of display

targets of this latter type. From the curve, it is evident that, when the

visual angle subtended by the largest dimension of the target is smaller than

12 rain, there is an increase in relative search-to-identification time and an
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Figure 2-66

Effect of Target Size on Identification
Time in Search on CRT Scopes.

(After Steedman and Baker (396))

increase in the number of errors in identification. These and other research

data indicate that itprobably is safe to assume that targets should subtend,

as a minimum, IZ min of arc to insure reasonably accurate identification

(457).

Dark adaptation can affect detection on CRT (cathode ray tube) displays.
The visibility of threshold targets is best when the operator is visually adap-

ted to the level of the scope brightness. The time lost in the detection of a

target on a CRT scope as a function of the pre-exposure brightness for
various scope brightnesses is shown in Figure Z-67 (199). The signal, which
subtended a visual angle of Z0 min of arc at the eye has a 9990 probability of

detection for an operator whose eyes were adapted to the brightness level of
the task. In this experiment, a detection time of 5 sec is equivalent to
immediate detection because it took that long for the subjects to move from

the adaptation screen to the CRT scope.

It can be concluded that (304):

• For very dim scopes (O.O001-mL background brightness)

the operator can be pre-exposed to brightnesses as high
as 0.01 mL without impairing target visibility.

• For dim scopes (0.0ZZ-mL background brightness) the

operator can be pre-exposed to brightnesses as high as
Z mL without impairing target visibility.

• For moderately bright scopes (O. ZZ-mL background
brightnesses) the operator can be pre-exposed to bright-

nesses as high as 20 mE without impairing target visibility.

• A completely dark-adapted operator will suffer a slight

loss in detecting threshold targets on scopes with back-
ground brightnesses of about 0.0Z mE and above.
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Figure 2-67

Effect of Pre-exposure Brightness on Time to Detect

Target on CRT Scopes of Different Brightness

Values.

(After Hanes and Wiilia ms(199))

If the operator must do other visual tasks at higher brightness levels

than those requzred for the above, visibility will not be seriously affected if

the higher brightnesses are not more than 100 times as bright as the

average brightness of the radar scope. In other words, if the operator
must scan daylight skies (about Z,000 mE), the average scope brightness

should be set up to Z0 mL or more to maximzze visibility under these czr-

cumstances (Z80, 46Z).

The intensity contrast of the target on a scope is also a factor for CP, T

displays (199, Z17, 457, 46Z). The curves in Figure 2-68 show the time__

required for a target to be detected as ,000 1 N,_,,,.....,-

a function of the pro-exposure bright- , _ ,_,_o,.co.,,o., //
ness for targets of various intensities. -

In every case, the scope background _ s¢op,-

brightness is 0.0ZZ mL, and the target _ ,oc _o_9,o_.d

subtends a visualangle of Z0 min°f _ D,,,...... /I/./,s'_
are. As before, the detection time of _ 1 //I'z°"

5 sec represents immediate detection. _ I _ /
The lowest contrast (13°_0)is for a _-_ _ , Z_ ...../._o-/.

"_-'_ -- 0.0 0target having about 99°70probability of ....... _ _ _ ,_.o ,o ,oo ,ooo ,oooo
detection for operators adapted to the DAR_ PRE-EXPOSUREBRIGHTNESS(mL)

brightness level of the task. The other

targets are above this threshold level. Figure 2-68

Effect of Intensity Contrast and Pre-exposure Bright-

It is evident that, with stronger

signals (higher contrasts) the range of ness on Target Detection of CRT Scopes.

tolerable adapting brightnesses is [After Hanes and Willia ms(199))

much greater. Indeed, for this back-

ground brightness (0.0Z2 mL), a target
that is Z I/Z times as bright as the background can be seen immediately after

the operator has adapted to Z, 000 mL. Thus, if a given radar operation does

not require the detection of weak signals, greater tolerances in the operator's

brightness adaptation are permissible.

After the eye has been exposed to relatively high brightnesses for about

Z. 5 rain, it reaches, for all practical purposes, a "steady state" of adaptation.

This means that longer periods of pre-exposure have little further effect on
Z -89
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10
the immediate sensitivity of the eye.

If shorter periods of pre-exposure are 0,

used, however, the sensitivity is affec- 0,

ted proportionately less. This rela- 0,

tionship is shown in Figure Z-69, in _ 06

wl,ich, for any given exposure duration,
_. 05

the value on the ordinate is used as a =

multiplier of the exposure brightness i o4

to give the steady-state-adaptation 03

level of the eye. This relationship 02

shows that, if the eye is exposed to
OI

Z, 000 mL (daylight brightness) for 15
0

sec, the eye has a sensitivity loss

equivalent to that of being exposed to

ZOO mL (15/150 x 2,000 mL) for 150

sec or more. These adjusted values

then can be used with the data of

Figure 2-68.
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Figure 2-69

Rate of Loss of Dark Adaptation After Exposure
to Light. (See text)

The brightness and color of the (After Mote and Riopelle (306))

scope phosphor will determine the

specific loss of night vision caused by a CRT scope (413, 462). This may

interfere with night vision of a crewman by the effect on dark adaptation or

by direct glare of the scope during a visual exercise. The effect of color is

similar to that seen on Figure g-4Zc. Recovery takes the least time when a

red CRT screen is used, only i0 percent longer with a yellow screen, but

nearly twice as long with a green screen. The visual characteristics of

various phosphors are available (46Z). The selection of cockpit and instru-

ment color lighting for dark adaptation has been recently reviewed (291, 389).

In CRT displays, detectability of targets of varied contrast and geometric

coding may be adversely affected by visual "noise" or "snow" on the scope

background. The effects of this noise on the perception of forms in electro-

visual display systems have been studied extensively (I13, I14). Visual

noise with a combined contrast and contour degradation impairs form dis-

crimination to a much greater extent than reducing contrast alone. A typical

finding is seen in Figure Z-70. The generation of noise on a prototype

electrovlsual display as "granularity" of the display was varied, as well as

the brightness contrast, gandolt ring targets were used against the varia-

tions in background noise to measure the effects of the visual noise on visual

discrlminations. The variations in granularity of the background affected

przmarily the clarity of the contours of the visual targets. By variations in

the display, it was possible to vary the contour degradation and the brightness

contrast. The sharper slope of the solid curves (in comparison with the dotted

ones) indicates the greater influence on visual discrimination of the combina-

tion of contour degradation and contrast, as compared with contrast alone.

Effects of delay of image motion on target detection using side-looking

radars are under study (32). Visual phenomena such as anomalous movement

on CRT scopes under certain phosphor conditions are also under study (I Z9).
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Figure 2-70

Relationship Between Aspects of Visual Noise and Identification of Landolt-Ring

Targets on Electrovisual Displays. The Sharper Slopes of the Solid Curves Show
the Combined Effects on Visual Discrimination of "Contour Degradation" of the

Target Forms Accompanied by Changes in Brightness Contrast, as opposed to the
Flatter Slopes of the Dotted Curves Which Represent Essentially Changes in Con-

trast with "Contour Degradation" Held Constant.

(After McCormick (280) Adapted from Crook and Coules (114))
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Complex Visual Displays

Target recognition and acquisition of information may be difficult on

complex displays (24, 138, Z36, Z58, 385, 387, 45Z). Optical enhancement

techniques for visual displays have been studied (4ZZ). Displays covering

multiple inputs may be color coded (51, 115, 122, Z58, 389) and make use

of electroluminescent techniques (341). Color mixture functions at low

levels of luminance are under study (347).

Visual factors in the design of large scale displays have been evaluated

(Z57). Recent reviews of instrumentation and displays for night visibility

(404, 389) and of visual factors in the design of contact analog devices (86)

are available. It has been shown that peripheral displays can be used with

effectiveness to decrease deterioration of tracking performance which results

from visual switching in complex displays of advanced vehicles (4Z0).

Display requirements for prelaunch checkout or launch control of ad-

vanced space vehicles (129, 163, 338) and planetary surface vehicles (185)

have been outlined.
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VISUAL PROBLEMS IN SPACE OPERATIONS

Space operations present several visual problems not usually present

on Earth. There are several requirements of a predictive nature needed

to optimize contact with exterior visual environment. These data can be

used to simulate such visual problems (12, 284). Many of the figures and

tables in the previous sections are applicable when supplemented with the
appropriate data and concepts.

The following section will review the visual problems of satellite

observation, rendezvous and docking, lunar landing, and operations on the
lunar surface.

Observation of Other Space Vehicles

It is often of importance to detect orbiting space vehicles from a great

distance in order that sufficient time be available to carry out the necessary

navigational maneuvers. For a stationary target, the visual range for
detection as something different than the surround without identification of

its shape, can be predicted, knowing its size, its luminance, the luminance

of the background, to which the observer's eye should be well adapted and
the contYast threshold for this situation. The details of these calculations

have been described (371, 372) and have been covered in Figure Z-Z3.

A satellite frequently appears as a sunlit object agalnst the background
of the space sky which has a luminance of about 10-Snt or 10-6mL. Some-

times a satellite may be seen as a brighter or darker object against the

sunlit Earth, the luminance of which depends on how much of the ground is

covered by clouds. In rare instances, the nonilluminated satellite may

appear against the surface of the sun or against the airglow line. At night

it may appear as a moonlit object against the dark night sky or the surface
of the dark Earth.

The adaptation of the astronaut is determined by the average luminance
of the surface which he is viewing. He probably never observes the same

area for more than a few minutes because of his different duties. Since

light adaptation requires only a few minutes, the sensitivity of his eyes may

rapidly reach a plateau when he is looking at the sunlit surface of Earth or

when inspecting the instrument panel. The cabin illumination increases

when the window faces the sun or the sunlit Earth. On the other hand, dark

adaptatlon is a slow process requiring at least 15-30 minutes (depending on

previous conditions) to achieve a fairly stationary high sensitivity (Figure

2-4Z and Z-43). In orbit, a terminal dark adaptation may be difficult to

obtain in view of the short range day-night cycle. In a low orbit, there is

a shift from day to night and vice versa about every 45 minutes.

Some of the visual ranges may be higher than those computed for vision

on Earth for the following reason. When observing the instrument panel first

and then looking toward the dark sky, the eyes are adapted first to a higher

luminance, for which the threshold was established. (Figures 2-16 and

2-17). When looking out into space, a sudden rise of sensitivity occurs

within fractions of a second, known as alpha-adaptation, followed by the
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slower beta-adaptation process. During the scanning of the sky the sen-
sitivity of the eyes slowly rises. There are a few data available about

sudden changes in adaptation and pertinent studies are still in progress.

The contrast sensitivity may be affected further by the retinal region

stimulated, motion, time of exposure of the target and empty visual field
myopia (LLS). In the presence of an empty visual field subjects cannot

relax accommodatibn completely. Accommodation remains in a state of

constant activity, fluctuating about a level of from 0.5 to 2.0 diopters. One

is unable to focus at infinity if infinity contains no detail subject to sharp

focus. Under these conditions, unable to focus farther than a point about !

to 2 m. away, one becomes effectively myopic by this amount. Empty visual

field myopia can increase the light threshold by a factor of log 0.3 or double

the minimum visual angle (329, _8). It is difficult to say how serious a

factor empty visual field myopia would be in space flights since an astronaut

is not constantly scanning a homogeneous field. When looking at the sky, he

oerceives celestial bodies which are objects for focusing at infinity. Many

if these factors are _overed in the previous section and are applicable to

space operations.

In the present context, these factors are interrelated in a complex way.

Uniform sensitivity exists over the retina at the limit of scotopic and mesopic

vision (log-3mL) up to at least a 25° peripheral angle. In the scotopic stage

there is a steep increase in sensitivity from the fovea toward the parafovea

and then a more or less leveling off. The fovea is blind for targets of low

luminances. Values determined for parafoveal vision are also nearly

correct for a more peripheral region. When the adaptating luminance is

above the scotopic level, the trend of sensitivity becomes reversed. Sensi-

tivity is now highest in the fovea and decreases steadily toward the periphery,

the decrease s_eepening with increasing adaptating luminance. Thus, foveal

threshold values are not valid in the retinal periphery (see Figures 2-2L and

2-?_).

The findings on stationary targets may only be applicable in space when

both satellites move with the same speed and in the same orbit. Other

situations are possible: the target may move slower than the observer and

thus may apparently move backwards, their pathways may cross each other

or the target may move toward the observer. For these different situations

there are not yet sufficient data available in the literature. The threshold

luminances for a point light source simulating a satellite and moving

horizontally at an angular soeed of I to h degrees per sec have been calcu-

lated (187). On a star-studded night sky as background, the threshold for

detection is about I stellar magnitude brighter than for detection of a

stationary target on a starless background. The difference increased

rapidly as vision began to change over to cone or photopic vision. A moving

target stimulates not just one point on the retina but successive retinal

regions. In scotopic vision, successively stimulated retinal receptors may be

of equal or similar sensitivity, whereas, in photopic vision the image of the

target will stimulate less sensitive areas as soon as it moves from the fovea.

Thus, under these circumstances higher threshold intensities are required.

Data on detection times for moving targets in rendezvous are discussed

below.
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Another variable is the time of exposure. A satellite may be visible for

only a limited time, especially in a restricted field of view. This factor is

covered in Figure 2-33. Data on sensorimotor latency factors in flight opera-
tions are available (_2).

Computations of sighting probability for visual search J _ space have

been made (183, 2_, 313, 4_). Factors which favor probability of

success in visual search are°: high contrast ratio between target and back-

ground, large target size, slow closure or movement rates of the target

relative to the observer, and restricted area of search. Factors which

reduce probability are: irregular illumination of target, interference with

scanning efficiency by other tasks, thickness and clarity of the window

glass, low angle of incidence for viewing through window, glare from the

sun for some target directions, empty field myopia, and the visual blind

spot in each eye. The variables are so numerous that practical use of such

_alculations must be reserved until more emoirical data are available.

Edentification of the Sha_e and Other Details ef a Satellite

_en an object in space has been detected as a lighter or darker

silhouette, some nearer observation distance is required before its shape

oan b_ recognized. The recognition of a shape and other details is a com-

oi_x fuu-ti_n _f visual acuity.

IlluminatJon of

satellite

Table 2-71 shows the visual range or the

Table 2-71
y

Visibility of a Satellite in Space

¢After Schmidt (371))

Astronaut adapted Visual Visualangle Visual range of
to I acuity, of critical identi/ication.km*

I detail

1.'7 35" 5.9

.25 4' .86

1.5 40" 5.2

I .25
I 4' .86

Sunht. full-

phase -F space sky _FMoonlit, full-

phase I night sky

Nonilluminated.F sunlit earth *F

NoniIluminated airglow line

"For a spherical satellite 5 meters in diameter with visual transmittance
of window = .5 and 10% probability of detection. +F refers to a
neutral density filter of 0.1 transmittance.

_'_rth_'res_ .!i_tar:_'_a_ which or.e _an iden+ify the shape of a satellite. The

--i.-ual i'ause for soecific objects _an be _omouted by us!ng curves of

!_igure 2-23 and by assmming that the visual angle of the critical detail
represenss I/_ of the diameter of the satellite (371). At the identification

distance, the sunlit satellite is at least I0 times too bright to be observed

comfortably (346). Therefore, the transmittance, 0.I, of a neutral density

filter was used for the computation. Table 2-71 demonstrates that the shape

of the satellite is recognized at about the same distance whether it is i!lumin-

a%ed by the sun seen against the night sky or is perceived as a silhouette

against the background of the sunlit Earth. The chances for identification

k
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of a moonlit satellite are as low as those of a nonilluminated satellite seen

against the airglow line and they are definitely worse for a nonilluminated

satellite appearing against the night sky or the night time Earth.

Differences in colors would aid in recognition of details but they are

far less decisive than brightness contrast. Vistlal acuity shows a dependence

on the exposure time: a 0.5 to 1.0 seconds exposure is optimal (Figures

Z-33 and 2-34). The recognition of a shape also depends on psychological

factors such as previous experience and training of the observer. A

familiar form is resolved more easily than an unfamiliar form; an expected

form, more easily than the unexpected (48, 49, 5Z).

Motion of a satellite relative to the star background is the factor most

helpful in its detection. The threshold for perception of motion in laboratory

studies under optimal conditions is equal to 1 to Z minutes of arc per second.

The displacement threshold (the minimal angular displacement required to

perceive a motion) in presence of stationary objects is Z0 seconds of arc.

In the absence of fixed comparative objects the values are higher. The

star-studded sky is then an appropriate background for the detection of a

moving satellite (See Figure Z-39). The motion threshold is affected by the
same variables as the other visual functions mentioned, e.g., background

and adaptation state of the observer, intensity of the target, retinal region
stimulated, size of the target, and exposure time up to a certain critical

value.

In the absence of other lights, it has been observed that a stationary

light after at least 9 seconds of fixation in an empty surround starts to move
in an erratic manner. This optical illusion, known as "autokinetic movement",

may also play a role when a satellite is observed against the dark sky (181).

The vestibular apparatus appears to play no part in its genesis but eye

muscle imbalance may play a role (149, 164). The operational significance

of this subjective phenomenon is not as yet clear.

In space operations, the estimation of the distance of another space-

ship is of crucial importance. The recognition of the distance is a complex

function which involves the integration of immediate visual impresslons and

previous experience (4, 179, 180, 182). For a moving light point far out in

space, many cues of depth perception are invalid, especially the primary

factor of stereopsis. An important factor for recognition of an absolute

distance, that is a distance with reference to the observer, is the presence

of a terrain. In case a terrain is lacking, distance judgment becomes un-

reliable and, without size cues, only relative distances are recognized,

namely that one object is nearer than the other. An important empirical

distance factor is the apparent size. In order for this factor to give informa-

tion about the distance of an object in a homogeneous surround, the real

size of the object must be known. When the actual size of the target is

unknown, its distance will be indeterminate, since the same angular size

can correspond to a small object nearby or a large object at great distance

(See Figure 2-74).

One secondary distance factor is motion perspective or motion parallax

or the gradual change in the rate of apparent displacement of objects in the
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field when the observer is moving. When fixating the horizon toward which

the locomotion is aimed, the ground below shows a flow opposite to the

motion of the traveler (161). The visual field appears to expand anteriorly

from a stationary focus to which attention is aimed. The visual field behind

contracts inward to a focus. The farther objects have ,a slower rate of speed

than the nearer objects. The astronauts repeatedly mention the flow of the

surface of Earth opposite to the direction of their orbit. The drift is quite

apparent over clear areas or broken clouds whereas a solid cloud cover

with no pronounced texture mediates a very slow floating feeling. When

gaze is fixated on the target satellite, it should show no such parallactic

motion because the pursuit movements of the eyes keep its image on the

fovea, unless its actual motion is so fast that it makes fixation impossible.

The celestial bodies, as more distant objects, should show a parallactic

with-motion. When the gaze is fixated on a star, the satellite as a nearer

object should show a parallactic against motion which may conflict with its
actual motion.

Another empirical factor in distance recognition is the aerial perspec-

tive; that is, the progressively increasing haziness of objects as their

distance from the observer increases (gradient of haziness). The clearer

the outline of an object, the nearer it is perceived. In space there is no

gradient of haziness. The light and dark areas on the surface of a satellite

produce sharp boundaries (3671. Clearer contours and clearer details may
cause an underestimation of its distance, in comparison to what is known

from observation on Earth. This, in turn, should make it appear smaller

because the retinal image actually corresponds to farther distance. As

long as the satellite subtends visual angles large enough to affect the eye as

a luminous surface, its brightness is determined by its luminance and is

independent of its distance, but, as soon as the visual angle becomes so

small that it affects the eye as a point light source, its brightness decreases

with increasing distance and thus might serve as a distance cue (Figure 2-18).

"4
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Visibility of Objects on Earth from Spacecraft

Theoretical aspects regarding the detection of Earth targets from space

with and without periscopic aid have been covered (313). Quantitative data

obtained during actual space flight are now being processed (131). An

example of the findings on revolutions 17 and 31 of Gemini VII are presented

in Figure 2-58. Computer programs are being prepared to allow prediction

of Space to Earth visibility (130).

Vision in Rendezvous and Dockin_

The visual tasks associated with rendezvous and docking are summarized

in Table Z-7Z.
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Table 2-72

Visual Rendezvous Operations

(After Pennington and Brissenden (336))

PHASES OF

RENDEZVOUS

I. ACQUISITION

.

ESTABLISHMENT

OF INTERCEPT

RANGE AND RANGE

RATE ESTIMATION

4. BRAKING

OPERATIONS

5. DOCKING

VISUAL TASKS

DETECTION

ANGULAR RATE

DISCRIMINATION

DISTANCE AND

CLOSURE RATE

JUDGEMENT

ATTITUDE

TARGET

PARAMETERS

INTENSITY, COLOR
SIGNALSEQUENCE

MOTION CUES

SIZE, SHAPE,
MOTION CUES

ASPECT

Visual information for rendezvous, docking, and navigation has been

outlined (19, 33, 67, 68, 69, Z05, Z07, 2Z8, ZZ9, Z30, Z63, Z64, Z69, 334,

335, 337, 349, 350, 370, 381, 461). Visual data can be used to predict

accuracy of navigation techniques proposed for different phases of space

flight (198, 200, Z88, Z89). These show that visual control is efficient in

many areas and can be used in secondary or backup control techniques.

Space flight data suggest the critical nature of visual problems in

rendezvous and docking maneuvers (313).

Acquisition

Visual observation from another spacecraft of a satellite moving against

a starfield background has obvious operational importance in any rendezvous

mission where the target satellite must be detected and located to effect

terminal guidance, The operator may be required to act as a backup system
in the event of radar or other failure. It has been shown that a pilot can

accomplish rendezvous using only visual sighting of the target position (Z64).

Also an accurate knowledge of visual detection ranges can aid in planning

launch time to obtain favorable illumination during acqulsition phases.

The ability of the observer to detect a target satellite as a point source

target moving slowly in a starfield has been covered above and quantified by
recent studies (381). In contrast to detection problems on Earth, the target

is identical in appearance to the other objects from which it is to be dis-

tinguished. If the satellite is illuminated by solar or Earth light and the

target intensity is within the range of visible stellar intensities, only its
motion relative to the fixed stars and actual presence of a new object in the
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starfield can serve as cues to the observer. (An asymmetrical rotating

satellite may produce a variation of intensity with time.) The surface

characteristics of a given target, the viewing angle and the direction of

incident light are needed to determine its photometric intensity. The problem

is compounded by the fact that the field of view, background luminance,

adaptation level of the observer and allowable search time will influence an

observer's detection performance. During a typical transfer orbit, a -.

change in illumination geometry and line-of-sight angular motion occurs (314). . .... _.,
Even if the terminal phase occurs in solar illumination, the target may be

less visible than it was before the terminal phase, if for example, the target . .- •

moves between the chaser and the sun.

For the acquisition phase of rendezvous, several studies have been

published on detection of a moving point source against a starfield. Given

sufficient time, it is possible to see an isolated star of magnitude 8.5 (See

Figure 2-9). However, in a field of stars the threshold of perception is
closer to a 5th or 6th magnitude star, the former being equivalent to I04_

lamberts (336). (See Table 2-71 and the discussion of Figures 2-9 and 2-1Z.)

Dark adaptation (Figures 2-42 and 2-43), target surface features (287),

color (Figures 2-28, 2-29, and Z-30), and intermittency (Figures Z-33, Z-34,

and 2-35) of the acquisition lights must also be taken into account.

While the flash duration influences the apparent intensity of the light,

the flash rate influences the ease of acquisition, and these two factors in- "_....

fluence the power consumption required for the beacon. The rate must be

slow enough to permit a flash duration not requiring excessive power, but ._ .,

still fast enough so that at least several flashes will occur during the pilot's iii%_;i__-"i,_

search time of the target area. For example, in evaluating a flashing light :_.......
:... , , - ,%

for use in a proposed orbital acquisition and tracking experiment, it was .......

found desirable to flash at about one cycle per second, and this appears to

be a good, representative flash rate (336). The ability of Gemini and

Mercury pilots to acquire and track flashing beacons is still under study (314).

The effect of angular velocity and number of background stars on detec-

tion performance has been studied (461). Angular velocities from 0 to 3.Z

mrad/sec(0. 18 ° ) were used and the number of stars _aried from one to slx

in a visual field of i0°. The subjects were required to indicate the direction

of movement out of five possibilities (i.e., toward each corner and zero).

Response times varied from about Z.5 sec to 40 sec over the range of

velocities. Significant first order interactions were found among all com-

binations of subjects, number of stars, and velocities. For fields composed

of one, two and three stars, the subjects reported an inability to establish

a reference for determlning the direction of motion. Errors in reporting

direction increased with a decreaslng target rate.

The effects of target intensity and velocity on the subject's ability to

detect a point source target when a different starfield was used on each trial

has also received study (401). The range of conditions included photopic

and mesopic targets (+Z to +5 magnitude). As part of the same study a

second experiment was conducted to investigate the effects of target intensity,

velocity and practice on detection performance when the same starfield was

used on repeated trials. Both experiments showed that target angular rate
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strongly affected detection time, but this dependence decreased with practice.

Memory for the starfield played an important role in target detection. By

the last session of the experiment, differences in detection time between

different conditions of target velocity and intensity had decreased. Variations

in target intensity produced a variation in search time for the initial sessions

in both experlments, but the magnitude of variation decreased with practice.
In terms of detection time, there was apparently little difference in time for

a mesopic target as compared to that for a photopic target. Recent studies
indicate that detection time also depends upon target velocity, starfield

density and field of view (381). Differences in target velocity produced the

greatest variability in performance with an average detection time of Z20 sec
for 0. I mrad/sec rate and 45 sec for 2.4 mrad/sec rate. There is an

appreciable difference in mean detection time between the two modes of

starfield presentation -- 15 sec for the same starfield background contrasted

with 150 sec for the unique or novel background. Detection time for the unique

starfied group depended on target velocity and target intensity but for the

group exposed to the same starfield, detection time became independent of
these variables after a number of trials. There was no positive or negative

transfer of training from one type of starfield presentation to the other.

On the basis of these results two models were proposed to explain the

observer's search strategy for each type of presentation. In novel or

unique starfields, the observer initially uses brief fixations and rapidly
scans the starfield to detect the moving target. If this strategy fails he then

fixates on specific clusters of stars and memorizes their pattern, later

returning to each cluster to determine if a change in the pattern has occurred.

When the observer detects a change he identifies the target by ascertaining

the change in a relative position of one of three or four stars forming a

pattern. For searches in the same starfield, the observer uses only two or

three fixations, detects the new object by comparing the memorized pattern

with the presented pattern.

Unaided visual search has been compared with search aided by a finely

ruled reticle in a telescope (19). The reticle caused the target to blink as

it moved across the field. A 2Z ° 38' starfield was used with the target

always appearing in the central 12° . An average density starfield (not stated)

was used with a range of stellar magnitudes from +0.5 to +6.0. The target

intensity was +3.0 magnitude. The subjects were given two trials with and

two trials without the reticle. For a target velocity of 0. I mrad/sec, the

mean detection time was 169 sec without the reticle and about 40 sec with

the reticle. The number of misses and incorrect identifications, if any,

were not reported.

Optimizatlon of search strategies under variable starfield backgrounds

of a movlng spacecraft remains to be performed.

Establishment of Intercept

One technique for the intercept phase of rendezvous is to bring the

angular rate of the line of sight of the target vehicle in an inertial reference

system to zero and then to control closure rate to effect a safe rendezvous.

In simulations utilizing this technique with visual references for background
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and target, it was found that pilots could detect the target and establish the

intercept course (iS8). The terminal rendezvous maneuver can be controlled

even without instruments for range, space angles, and time derivatives of

these parameters, if the pilot has sufficient background reference to make

angular measurements on the order of l millirad (69}. A simple table or

slide-rule type of computer is sufficient for converting the angular measure-

ments to range and range rate. An accurate instrument, however, zs re-

quired for obtaining the 0. l-millirad/sec line-of-sight rate needed to perform
visual rendezvous. This instrument must have angular resolution equal to

] millirad over an observation time of I0 sec or more, and a timer that can

be read to within 0.1 sec.

Laboratory studies have shed some light on the critical aspects of this

tracking problem. The effects of target angular velocity and of initial

separation from a reference point on the time to identify direction of motion

of a point source have been determined (68). The starfield background
consisted of 106 stars in a g2 ° field with random separation angles. Stellar

intensities were not given but the moving spot was slightly brighter than

background. Tests were conducted with dim light spots on a black surface,
and were estimated to have intenslty equivalent to fifth-magnitude stars.

The light spots subtended 1.7 milliradian but definition was such that the
outer annulus of about 0. Z milliradian was fuzzy. The moving spot ,,,as

slightly brighter than the background stars. The target was centered in a

3-star triangle or a 4-star square and different directions of motion were

used. Initial separations from a reference star ranged from 12.5 to 60

mrad (0. 71 to 3.4 degrees). The subjects knew the location of the target so

that search and detection were not required. The subject's task was only to

report the direction of motion. Target velocities were varled from 0. I

mrad/sec (0.057°)/sec to 2. 0 mrad/sec (i. 14 ° sec). The time to detect the

target varied from 2 sec to 35 sec for rates from 0. I to 2. 0 mrad/sec.

Figure Z-73 shows results of one
series where the rate of motion is

plotted against the overall average de-

tection time for six subjects.

If the initial spacing is IZ.5 milli-

radians, a pilot can detect an angular

rate of 0. l milliradian per second in
about i0 seconds for a l-milliradian

traversed angle. Figure 2-73 also

shows a tendency to recognize motion

to the right more readily than motion

to the left for the closest initial posi-

tioning of the objects. One can calcu-

late from these data the angles through

which the object moves during the time

required to detect the motion.

16

12
z"
_O

__3 .6
w_

2

O

INITIAL SEPARATION

DIRECTION DISTANCE,
OF MOTION MILU RADIANS

o RIGHT 125

O RIGHT 340

d LEFT 12 5

_> LEFT 34 O

5 IO 15 20

TIME TO IDENTIFY OBJECT MOTION, SEE

Figure 2-73

If the target moved across the

reference background in random direc-

tions, the task of identifying both the

Typical Angular-Rate Perception

(After Brissenden(68))
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existence and direction of motion became more difficult than just detecting

motion in a predetermined plane. The time required for this task when only

the correct estimates of the direction of object motion are used is available.

Fatigue is a distinct factor in these studies.

Figure 2-74 is typical of results of how well subjects can detect

separation from a superimposed condition at varlous speeds. The object

and the reference both subtend 1.7 milliradians. The "detection" curve

is parallel to the actual separation curve at speeds of separation above

0. I milliradian per second. At 0. I milliradian per second, detection of

separation required 17 seconds. At rates less than this, detection times

converged on actual times required for the objects to separate, and reaction

time was such a small percentage of the test time that its effect was secondary.

Errors in reporting the direction of motion increased almost linearly

from 2°f0 for the target initially superimposed on a star to about Z5_/0 for

30 mrad of initial separation but decreased little beyond this separation.

It was not stated whether or not the detectlon times included incorrect

responses.

Range, Braking and Docking Phases

After acquisition, correction to an intercept course, and initial braking

have been accomplished, {leading up to something less than two miles

separation distance between the chaser and the target) the final braking and

docking phases are initiated. The pilot observes aspect and closure rate as

information to complete the maneuver. The visual conditions here are

entirely different from those of the early phases where the target was seen

as a point source.

When target objects are nearby, change in visual angle, size cues,

shapes, lighting patterns, and color becomes more significant variables.

This information is sufficient to enable the pilot to control the range and

range rate by direct visual contact, while orienting his vehicle for the

docking and final latching maneuver. The appropriate data in section Z

can be used for design prediction as can more specific data from other

sources (Z0, ZI, 38, 43, 46, 50, 53, 77, 9Z, 139, 16Z, 166, 167, 168, 169,

170, 171, 17Z, 173, 174, Z01, 405).

The apparent size of the target vehicle is used by the pilot to estimate

the separation distance between the vehicles. The ability of the pilot to

judge object separation distance with no visual cues except the apparent

size of the target is known (336). After a period of dark adaptation, subjects

were asked at night to estimate the range of several models of known size

placed at random distances. Figure Z-75 shows the average distance

judgments of several observers for various configurations. The solid line

represents perfect estimates. Beyond 500 feet, estimations were better

than expected, but with a tendency towards overestimating the range of the

large objects and underestimating the range of the smaller target objects.

All estimates (except for the balloon) were fairly accurate from 500 feet

in to zero. The effects of illumination, color, and aspect are currently

being studied.
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Figure 2-75

Distance Judgement with No Visual Cues Except
Size of Target

(After Pennington and Brissenden (336))

Estimation of velocity is a key factor in visual docking (78). In the

visual-docking maneuver the rate of change of size can be used to determine

the rate of closure between two vehicles (263). Attention has been given to

the question of visual sensitivity when the target is in motion along the line

of sight as an important factor in judgment of closure rate. Under these

conditions the problem may be conceived in terms of the discrimination of

a change in angular size over time. In a dark field, the threshold as a

function of the velocity and luminance of the target has been determined (Z3).

The conditions approached those of a homing and docking maneuver, since

the object, a 3.5 in. luminescent lamp, subtending an angle of about 40' of

arc, corresponding to the angle subtended by a 5 ft object viewed from about

430 ft. Detection improved as the luminance increased from 0.001 to 0.1 ft L,

with little added improvement when the luminance was raised to 1.0 ft L.

The rate of movement also affected the threshold, the amount depending

upon the threshold criterion used. Movements were detected when the visual

angle increased or decreased, by amounts ranging from about 1.5 percent

to about 8 percent. Using the 95 percent correct threshold criterion, the

detection threshold was between 8 percent visual angle change (at slow

speeds) and 5 percent (at higher speeds). The threshold generally decreased

as the criterion was relaxed, the 65 percent correct criterion yielding

thresholds of about I. 5 percent.

It has been predicted that at closure rates of about 3 ft/sec, detection

of movement would occur with 95 percent reliability when the distance

traveled was about 8 percent of the initial distance, while at rates of about

20 ft/sec detection would occur when the distance was about 5 percent of

the initial distance. Assuming that thrust is applied on the basis of such

detections at the outset of a homing and docking maneuver, one may antici-

pate between 5 and 8 percent error in the distance at which initial thrusts

were applied to establish the approach rates. These would be expected to

undergo adjustment as approach continued.

A more recent study has been primarily concerned with vertical

descent to the lunar surface, and in the simulation a projection of the lunar

surface was servo-driven in a closed-loop system for closure cues. The

pilot applied a braking thrust to stop the apparent closure velocity; the

thrust voltage was fed to an analog computer and then to the landscape-
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projector drive system. The results

seen in Figure Z-76 obtained for one

observer over the range of visual

angles considered may be applied to.

docking. The ratio of closure rate S

to distance S, define (for this particu-

lar test subject) the boundary of this
S/S ratio. This threshold was based on

a reply time of 2 seconds dictated by

time lags inherent in the test proced-

ure. The figure is of interest because
it shows that the maxlmum perception

of closure occurs at visual angles, as

subtended by the target outline, from

70 ° to 90 ° . This boundary agrees with

an analytical derivation of the relation
between S and S. For this subject,

it was found that a representative
value for the closure threshold

S
rain fell between 0. 013 and 0. 016.
S

In docking, the pilot should be able to

judge the closure rate to about 0.15

feet per second from a distance of i0
feet. It is clear that estimation of

closure rates is subject to strong

training effects (22).
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Figure 2-76

Threshold of Velocity Perception

(After Lina and Assadourian (263))

Simulation studies have added much to the use of many of these concepts

in operational design (33, 98, 205, 206, 228, 265, 269, 334, 337, 348, 349,

350). Operator performance in the control of remote maneuvering units

during satellite inspection is currently under study (96, 97). Most translation

errors existing at termination of pilot-controlled docking appear to be caused

by visual cues (337). Pilots are capable of visually aligning the Gemini and

Agena within about 1° of roll and 2o of pitch and yaw using direct
(acceleration-command) control mode. Inaccuracies tend to arise from

parallax problems in observation of indexing bars and by inability to separate

attitude and translation errors.

Oscillation of visual target vehicle can effect efficiency of docking in

the vlsual mode (349). A brief study has been made with a fixed-base simu-

lator employing c]osed-clrcuit television to determlne the effects of target

sinusoidal oscillations in three angular degrees of freedom on pilot-controlled

Gemini-Agena docking. Flights were initiated at a range of about 300 feet

and were performed by using both the rate-command and direct (acceleration

command) attitude-control modes with only visual observation of the target

for guidance. Vehicle mass and moments of inertia simulated the parachute

configuration of the Gemini spacecraft with a one-half fuel load. The results

of the study apply to a fully illuminated target with rear-mounted visual-aid

bars for additional boresight information and are as follows:

I
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• For docking flights using either the rate-command or direct attitude-

control modes, task performance and pilot ratings comparable with those

for a rigidly stabilized target were obtained with the target oscillating at

± 5 ° amplitude in each of three angular degrees of freedom at oscillation

periods of 160 seconds or greater. Fuel consumption and flight time in-

creased, pilot ratings were less favorable, and the percentage of successful

dockings decreased as the period of the oscillations was reduced below

160 seconds.

• For the rate-command, attitude-control mode, limited results on the

effect of oscillation amplitude indicate that for an amplitude of Z.5 o, target

oscillations have little influence on the docking task except at small values

of period (30 to 40 seconds or less) where docking-ring velocity tolerances

can more easily be exceeded. For the amplitude range between ± 2.5 ° and

± i0 o, increasing the motion amplitude for a given value of period (below

about iZ0 seconds) results in increases in fuel used, increases in flight

time required, and less favorable pilot ratings.

• Suggestions are available for optimizing docking cues during day and

night operations (Z69, Z84, 337). No concrete data are as yet available on

the effect of sunlight and glare on docking control. More data are required

on star navigation capabilities in rotating vehicles and the effect of glare

on this function (see Figure 2-46).

• Visual aspects of lunar orbit establishment and translation and hover

maneuvers over the lunar surface have been studied and preliminary

simulator data are available (Z94, 295).

Visual Requirements for Lunar Landing

The visual parameters for establishing a circumlunar orbit and

accomplishing survey of the lunar surface in preparation for landing have

been determined (105, Z95). In preparation for landing, the rate at which

the objects traverse the visual field also has to be taken into account (see

Figures Z-39 and Z-40). Study of the effect of stimulus velocity on acuity

thresholds revealed that the threshold value increased by a factor of four

as stimulus velocity was increased to 140 ° of visual angle/sec (Z74).

Subjects were required to identify the orientation of gandolt C stimuli

exposed for 0.4 sec. Acuity thresholds increased from 3 to Ii min of arc

as stimulus velocity increased. Beyond 140°/sec the perceptual task was

impossible for most subjects; stimuli were reported blurred beyond

recognition.

For the clear perception of a contour, however, the perceptual response

breaks down at lower rates of target movement. A contour subtending 30

rain of visual angle and moving horizontally across a 5° visual field could not

be perceived for rates greater than 15°/sec (390, 391, 39Z). Presenting the

contour in a stationary position a few hundred milliseconds prior to the

movement, permitted the contour to be perceived at higher rates. It was

observed, however, that for velocities beyond 40°/sec contour perception

was impossible for any amount of stationary exposure time. In addition,
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increasing the contrast and illumination level improved contour perception

for higher velocities.

The velocity of lunar landmarks across the visual field is determined

by the (a) orbital and de-orbital speed, and (b) altitude of the spacecraft.

At speeds of 5000 ft/sec and altitudes ranging from 50,000 ft to 100 miles

the maximum apparent velocity of lunar objects is slightly less than 6°/sec,

which is within the range of human capability for contour perception (350).
The rotation of the moon is not considered in these calculations since the

speed of rotation is only 15. 18 ft/sec at the equator and contributes a minor

effect on the apparent velocity of landmarks perceived from the spacecraft.

It appears that angular motion of the target should present little difficulty

to the astronaut in locating and identifying lunar landmarks for initiating

a deorbit and landing sequence on the moon with unaided eyes.

In planning for manned lunar landings, one must consider the capabilities

of a pilot to make final corrections required to land a vehicle on the lunar

surface. For the lunar landing, judgment of vertical velocity has funda-

mental similarity to the necessary ability displayed by a helicopter pilot in

making a vertical landing. However, in the case of the helicopter landing,

small distances and velocities are involved, whereas the lunar landing

deceleration might, under emergency conditions, encompass much larger
distances.

Human judgment of speed (or vertical velocity)relative to a two-

dimensional object is based on rate of change of the subtended visual angle.

Analysis of the problem is presented as follows (263):

Assuming,

h

rain

distance perpendicular to reference plane,

velocity normal to plane, ft/sec

threshold perception of velocity, ft/sec

At
max

A@mi n

min

ft

distance on the reference plane between features which are

equally spaced from the perpendicular line of sight, ft

maximum image-retention time of the eye, sec

total visual angle which is subtended by the reference

base-line distance s, radians unless otherwise indicated

angular resolution of the eye, radians

rate of change of visual angle, radians/sec

threshold perception of visual angular rate, radians/sec

a descent from height h o to height h I will result in an increase of the visual

angle from 8o to 81 when an object of size s on the ground is seen. The

visual reference distance s may be the size of a single object such as a

boulder or it may be the distance between two objects. In the case of a
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descent above a reference circle or crater, the increase in visual angle

would be seen as an apparent growth in diameter.

The relation between height size of object, and subtended visual angle

is

o s (14)tan -2"= 2-£-

The threshold of perception of relative velocity is related to the threshold of

detecting visual-angle rate. The relationship, obtained by differentiating

equation (14} with respect to time, is

 min<ltan2 )
h min Z tan

(15)

and can also be expressed

(16)

by substituting equation (I0) in equation (15). If _min is a constant and

has no dependence on visual angle, then for the case of a single reference

object, the most sensitive velocity cue will be at impact with the surface.
When the view is unobstructed, however, distinctive terrain features may

be seen over a wide range of visual angles. In this case, it is necessary

to find the object size at a given height that will minimlze the vertical

velocity at the threshold; this is done by differentiating equation (I6) with

respect to s, holding 0rain and h constant, to glve

ds min __+ "
S

= 0
(17)

S

h = _- (18)
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The maximum sensitivity to velocity would therefore be provided by terrain

features on a 90 ° visual cone. However, for human control, it is the product

on the right side of equation (ll) that must be minimized (@,nin cannot be

assumed a constant with no dependence on @ ). Measurements necessary to

determine variations in the threshold of the angular-velocity perception of

the eye over a range of visual angles have been made (Z631. The threshold

is defined as the minimum angular rate that can be detected visually with a

high degree of probability in 2 seconds. Figure Z-76 and discussion cover
the results of these studies. These values seem reasonable in view of

human visual resolution and maximum major retention times. Additional

helicopter descent studies indicate the (h) values are conservative enough

for design assumptions (Z63). These data can also be used for calculation

of the point on approach path in lunar landing where emergency visual mode

with velocity detection may be brought into play.

Visual determination of altitude on the lunar surface has been simulated

(Z6Z). Surface feature techniques, when the surface feature is viewed from

directly above, seems considerably more accurate for altitude determination

than do horizon-matching techniques.

? " • ,, •
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Visual Performance on the Moon

The lunar optical environment has been covered in section i. Figure

2-17 shows the manner in which contrast and size of objects are related at

a wide range of adapting luminances. The near coincidence of the curves

at 1000, 100, and i0 mL for objects subtending [0 minutes or more is

important to note, for it indicates that eye-protective filters which transmlt

[0°70 total or one percent of visible light will not significantly impair
contrast discrimination at the hi_her ambient levels of field luminance. It

is clear that the expected luminance levels on the lunar surface (Fig. 2-I0 &

Table 2-Ii) are, in the main, well within the operational tolerances of ordinary

seeing. There are, however, certain special properties of the lunar visual

environment which are unlike any naturally-occurring terrestrial ones (410).

The lack of a lunar atmosphere has several important consequences for

the lunar explorer. The first consequence of a missing atmosphere is the

absence of diffused light. Shadowed parts of the moon's surface will be

very black; the contrasts in the scene will be extremely high and it seems

likely that details of the shadowed areas can only be seen by use of some

reflective device or auxiliary light source. Another property of the atmos-

phere on Earth, generally known as atmospheric haze, is habitually used in
the estimation of distance and size of features. Since this cue will not be

available, and because objects of familiar size may not be available for

direct visual comparison, it is believed that the judgment Of size and dis-

tance will have to be aided by special devices (theodolites, rangefinders)

and by special observing techniques (motion parallax), at least at distances

where man's accommodation and convergence cues are inoperative and

stereopsis no longer helps. Correction for "irradiation" factors must be

considered (194) (see Figure 2-49). Simulated studies in dust-free environ-

ments suggest some of the illusions which may arise (367).
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Distance estimates of surface and flying objects on or near the lunar
surface may offer some difficulty because of the unusual lighting conditions.
Size, distance, motion and numerosity cues must be considered in analysis
of the problem {153). (Seealso references on the discussion of range
estimates during braking and docking maneuvers.) The use of these cues in
night operations is another problem which needs further study (417).

Since the sky above the horizon will appear essentially black (unless the
Sun or Earth is in the field of view) the adaptive capabilities of the man on
the lunar surface may be taxed and his visual performance under such condi-
tions cannot confidently be predicted from existing data (410). For the
sunlit and earthlit conditions, the highly directional nature of the illumination
will, especially at low angles, combine with the low average surface reflec-
tance to produce wide extremes in the appearance of the terrain (IIZ)
(Figure Z-I l). Small change in the sun's azimuth and elevation markedly
alters the contrast conditions. With an apparent luminance of around

6.4 x 108 ft-L, arid subtending a half degree, the sun constitutes a glare

source of tremendous magnitude. Ifthe man on the lunar surface must

operate with the solar disc in his visual field, it is imperative that suitable

protective devices be provided which will prevent discomfort or temporary

or permanent visual disability. It has been argued that the man will always

operate so as to avoid looking into or near the sun, but we must recognize

the probability that accidental exposure will occur. Figure Z-46bsuggests
that an attenuation factor of about 105 will be required for direct viewing

of the solar disc without discomfort. Furthermore, the eye-protective

devices which have been proposed are far from ideal from the visual stand-

point, tending to introduce contrast and acuity losses by reason of scattering

or distortion (410).

Other potentially serious glare sources may be introduced by man him-

self. The need for thermal regulation of lunar excursion vehicles and,

eventually, fixed habitats, has dictated that thelr surfaces be so treated as

to be highly reflective. These surfaces are likely, therefore, to be very

much brighter than the surrounding scene, especially if seen partly or

wholly against the dark sky and may produce serious glare problems and

temporary flash blindness. The reciprocity law and visual acuity during

recovery should be confirmed under specific luminance x time conditions

expected for lunar surface operations.

Preliminary data are available on performance of vision-based tasks

in a lunar light simulator (376). The most unfavorable situation occurs

when the astronaut's body or other obstacle blocks off light to the task equip-

ment, creating deep shadows. Performance time decrement associated with
control tasks varies between 18 and 50°_0under these conditions. Backlighted

panels and display markings and reflecting bezels are recommended.

Storage areas or containers require more lighting than in equivalent Earth

design. Visual simulation for evaluation of lunar surface roving vehicles is

currently under study (427).

Visualization of a vehicle in orbit as it appears near the lunar horizon

is required in order to compute a launch time for optimum rendezvous,

i.e., rendezvous in a direction away from the sun and prior to entering the
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moon's shadow. In this case the astronaut is looking toward the sun. The

minimum angle of separation between the command module and the sun for

detectability, therefore, appears to be a function of two variables, viz., the

brightness of the command module and the degree of impairment of visual

resolution due to the glare effects of the sun. The surface of the moon, also

a glare source, does not offer a serious problem since the average reflec-

tivity coefficient is relatively low and methods for shielding these reflections

are readily available, e.g., binoculars. The data on minimal angle of

resolution (MAR) for two small luminous objects may be used in evaluating

this problem and the "irradiation" factors of Figures Z-47 to 2-49 (194, 325,

326)°

B. ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

. r • . . •

_ r

. ,• • . ; . .

The major source of ultraviolet radiation expected during a space mlsslon

is the sun. Transmission of light by the atmosphere obeys the following

equation very closely for any given wavelength, k:

-rn k sec z
I k = fox e (19)

wherein I k is the intensity of radiation of wavelength k arriving at the surface

of theEa;Ln, Ic _ is the intensity of this radiation arriving at the outer margin ......

of theEarth's a_mosphere, rr_ is dependent only on _ and z is the angle ]•

which the sun subtends with t,_e zenith, called the zenith angle. The length _i/,.!::_.. --.'"-"-
of atmosphere through which the sun's rays must pass (air mass) is directly ;_. : -.

proportional to the secant of z. The magnitude of m determines the extent ii• : _ .
of variation of the intensity I of any wavelength with zenith angle, and hence !: : :•. :_

with latitude, season and time of day. For wavelengths for which m is "

large, the effect of increasing zenith angle is greater than for wavelengths
for which m is small. An idea of the effect of zenith angle on the spectrum

of sunlight at sea level may be gained from Figure 2-77 where curve 0 repre-

sents the spectrum of sunlight outside the Earth's atmosphere, curve i with
the sun at zenith, and curve Z with the sun at 60 ° from zenith (300). The

strong effect of ozone absorption is seen at the short wavelength (ultraviolet)

end of the spectrum; the effect of the absorption bands of water vapor, in the

long wavelength (infrared) region. Detailed data on solar light absorption _

are available (Z50, 354).

The transmission of light of a given wavelength by an absorbing system

in which scattering of light is negligible, may be described by Lambert's

Law:

I = I (i R) 2 e-at (Z0)
O

where Io is the intensity of the light entering the system. I is the intensity

at depth t, ais a constant generally called the absorption coefficient, and R

is the reflective coefficient.

In a system where there is a good deal of scattering, such as human

skin, an equation of similar form may be applied:
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Figure 2-77

Spectral Distribution of Sunlight

0 - outside earth's atmospheres

1 - at sea level with sun at zenith

2 - at sea level with sun at 60 °

R - relative sensitivity of the human eye, scotopm vision

C - relative sensitivity of the human eye, photopm vision

(After Blum (60))

I= le
o

-m (_, s) (zl)

where m{_, s) is a function called the attenuation coefficient, which contains

an absorption function, c_, and a scattering function, s. The functions C_
and s are mutually dependent, but vary to different extents with the optical

character of the medium and with the wavelength.

Effects of Ultraviolet Light on the Skin

The absorption of light by the skin is of interest to the designer of optical

skin sensors as well as to those interested in ultraviolet effects.

Figure 2-78 represents the spectral absorption of light by white (W)

and negro (N) skin.

Representation of the skin structures is diagrammatic, giving a

schematized conception in which the dimensions should not be taken as

generally representative, since the skin may vary widely in its thickness:
c - corneum (horny layer of epidermis), m - Malpighian layer of epidermis,

sw. - sweat gland, seb. - sebaceous gland, p - the most superficial blood

vessels, arterioles, capillaries, and venules, h -hair follicle, s -hair

shaft. The curves w and n give only rough estimates of depths at which
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Figure 2-78

Penetration of Skin by Light

(After Blum (55))

radiation of the corresponding wavelengths is reduced to 5 percent of its

incident vahe. There are insufficient data to make more than rough

estimates, and these curves should be regarded as suggestive only.

The penetration of ultraviolet rays of wavelengths shorter than 0.3Z

into the skin is of particular interest since these wavelengths produce

specific physiologic and pathologic effects, the most obvious of which is

sunburn. The thickness of the corneum varies widely from part to part of

the body, and the depth of penetration of rays of these wavelengths varies

accordingly. On the palms of the hands and soles of the feet, where this

layer is very thick, virtually all of this radiation is absorbed before reach-

ing the Malpighian layer. On the other parts of the body, the thickness may

depend largely upon previous exposure to ultraviolet rays. Figure Z-79a

shows the antirachitic (Rickets-preventing) action spectrum in two independent

rat studies and the absorption spectrum of pro-vitamin D for conversion to

active vitamin D in the skin. Figure Z-79b shows the erythema (redness)

spectrum for the skin and absorption by the corneum which has a maximum

near 0. Z8_ corresponding to an absorption maximum for protein, a large

componen_ of this layer.

The fraction of radiation which has passed through the corneum is

largely absorbed by the cells of the Malpighian layer by such strongly

absorbing substances as proteins and nucleic acids. Here, scattering is

probably considerably less, the optical boundaries being much less sharp

than in the corneum. In general, very little radiation of wave lengths

shorter than 0.3Z_ penetrates deeper than the epidermis, but a small

fraction may reacn the papillary layer of the dermis and have its effect

there. Another absorbing component of the epidermis needs particular

mention, the melanin pigment, which gives the brown and black color to

skin. This is a finely granular substance found in skin, hair, and some

other organs of mammals. There is a good deal of variety in chemical com-

position. From its chemical composition, melanin may be expected to

show a maximum of absorption at about the same position as that of protein,

at 0. g8 _ ; but, since the former is present in a much smaller amount in

the corneum than the latter, its contribution to total absorption might be

expected to be small. Melanin is a good scattering agent, however, and
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Figure 2-79

Biological Action Spectrum of Ultraviolet Light

Wavelength

.26 27 .28.25 29 .30.24

- / ',.--:\\
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_ \\_\ \

b, Erythemal Soectrum for Human Skin;
Soectral Transmission of a Sample of
Human Comeum. The Ordinates are
in Arbitrary Action and Absorption
Units on a Linear Scales from 0 to 1.0.
Transmission of the Corneum is in Per-
cent Extending Linearly from 0 to 25%.

(After Blum (58))
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a. Antirachitic Spectra (Rat Studies 1 and 2)
and Absorption Spectrum of Provitamin
D (7-dehydrocholesterol). The Ordinates
are in Arbitrary Action and Absorption
Units on a Linear Scale from 0 to 1.0.
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may increase the absorption path. The quantitative role of melanin in pro-

tecting the skin against ultraviolet light is difficult to assess.

Transmission by the epidermis increases sharply for wavelengths longer

than 0.32 _ ; the light penetration into the skin as a whole increases to a

maximurr, in the near infrared around 1.0# , then falls to virtual extinction

at about [.4 # due to strong absorption by water. Absorption by carotenoids

and by hemoglobin in the long ultraviolet and shorter wavelengths of the visible

can be neglected. Both these substances are important factors in determining

the color or complexion of white skins, but have a minor effect on the total

penetration of sunlight.

Sunbu rn

Exposure of skin to ultraviolet light results in the sunburn complex (56).

Exposure of the skin to bright summer sunlight for half an hour or longer is

followed, after a latent period of 3 to 6 hours, by dilatation of the minute

vessels of the exposed area, manifested grossly as erythema (57, 216, 333).

The erythema is accompanied by swelling, often so slight as to be almost

imperceptible. If the exposure is prolonged, marked edema (swelling),

desquamatzon (peeling), or blistering may follow, and there may be pain or
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itching. The erythema fades in the course of a few days, being gradually

replaced by "suntan" due to a rearrangement and increase of melanin in the

epidermis. The suntan may persist for months or even years. In addition

the suntan may darken by a process beginning almost immediately upon

exposure, and ceasing with the exposure. The long latent period between

exposure and the physiological responses may be accounted for by assuming

that the physiologically active substances are elaborated by the injured cells

at relatively slow rates.

Figure Z-79 shows an action spectrum for the erythema of sunburn of

human skin obtained by determinlng, for a range of wavelengths, the dose of

radiation required to elicit a just perceptible reddening. Numerous factors

contribute to the complexity of the erythema response, and each may have

somewhat different action spectra. This would help to explain the apparent

paradox that reciprocity (dose-rate x time = constant) holds very well when

erythema production is studied with monochromatic radiation, whereas with

polychromatic radiation this is not the case (62). The erythema spectrum

has sometimes been used as a standard for comparison of the action of sun-

light with the action of artificial sources; but it is clear that with these

complicating factors there may be considerable inaccuracy involved.

Thickening of Skin

A result of the action of ultraviolet radiation on the epidermis is a rapid

proliferation of the cells of the Malpighian layer. This leads to thickening

of that layer and also of the corneum, as many of the Malpighian cells die

and are incorporated into the horny layer (60). Thickening of the corneum

results in a marked decrease in the amount of sunburn-producing radiation

that reaches the Malpighian layer; that is, the effectiveness of the corneum

as a filter is increased, with a resultant reduction in sensitivity to sunburn.

In white-skinned people, the thickening of the corneum is clearly a principal

cause of the apparent immunity to sunburn that is experienced after exposure

to sunlight or other source of ultraviolet radiation. This point is not generally

understood, and it is commonly thought that the tanning of the skin, that is,

the production of melanin pigment in the epidermis, is the only thing that

gives protection from sunburn.

Tanning

The tanning process is itself quite complicated. In white races the

melanin pigment, which confers the tan color, is found principally in the

deepest part of the Malpighian layer (60, 62, g14, 215). About twenty hours

after the exposure to ultraviolet light, some of this melanin begins to

migrate toward the surface, and following this there is production of new

pigment in the basal layer. Later, with the death of cells from the Malpighian

layer and their incorporation into the corneum, the melanin gets into that

layer too. In Negro skin the melanin is present in greater quantity and is also

distributed more uniformly through the epidermis, including the corneum.

Negro skin not only contains more melanin but also is thicker (411), both

factors apparently contributing to the greater opacity that is associated with

low susceptibility to sunburn (60). Ultimately, if the skin is not exposed, the

melanin not only bleaches but also may disappear completely; but the
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disappearance may take months or even years, whereas susceptibility to
sunburn will have returned in several weeks.

Photoxicity and Photallergy

Ce_'tain drugs and disease states increase the sensitivity of the skin to

long wave ultraviolet and even visible light. Several excellent reviews are

available (18, 59).

"- I• • . Y_ .....

]Effects of Ultraviolet on the ]Eye

Light reaches a much greater depth in the eye (Z.3 cm) than in any other

part of the body. The media of the various parts of the eye,including the

retina, are highly transparent tolhe wavelengths of visible light (approximately

0.39;_ to 0.65# ), with little absorption and scattering (63). At the short

end of the visible spectrum, however, about 50_/0of the light is scattered (i01).

Absorption of all wavelengths is virtually complete in the retinal pigment

layer. There is no horny layer, as in the skin. The outer layer of the eye,

the cornea, is a membrane consisting of extracellular collagen and poly-

saccharide. A thin layer of viable cells is kept moist by secretion from the

lacrimal glands. Some attenuation of ultraviolet of greater than 0.32# wave-

length takes place in the lens. Wavelengths shorter than 0.3Z _, on the other

hand, penetrate very little, apparently not reaching the lens to any great

extent. As in the case of skin, water absorption sets the long wavelength

limit at about 1.4/4 . A diagram of the estimated spectral intensity of sun-

light reaching the level of the retina is shown in Figure 2-80. Fluorescence

N

'E

- B

,3 .4 ,5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 I.I 1.2 1.3

WAVELENGTt{,

Figure 2-80

Estimates of Sunlight Reaching the Human
Retina. A - Sun at Zenith, Dry Air;
B and C - Air Containing 20 mm. Pre-
cipitable Water; B, Sun at Zenith, and
C, Sun 60° from Zenith.

(After 81um(56))

of the optical media by ultraviolet light of ab¢ut .36/4 can degrade vision by

decreasing contrast conditions through a glare effect.

Wavelengths shorter than 0.32/4 that cause sunburn are absorbed very

superficially in the eye, where they may cause damage to the cells of the
cornea, called keratitis. The manifest symptoms are pain, disturbances of

vision, and photophobia (light intolerance), with congestion of the conjunctiva,

excessive secretion, and swelling, according to the extent of the injury. When
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such symptoms occur after exposure in the neighborhood of snow fields, where

there is a good deal of diffuse reflection, the condition is often referred to as

"snow blindness" These wavelengths are absorbed so superficially that they

do not cause damage to structures at any depth. Arc welders also get

keratitis from UV emission in the arc (395).

The spectral dependence of energy required for threshold keratitic

damage has not been determined for humans but is known for rabbits (10g).

The data are probably valid for humans.

The most characteristic sign of keratitis with threshold reactions is a

stippled appearance within the corneal surface epithelium as seen by trans-

illumination with the slit lamp and after staining with fluorescein. This

stippling may be seen to be due to multiple punctate erosions (I01). With

more severe reactions there is a corresponding increase in the number of

granules, ultimately forming a mosaic. With relatively severe exposures

the cornea becomes uniformly hazy. It is of interest that the cloudiness

of the stroma occurs only with amounts of radiation which would be expected

on the basis of transmission measurements to penetrate the cornea in

sufficient quantities to produce a threshold reaction in the endothelium or

inner lining layer.

Figure Z-81 represents the action spectrum of keratitis and the absorption

spectrum of several glasses g mm in thickness.

tOO

80

20

-I III FI"I I'_1 t I ] I I I I I tl 1 I

240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440

Wavelength, nm

Figure 2-81

Curves Illustrating the Action Spectrum (Rabbits)
of Keratitis (Line and Triangles) and the
Absorption by Glass of 2 mm. Thickness of

the Following Types: Crown or Spectacle
Glass (Line and Crosses), Window Glass

(Line and Dark Circles), Plate Glass (Line

and Hollow Circles), and Flint Glass (Line

and Rectangles).

(After Cogan and Kinsey (102))
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The action spectrum rises abruptly with a peak of 288 nm, and shows by

extrapolation that the long wavelength limit lies somewhere between 306 and

326 nm. The absorption curve of corneal epithelium peaks at Z65 nm. :

There is no evidence of selective absorption at the wavelength corresponding

to the peak of the action spectrum causing keratitis. This suggests that the

amount of photosensitive substance present is small, e.g., an enzyme, or

alternatively, that the abiotic effects are due to absorption by some small

fraction of the protein complex having absorption maximums similar to the

keratitis maximum. The energy necessary to elicit a threshold reaction in

the cornea at the wavelength of peak sensitivity is of the order of 0. 15 x l 06 ij" r _' _ __ _
ergs. This is to be compared with the value of 2.0 x 106 ergs when the whole _

ultraviolet portion of the spectrum is utilized (10Z, 125, 4Z6). .

The lens does absorb some of the longer wavelengths of the ultraviolet, i '

When the lens is removed these reach the retina where they stimulate the

rods; the eye thus perceiving shorter wavelengths more than normally (431).
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Retinal blindness caused by looking directly at the sun is not produced by

ultraviolet but by focusing of light in the visible spectrum on the retinal

structures (See Section A - Visible Light). Claims that ultraviolet rays may

damage the retina seem unfounded. It is doubtful that either the ultraviolet

or the total energy from sunlight can cause cataract in human eyes, that is,

opacification of the lens. This may be brought about, however, by radiation

from lower temperature sources, such as glass blowers' furnaces (glass

blowers' cataract), which may have much more emission in the infrared

than does sunlight (60).

Eye Protection Against Ultraviolet

The absorption of ultraviolet by optical media follows Lambert's Law

of Equation 2-20. Part of the incident radiation is reflected at the front

surface; part of it is absorbed in passing through the substance; and part is
reflected at the back surface. In the case of glass about 4 percent of the

radiation is reflected at each glass air surface when the radiation is incident

normal to the surface. Another 4 percent is reflected at the surface where

the light emerges, so that even if the glass had no absorption (and consequentl_

100 percent internal transmittance),its external transmittance would only be

92 pe rc ent.

A convenient way of presenting information about the internal trans-

mittance of substances, I/I<), is to give the values of the absorption coefficient

at various wavelengths. Knowing this, the transmittance for any particular

thickness may be calculated from Equation 2-20. For convenience in calcu-

lating, this relation is given graphically in Figure 2-82a where values of

transmittance are plotted as a function of a with the thickness of the absorb-

ing medium as a parameter. Figure 2-8Zb shows the values of transmittance
as a function of the thickness of the medium with absorption coefficient as a

parameter.

Data are available on the absorption coefficient of many different glasses

and plastics (Z50). The transmission of glass in the ultraviolet is deter-

mined largely by the iron oxide content (ferric state) which absorbs strongly

in this region. Impurities of less than 0.01 percent may have profound

effects. Figure 2-81 indicates the absorption characteristics of the common

glasses. A 2mm. thickness of crown glass reduces the exposure hazard

approximately fifteenfold at 305 millimicrons, forty-five fold at 297 milli-
microns and a hundred fold at Z68 millimicrons (320). A 2 ram. thickness

of flint glass affords essentially complete protection at all wavelengths.

Pyrex and Corex, heat resistant glasses, have higher transmissions than

plate or flint glasses. Vycor glasses, approaching silica in their properties,

show very high transmission in the ultraviolet. These have been used for

windows in the Mercury series (165). Fused quartz can be used where

optimum ultraviolet transmission is required. Various glasses, crystalline
minerals, and solutions can be used as filters for specific ultraviolet bands

(250). Exposure to sunlight will gradually oxidize the absorbing minerals

and increase the absorption of UV in glasses and plastics. This solarization

must be accounted for when precise control of the ultraviolet transmission

is required. Noviol glasses can be used in eye-protective devices where
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Figure 2-82a

Transmittance as a Function of Absorption Coefficient for Various Thicknesses

of Absorbing Medium

(After Koller (250))
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Transmittance as a Function of Thickness for Various Values of Absorption Coefficient

(After Koiler (250))
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high intensity ultraviolet exposure is anticipated such as in welding (Z50, 395).

Polaroid ultraviolet filters are also available (395).

Plastic materials vary in their absorption of ultra.violet (250, 395). Care

must be taken in choosing the appropriate plastic window and visor materials

maximizing UV absorption. Helmet polycarbonates do require UV inhibitors.

Figure 2-83 presents the UV absorbance of four compounds used in plastics

to increase the natural UV absorbance. In addition to absorbing ultraviolet

light from the visual pathway, these compounds also stabilize the plastics by

decreasing photo-oxidation and degradation of structural integrity. These

compounds do tend to discolor the plastics to a variable degree. This factor

must be controlled in helmet and visor applications (176).

In orbit or on the lunar or planetary surface, the full intensity of ultra-

violet radiation is experienced (see solid line in Figure 2-77). Data are

available on the ultraviolet transmission of military helmet visor systems

(82, 87]. For the gold-coated visor (Class 3) there is less than 0.5% for

any wavelength in the 290 to 320 nm erythemal band. Such visor systems can

absorb the visible light band to a Z% transmission level and cause no opera-

tional problems except in dusk light conditions (87).

t- ' 2,

Ey.e Trauma in Space Operations

Weightlessness in orbit increases the chances of trauma to the eye by

floating debris and chemicals. Treatment of the various eye trauma

syndromes in space operations has been covered in great detail in a recent

review (84).

F_gure 2-83
Variations in UV Absorbance of the Four

Compounds Most Commonly used as
UV Absorbers in Plastics

Wavelength range shown is that most important in
_rotection of plastics against photodegradation.

Absorbers were at a concentration of 1.0 mg/100 m

in CHCI 3
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